
UNIT – I  TEACHING OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN INDIA 
I.English in Indian Education  
Language of national importance: 
Though English is the foreign language,its national importance is acknowledged.it is 
through this language that Indians maintained and still maintain their 
social,political,commercial and friendly relations. 
Language of western Science and Arts.: 
English was the key which opens the gates of western Science and Arts to Indians by 
learning English. A great scientist like Raman, a great philosopher like Radhakrishnan 
and great poet like Tagore are known throughout the world only because of their 
command over English and the great ideas they expressed through it. 
A Library language: 
English is the key to the treasure house of knowledge, most of the books of higher 
learning and knowledge in different disciples. English is the language of science, 
medicine, law, agriculture, engineering and model technology. Kothari 
commission(1964- 66) has rightly emphasized that English would play a vital role in 
higher education. 
Language of our literary development:  
By reading books, Indian writers developed their own languages and literature. The 
development of modern Indian novel, short story, drama and literary criticism is 
entirely due to the impact of English on Indian languages. 
Language of Indian unity: 
It was English that united the people living in different parts of India. Great Indian 
leaders went from place to place, there they delivered speech in English thus they 
could make people understand their ideas and feelings. These help them to unite all 
Indian against their foreign rulers. In considering the position of English in India the 
outstanding consideration is that English is the language of the government, public 
administration, the legislature and law court, language of commerce, etc. it is the 
medium and the only medium of communication between the educated men and 
between the various language areas.  
II. Elements of English Language  
Phonology 
             The study of speech structure within a language, including both the patterns 
of basic speech units and the accepted rules of pronunciation, is known as phonology.i 
The smallest units of sound that make up a language are called phonemes. For 
example, the word “that” contains three phonemes the “th” represents one phoneme 
/th/, the “a” maps to the short a sound /ă/, and the “t” to its basic sound /t/. 

While phonetics is the study of the ways in which speech sounds are produced, 
phonology is the study of how the speech sounds of a language are used in that 
language to distinguish meaningful units( such as words) from each other, how 
sounds are patterned in a language. Consequently, the study of phonology requires us 
to take meaning into consideration, while phonetics does not. 

Phonology is the study of the sound systems in language. It aims to provide us 
with methods of analysis which means the analysis of spoken utterances that provide 
us with methods of analysis which means the analysis of spoken utterances that 
provide us the means to represent them on paper in a way that provides us with deeper 
insight into how each language works. Whereas syntax is about sentence formation, 
and semantics about sentence interpretation, phonetics and phonology cover the field 
of sentence utterance. 



Phonetics is concerned with how sounds are produced, transmitted and 
perceived ( we will only look at the production of sounds). Phonology is concerned 
with how sounds function in relation to each other in a language. In other words, 
phonetics is about sound systems of language. Phonetics is a descriptive tool 
necessary to the study of the phonetics of a foreign language gives us a much better 
ability both to hear and to correct mistakes that we make, and also to teach 
pronunciation of the foreign language(in this case English) to others. 

As phonetics and phonology both deals with sounds , and as English spelling 
and English pronunciation are two very different things, it is important that you keep 
in mind that we are not interested in letters here, but in sounds. For instance, English 
has not 5 or 6 but 20 different vowels, even if these vowels are all written by different 
combinations of 6 different letters, “a,e,i,o,u,y”.  
Morphology 
Moving to the next level of language, we find the study of the smallest units of 
meaning, morphemes. Morphemes include base words, such as “hat,” “dog,” or 
“love,” as well as affixes, such as “un-,” “re-,” the plural “s” or “es,” and the past 
tense “ed.” Knowledge of the morphology of our language is critical to vocabulary 
development and reflects the smallest building blocks for comprehension. 

Words are potentially complex units, composed of even more basic units, 
called morphemes. A morpheme is the smallest part of a word that has grammatical 
function or meaning (NB not the smallest unit of meaning); we will designate them in 
braces—{ }. For example, sawed, sawn, sawing, and saws can all be analyzed into the 
morphemes {saw} + {-ed}, {-n}, {-ing}, and {-s}, respectively. None of these last 
four can be further divided into meaningful units and each occurs in many other 
words, such as looked, mown, coughing, bakes. {Saw} can occur on its own as a 
word; it does not have to be attached to another morpheme. It is a free morpheme. 
However, none of the other morphemes listed just above is free. Each must be affixed 
(attached) to some other unit; each can only occur as a part of a word. Morphemes 
that must be attached as word parts are said to be bound.  
 Derivational and inflectional morphemes: 
Besides being bound or free, morphemes can also be classified as root, derivational, 
or inflectional. A root morpheme is the basic form to which other morphemes are 
attached. It provides the basic meaning of the word. 
The morpheme {saw} is the root of sewers. Derivational morphemes are added to 
forms to create separate words: {-er} is a derivational suffix whose addition turns a 
verb into a noun, usually meaning the person or thing that performs the action denoted 
by the verb.  
For example, {paint}+{-er} creates painter, one of whose meanings is “someone who 
paints.” Inflectional morphemes 
Inflectional morphemes do not create separate words. They merely modify the word 
in which they occur in order to indicate grammatical properties such as plurality, as 
the {-s} of magazines does, or past tense, as the {ed} of babecued does. 
 English has eight inflectional morphemes, which we will describe below. We can 
regard the root of a word as the morpheme left over when all the derivational and 
inflectional morphemes have been removed. For example, in immovability, {im-}, {-
abil}, and {-ity} are all derivational morphemes, and when we remove them we are 
left with {move}, which cannot be further divided into meaningful pieces, and so 
must be the word’s root. We must distinguish between a word’s root and the forms to 
which affixes are attached. In moveable, {-able} is attached to {move}, which we’ve 
determined is the word’s root. However, {im-} is attached to moveable, not to 



{move} (there is no word immove), but moveable is not a root. Expressions to which 
affixes are attached are called bases. While roots may be bases, bases are not always 
roots. 
Affixes: 
Affixes are classified according to whether they are attached before or after the form 
to which they are added. Prefixes are attached before and suffixes after. The bound 
morphemes listed earlier are all suffixes; the {re-} of re saw is a prefix. 
There are several different types of bound morphemes. The first major groups of 
bound morphemes are affixes. When free root morphemes and affixes are combined it 
creates a word stem. There are a few different types of affixes  apparent in the English 
language.one of which are prefixes are morphemes that must be bound before the root 
of the word. Examples of prefixes are: pre,un, re,dis and anti. The prefix helps us 
better understand how we are supposed to understand the lexicon.the word no longer 
means that object in which is being spoken about is desirable. The placement of the 
‘un’ in front of the roots us to understand the objects as not being desirable. 
Some commonly used prefixes and their meanings: 
Pre-before or prior to.(word eg.prejudge, premature) 
Un-not.(word eg: unhappy,unnatural) 
Re-repeat, again(word eg.reread,redo) 
Dis-removal,makes negative.(words eg.disarm,disapprove) 
In-, im-, ir-: not, without, or into, inside (word eg: inconceivable, inappropriate, 
impossible,irresponsible, influence) 
Another type of affix used in the English language are suffixs.  Rather than the bound 
morpheme coming before the root of the word like prefix would, a suffix is placed at 
the end of the word. Examples of suffix –ed at the end of the word is changes the 
words tense to past. For example the word chase( run after) would change to chased 
and its meaning would become ran after. Some commonly used suffixes and their 
meanings. 
Lexis:  
    Every language uses words to single meaning. A word is usually defined as 
smallest meaningful unit of sounds. In modern linguistics the minimum meaningful 
unit is called morpheme. A word consist of one or more of these morphemes. For 
example, a word ‘meaningful’ is made up of three meaningful units of morphemes 
namely mean, ing and ful. Mean can stand by itself, the others though caring some 
meaning cannot stand by itself. The morpheme that can stand by itself is called a free 
morpheme and the one that cannot is called bound morpheme. 
     Since language is structural at the level of word as well, every language as its own 
distinctive patterns of combining these minimum forms to get larger units. The bound 
forms which can added to the free forms are called affixes. The free form without an 
affix is called a simple free form and the one derived by adding affixes to it is called a 
complex form. The unit made of two or more free forms is called a compound.  
Grammar: 
     People have many associations with the term grammar and not all of them are 
necessarily positive. Grammar is often understood as something that one has to 
painfully acquire in school, while carefully avoiding all sorts of mistakes. In 
linguistics grammar is the set of structural rules that governs the composition of 
clauses, phrases, and words in any given natural language. The term refers also to the 
study of such rules, and this field includes morphology, syntax and phonology, often 
complimented by phonetics, semantics and pragmatics. Linguistics do not normally 



use the term to refer to orthographical rules, all though  usage of books and style 
guides that calls themselves grammars may also refer to spelling and punctuation. 
    Just like any other aspect of language linguist approach grammar descriptively in 
other word in the same way that a biologist approaches an organism or a physicist 
looks at molecules. Grammar is not a checklist of arbitrary do’s and don’ts that 
educators, writers or the editors agreed on, but a set of mental rules that every and 
impaired native speaker of the language has perfect command of. Whenever you open 
a mouth you combine morphemes and words into highly systematic sequences and 
this is what makes what you say comprehensible to others. To the linguistic grammar 
is the invisible system that is at work every time a speaker formulated an utterances, a 
system without which communication would be impossible. 
III. Pre –Independence Period : 
                         
           Due to the British invasion, English language was widely exposed to our 
country. It is strongly believed that it made its entry when the British first came to 
India after the incorporation of the East India Company in 1600, and gained roots 
because of the educational policies of Lord Macaulay.  
The view expressed above makes it clear that English was the language of the rulers 
in India, and as a colonial subject we had no other choice but to learn English. In this 
way the language started gaining roots in India. 
British did not want the spread of European type of Education in India. They felt, as 
has been mentioned in the parliamentary papers (1852-53), that western education 
would enable Indians to challenge the alien rule as was the case with America 
 which was opposed by the missionaries like Charles Grant (1746-1823) whose plan 
was to teach English to the people of India. 
Meanwhile a controversy arose between ‘anglicists’ and ‘orientalists’. It withheld the 
smooth progress of English in India. The ‘orientalists’ advocated the revival of 
Sanskrit and Persian learning. But the noted Hindu leaders like Raja Ram Mohan Roy 
and Christian missionaries like William Carey advocated Western education through 
the medium of English. 
Then the people belonging to the middle class advocated and aspired their education 
in English, which was the language of rulers. They saw that the capacity to speak and 
write English enables them for lucrative posts under government, which provided a 
decent income and an important status in the society. Raja Ram Mohan Roy took the 
issue with all seriousness. He was against oriental policy of education.   
From the view expressed above it becomes clear that Raja Ram Mohan Roy preferred 
English to Indian languages for academic, scientific and other international reasons. A 
still greater attack was made on the work of the committee by the directors 
themselves. They not only felt the superiority of English education, they even 
expressed the view that “the teaching of mere Hindu or Mohammedan literature 
meant the teaching of a great deal of what was frivolous, not a little of what was 
purely mischievous and a small reminder indeed in which utility was in any way 
concerned”. 
The statement cited above makes it clear that most of the Indians aspired their 
education through English medium and, therefore, they opposed to vernaculars or 
Indian languages. The sharp differences brought the work of the committee to a 
standstill and Lord Macaulay was appointed as the president of the committee in 
1834. 
  



From the views expressed above it is evident that Macaulay’s motives in spreading 
English in India were just to create a group of Indians who would be the interpreters 
between their rulers and the ruled. He, by spreading English in India, aimed at just 
creating a class of persons, Indian in blood and color but English in taste, in opinions, 
morals and intellect. Macaulay’s recommendations got the approval of Lord Bentick 
and it was published on the 7th March, 1835; and an official resolution endorsing 
Macaulay’s policy of modern education through English medium was passed. But the 
teaching of English in systematic way starts from the promulgation of Wood’s 
Dispatch of 1854, which has been called the ‘Magna Carta’ of Indian education. 
 
In Wood’s Dispatch it was declared: “The English language is to be the medium of 
instruction in the higher branches, and the vernacular in the lower. English is to be 
taught where there is demand for it, but it is not to be substituted for the vernacular 
languages of the country. The system of grant-in-aid is to be based on the principle of 
perfect religious neutrality.” 
From the report cited above it becomes clear that the beginning of the process of 
providing English language to the 57 bilinguals in India was firmly established with 
the approval of Lord William Bentick to Macaulay’s educational policy of modern 
education in India. English then gradually spread wider in India and gained roots in 
the educational system. In 1857 three universities at the then Bombay, Calcutta and 
Madras were established. The above statement reveals the roles of the educational 
institutions.  
Accordingly, an educational institution should be a place for imparting knowledge to 
learners, and also a place for character building.  The English educated Indians, now, 
were demanding their mother-tongue as the medium of instruction. Their emphasis 
was on the use of mother-tongue as the medium of instruction and on education 
closely related to Indian culture. On their demand, the government appointed the 
Calcutta University Commission in 1917 under the chairmanship of Dr. M.E. Sadler, 
the then vice-chancellor of the University of Leeds. The commission recognized the 
importance of the mother-tongue. They argued: “mother-tongue may be used only in 
high schools; in the higher classes they urged the retention of English”. 
This system of education was opposed by some great Indian leaders like Gokhale and 
others. Mahatma Gandhi was against English education. He said: “The existing 
system of education is defective, apart from its association with an utterly unjust 
government in three most important matters: 
i) It is based upon foreign culture to the almost entire exclusion of indigenous 

culture;  
ii)  It ignores the culture of heart and the hand and confines itself simply to the 

head, and  
iii) real education is impossible through a foreign medium”. 
6 Referring to the baneful effects of English education Gandhi further adds: 
“…English today is studied because of its commercial and so called political values. 
Our boys and girls think that without English they cannot get government services. 
Girls are taught 59 English as a passport to marriage…I know husbands who are sorry 
that their wives cannot talk to them and their friends in English. I know families in 
which English is being made the mother-tongue. All these are for me signs of our 
slavery and degradation.” 
b)The Post-Independence Period:  
English in free India after independence, the question of language became emotional. 
Government of india accepted hindi the official language oppositionsfrom non-



oppositions from non- hindi speaking states forced them to accept English as the 
associate official language of india. The first education commission appointed by the 
free india under the chairmanship of Dr.S.Radhakrishnan(1948) recommended that 
English should be studied in high schools and universities in order that we may keep 
in touch with the living stream of ever growing knowledge. 
   Language planning in free india has started only after 1960s. ‘anti-hindi’ riots in 
south india and ‘Angrezi-Hatao’ campaign in north india urged the government to 
implement three language formula and English should be the medium of instruction in 
all major universities. It also made a point that language instruction should focus on 
skills rather than literature. 
    First English language teaching institute in india was established at Allahabad in 
1954 with collaboration of the british council and a centre institute of English and 
foreign language was established at Hyderabad in 1958.these institutions are 
established for teacher training, syllabus revision and revision of teaching methods 
and materials for improving the standard of English. The secondary education 
commission (1952-53) led by Dr.Lakshmana Swamy Mudaliar stressed the 
importance of dynamic methods of teaching all subjects including English. 
    In 1987, curriculum development centre,(CDC) was formed by university grants 
commission. CDC’s report on “a note on new curriculum” says that the new 
undergraduate curriculum comprises a general English course and special English 
course. To cater to the heterogeneous tertiary level student population the general 
English course is conceived of as comprisingof different units and modules suited to 
the different levels of learners. The patterning of the course is such that student 
depending on their linguistic competence at the time of admission, would not only 
begin their general English programme  
IV.Development of Language Policy in India:  
Language policy in india has adapted itself to the changing demands and aspirations 
of people over the period of time from1947 tp the present. change has occurred on 
many accounts.firstly, the question of a national language which was wisely 
addressed during the formative years of independence by not declaring any language 
as the national language, has now been permanently settled. The existence of English 
in india means that it is no longer necessary to consider the issue of a national 
language. The beneficiaries of this defacto policies are the digenous Indian languages 
in the regions where they prevail, if any additional functions were to be required then 
it could be satisfied by bringing in English. 
     In a way, an associate official language, English knowningly or unknowningly has 
played an instrumental role in maintaining the diversity of india’s language scene 
because the existence of English has meant that it has not been necessary to select any 
one Indian language has the national language. Language planning for school 
education in india can be seen more has a question of status planning rather than 
corpus or acquisition planning. The language policy which emerged has a political 
consensus in the formative years of independence is also an illustrations of democratic 
processes in the ancient context. 
NPE(national policy of education): 
    The national language policy for school education, the three language 
recommended by the national commission on education, 1964-1966 was incorporate 
into the national education policies of 1968-1986 accommodating atleast three 
languages in school education has been seen has a convenient strategy, but concerns 
have also been expressed from various quarters about its unsatisfactory 
implementations. 



    India’s pluralism is reflected in its linguistic diversity. According to the 1971 
census the country has 1652 languages belonging to five different language families: 
Indo- Aryan, Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic, Tibito-Burmese and Semito-Hamitic. The 
Indian Constitution identifies 22 recognized languages.about 87 languages are used in 
print media, 71 languages are used on radio and administration of the country is 
conducted in 15 languages. The English language in India today is both an admired 
and a hated phenomen. On the one hand there is an interesting demend for the 
language which is associated with progress and development, while on the other the 
language is perceived as a killer of native or indigenous languages.  
     The demand for English emerges from many factors, has recognized by the 
position paper on the teaching of English produced by the National Council of 
Educational Research and Training(NCERT 2005). English in India today is a symbol 
of people’s aspirations for quality in education and fuller participation in National and 
International life, the level of introduction of English has now become a matter of 
political response to peoples aspirations, rendering almost irrelevant and academic 
debate on the merits of the very early introduction. 
NCF- 2009(National Curriculum Framework): 
Language cuts across the entire school curriculum in the context of what ‘should 
teachers know and be able to do?’.the role of language is the medium and tool of 
communication assumes great importance. A teacher talks explaining , illustriates, 
translates, guides, instructs, cautions, motivates, encourages and plays various other 
roles. This makes the teacher’s language competency and his proficiency in 
communication skills a critical factor in his/ her effective performance whether inside 
the classroom or elsewhere. No doubt the teacher should know her subject, it is no 
less important at the same time that she should be able to communicate it in a manner 
that could enable his/ her students to comprehend it and analyse it. 
   NCF-2009 recommend a course on language pedagogy would promote an 
understanding of the language, characteristics of the learners, language usage, socio 
cultural aspects of language learning, learning as a process and the functional use of 
language across the curriculum. This would mean moving away from the 
conventional focus on language as a subject , which emphasis its grammatical 
structure rather than useage. To enable student teachers to draw theoretical inside, 
they would need to engage with projects involving listening to children’s reading, 
observing and analyzing reading difficulties, observing and identifying mismatches 
between school language and home language, analyseing text books and other 
materials used in different subjects in terms of presentation, style and language used. 
In teacher education irrespective of its stage specificity and the content area all the 
teacher education area must focus on and accord high priority to the development of 
student teachers language competence and communication skills. If this is not done 
teacher effectiveness will be considerably jeopardized.    
The Three- Language Formula: 
Language planning for school education in India can be seen more as a question of 
status planning rather than acquisition planning. The language debate in education in 
the formative years of India’s independence not only brought in awareness among the 
stakeholders of education, it also enabled the policy makers to fully attempt to realize 
the constitutional vision of equality of opportunity, linguistic rights of every linguistic 
and ethnic community and moving towards the goal of achieving universal access to 
education.  
The Three-Language formula which emerged as a political consensus on languages in 
school education was a strategy to accommodate at least three languages within the 



ten years of schooling. The Central Advisory Board on Education (CABE), the oldest 
statutory body on education in India, initiated the discussion on languages in school 
education in 1940’s and this continued to be a major concern in their discussions until 
1960.  
CABE identified five major issues which required attention:  
• The number of languages to be taught at various levels of school education.  
• The introduction of second and third languages.  
• The place and role of English.  
• The place and role of Hindi.  
• The teaching of Sanskrit and minor language(s) in school. 
The CABE devised the three-language formula in its 23rd meeting held in 1956 with a 
view to removing inequalities among the languages of India. It recommended that 
three languages should be taught in the Hindi as well as non-Hindi speaking areas of 
the country at the middle and High school stages and suggested the following two 
possible formulae:  
1(a) (i) mother-tongue or 
 (ii) regional language or  
 (iii) a composite course of mother-tongue and a regional language or 
 (iv) a composite course of mother-tongue and a classical language or  
(v) a composite course of regional language or a classical language.  
b) Hindi or English 
c) A modern Indian language or a modern European language provided it has not 
already been taken under (a) and (b) above.  
2. (a) as above  
(b) English or a modern European language  
(c) Hindi (for non-Hindi speaking areas) or another modern Indian language (for 
Hindi speaking areas). 
The three-language formula was simplified and approved by the Conference of Chief 
Ministers held in 1961 as follows:  
• The regional language or the mother-tongue when the latter is different from the 
regional language.  
• Hindi or any other Indian language in Hindi speaking areas. 
• English or any other modern European language. 
CABE also deliberated in detail on the study of English as a compulsory subject as 
recommended by the Education Ministers Conference held in 1957:  
• English should be taught as a compulsory language both at the secondary and the 
university stages, students acquire adequate knowledge of English so as to be able to 
receive education through this language at the university level.  
• English should not be introduced earlier than class V. The precise point at which 
English should be started at the middle stage was left to each individual state to 
decide. 
A comprehensive view of the study of languages at school was undertaken and 
concrete recommendations were made by the Education Commission between 1964 
and 1966. The commission having taken account of the diversity of the Indian context 
recommended a modified or graduated three-language formula: 
i. The mother-tongue or the regional language.  
ii.  ii. The official language of the Union or the associate official language of the 

Union so long as it exists; and 
iii.   iii. A modern Indian or foreign language not covered under (i) and (ii) and 

other than that used as the medium of instruction. 



 
Status of English in India as a Second Language and as a Global Language: 
Teaching of English language in India has assured an important place. Now  English 
is one of the most widely used international language. English plays a key role in our 
educational system and national life. 
The learner of English as a second language has some special problems. In Indian 
context leaning English as a second language is an artificial process. It is the same in 
the case of mother tongue which is learned quite naturally. The social situation 
prompts the children to learn the mother tongue. He has strong urge to use his mother 
tongue. He is continually surrounded by mother tongue and he doesn‟t have any 
interference in learning the language. He is benefited from the large number of 
teachers. Everybody he meets is a teacher of his mother tongue. There is no gap of 
opportunities to forget the language use. 
Learning English as a second language has different set up. Mother tongue is learnt 
quite automatically, whereas, a second language is learnt consciously. Learning a 
second language is a painful process and it requires a lot of practice. Constant and 
sustained practice alone can help the learner of second language to some extent. The 
teacher has to feel the importance of situation to learn English as a second language 
and accordingly design the activities that can develop language skills in English in his 
students.  
Learning a foreign language as a second language is a fascinating one. When we learn 
a foreign language, definitely, the hindrance from the mother tongue is imminent. 
Many studies have been carried out to find out the factors that promote or interfere in 
learning a foreign language. When there is a similarity in the knowledge and structure 
between the mother tongue and the target language, then the mother tongue facilitates 
the learning of the target language. Apart from this, learning of mother-tongue takes 
place in a very natural way. Learners need not show tiring efforts to learn their 
mother-tongue. They are provided with acquisition-rich  environment. Wherever they 
go, they have opportunity to learn the language. Everybody in the society is a teacher. 
If they make any mistake, it is corrected instantly.  
Listening and speaking are learnt at home and then, the child is sent to school for 
learning, reading and writing of the language. Learning a foreign language as a 
second language is much difficult. Robert Paul says: “when learn our first language, 
we face the universe directly and learn to clothe it with speech; when we learn a 
second language, we tend to filter the universe through the language already known”. 
The learners have to render a constant effort to learn. Learning English as a second 
language is an artificial process.  
The difference between learning a mother tongue and a foreign language is well 
defined by David Abercrombie. He says: "...the infant has little else to do, have the 
strongest social compulsion to learn, is continually surrounded by the language it is 
learning, and has no old habits likely to interfere with what it is doing. But the foreign 
language learner, whether school-child or adult, is at a disadvantage compared with 
the infant in so far as he has many other things to do, has sometimes little urge to 
learn, encounters the language he is learning only at intervals, and finds the native 
language habits in continual conflict with those needed for the new language. But he 
is also at an advantage compared with the infant in so far as he possesses a developed 
intelligence, and is also literate"  
Nature of a Language: 
Language plays an important role in human life. Everyone make use of it. From birth 
to death human being are surrounded by it. it is the medium through which thoughts 



are conveyed by one person to the other. language is the flesh and blood of our 
culture.we cannot imagine the world without language. In the absence of 
language,most of the activities will stop and all teaching and non teaching will come 
to an end.the progress of man kind will cease. 
Importance and place of English Language: 
English was perceived as a library language during the formative years of india’s 
independence, indeed at one point there was a proposal that hindi should be given 
fully fleged official language status and that English should be abolished from public 
use.however, having been granted ‘associate official language’status,English 
continued to dominate higher education. Increasingly,it has been spreading its wings 
is moving into school education. 
English today is almost a compulsory second language.once deprived sections of the 
society now perceive the language as an instrument for progress.an enabling English 
language environmentalso cannot be created overnight.the creation of such an 
enabling environment has to be encouraged through curricular and other activities in 
and outside school. 
It is better to have English taught as asubject rather than impose a bad English 
medium education. equipping English language education with the essentials in the 
native medium schools would benefit learning in general and language learning in 
particular. A ‘language across curriculum’ perspective and a strategy of 
multilingualism(NCERT 2005) would be of benefit on many counts. The centrality of 
language in learning needs to be recognized. English then can play a vital role as a 
language of mutual benefit- benefiting Indian languages as wellas itself and so 
enriching education as a whole. 
 2. Aims of Teaching English at Secondary Level : 
1. To understand spoken English with ease and to understand English from 
broadcasting.  
2.  To speak simple English correctly and fluently.  
3. To read English comprehension at a reasonable speed. 
4. To pronounce the words correctly so as to decode by others 
5. To produce simple and meaningful sentences. 
6. To be engaged in conversation in English•   
7. To write neatly and correctly at a reasonable speed.•  
 8. To read and comprehend stories and incidents in social set up and to understand 
the content from English new papers. 
Problems of learning a foreign language-Influence of mother tongue. 
While learning the foreign language, learners face a number of problems like, 

• Difference between the structures of their mother tongue(L2) and those of the 
target language, English (L2) 

• Differences in sounds of two languages. 
• Certain aspects of L1 are likely to interfere with the lerraning of L2, results in 

mistakes. 
• Lack of exposure, that is, students listen to English only for about 40 miniutes 

each day and rest of the time in school and outside theylisten to English only 
to speak,read and write in their mother tongue. 

• Any language, including English is too complex to be learned purely by 
imitation and repetition. Aconscious effort on the part of the learner is 
essential. 

Mother tongue‘s influence on second language influence in L2 learning show that six 
to eight years of education in a language are necessary to develop the level of literacy 



and verbal proficiency required for academic achievement in secondary school. To 
retain their mother tongue, children whose first language is not the medium of 
instruction must have: Continued interaction with their family and community in their 
first language on increasingly complex topics that go beyond household matters; 
Ongoing formal instruction in their first language to develop reading and writing 
skills; and Exposure to positive parental attitudes to maintaining the mother tongue.  
Fluency and literacy in the mother tongue lay a cognitive and linguistic foundation for 
learning additional languages e.g. English language. When children receive formal 
instruction in their first language throughout primary school and then gradually 
transition to academic learning in the second language, they learn the second language 
quickly. If they continue to have opportunities to develop their first language skills in 
secondary school, they emerge as fully bilingual (or multilingual) learners. If, 
however, children are forced to switch abruptly or transition too soon from learning in 
their mother tongue to schooling in a second language, their first language acquisition 
may be weakened or even lost.  
Even more importantly, their self-confidence as learners and their interest in what 
they are learning may decline, leading to lack of motivation, school failure and early 
school drop-out. In spite of the fact that the world is a global village, we ought to 
harness our virtuous customs and beliefs; they define us and establish our rightful 
belonging. As much as it is important to teach our children international languages, 
they ought to learn and appreciate their local dialects, too. 
 
Teaching English in Bilingual/Multilingual Contexts – Teaching English as a 
Second Language : 
            ‘A person's second language is a language that is not the native language of 
the speaker, but that is used in the locale of that person.' In other words, a second 
language is learned in addition to the mother tongue of the learner for its practical 
utility in day to day life and affairs. Therefore, the mother tongue of the learner is 
called as the first language or L1 and any language that is learned in addition to the 
mother tongue is known as second language or L2. Languages are also classified in 
many such types' i.e. third language (L3), foreign language, a dead language, classical 
language, target language, etc. 
             In the present context, English has acquired the place of the Second language 
in India for its national and global importance as a language of knowledge, 
communication, education, business, trade, commerce, science, technology and a 
window on the modern world. Therefore, English has been or used by Indians for 
utilitarian purposes, such as; for social, commercial, official and educational activities 
within the country and abroad, for listening to the national and global broadcast, for 
reading newspapers and books and to travel across the country or world. It is very 
important for a teacher of English to make his learners equipped with the command of 
English which allows him to express himself in speech or in writing that can sustain 
them in the present world which functions through the English language.  
Teachers should realize the objectives of teaching English as a second language and 
enable the learners to:   

a. understand English when spoken;  
b. speak English correctly and fluently;  
c. read English with comprehension at a reasonable speed for gathering 
information and enjoy reading;  
d. write English neatly and correctly with proper speed and legibility;  
e. acquire knowledge of the elements of English for achieving a practical 



command of the language; and  
translate English into their mother tongue and vice-versa. 
          Keeping in view the above objectives the teacher educators should design the 
syllabus of English and teachers should plan their teaching activities. If you observe 
teaching of English in Indian classrooms, you will come across the following dull 
irrelevant activities of teachers, such as; writing new words on the blackboard with 
their mother tongue meanings, instructing learners to write them down in their 
notebooks, asking learners to memorize the words and their meanings by heart, 
reading aloud three to four passages of a prose and translating it into their mother 
tongue, explaining some grammatical items and telling learners to write down the 
answers to the questions given at the end of the lesson as their homework, etc. 
Through such activities, we are not going to achieve the objectives of teaching 
English as a second language. Teachers should follow the principles of language 
learning. 
Special qualities required for a good English Teacher. 
The English language is widely spoken in different parts of the globe. People who are 
not native English speakers can improve their English language and pursue other 
courses abroad. This can also help them in securing jobs in other countries or doing 
business with foreign people. An experienced teacher can help you in improving your 
listening, writing, pronunciation, and reading skills 
A good, well-trained teacher can make a huge difference in your education and future. 
Highly-effective English teachers should be fresh always, introduce new ideas and 
changes, experiment with new  things and be unique. Good teachers should have 
certain qualities like patience, tenacity, and adaptability. These are some of the 
essential qualities that can help learners in improving academically. The following are 
the essential qualities that a good English teacher should have: 

Patience 

Remember that students are different. Some of them learn quicker than others. 
Struggling student should be given more attention than fast learners. Thus, teachers 
should be very patient when dealing with students. Ideally, teaching should be done at 
apace in which most students are comfortable with. They should avoid rushing 
through the coursework as this can discourage students from learning. 

Adaptability 

Teachers should adapt themselves to all students that they are handling. The approach 
used by professionals depends on the individual needs of students. They should keep 
track of their students’ progress throughout the sessions. Any approach or plan that 
isn’t working should be changed. 

Openness 

English teachers should be active listeners. Demonstrating their level of openness can 
make them more accessible and approachable by students. It is therefore imperative to 
listen to the individual needs of your students and come up with an effective plan. 
Offering comforting support to students can make them feel valued. 



Experience 
Professionals should have a better understanding of the English language for them to 
impart skills to learners. They should demonstrate confidence in their reading, 
writing, and pronunciation skills. He or she should explain the different concepts in a 
manner that students can understand. Again, they should know where to start and pace 
their work correctly. Being interactive can help them in checking that learners 
understand.  

Energy 

Students who are attentive can absorb almost everything that is being taught. 
Professionals should be enthusiastic and energetic. Being interactive and making the 
coursework more interesting is the key to inspiring active interest in your student. It 
can also motivate them to do better. 

Being a good teacher is extremely important, and a good teacher is someone who a 
student will remember and cherish for the rest of their lives. But what really makes a 
good teacher? There are a lot of things to consider when answering this question. 
Below we will discuss the top 10 qualities of a good teacher that we believe are most 
important in quality teaching and really creating that strong student-teacher 
relationship. 

Communication skills: 
Communication skills are on the top of the list of what makes a good teacher. 
Effective communication is a critical asset to acquire in both professional and in 
intimate environments. It is the root of successful and memorable relationships. In 
teaching, having strong communication skills as a teacher is an essential quality for 
building teacher-student rapport and creating a trusting environment for the students. 
Strong communication skills are essential for the objective of teaching itself. 

As a teacher, having the ability to constructively express verbal, writing, visual, and 
body language cues together with the capacity to convert ideas into student 
understandable structures will deliver knowledge with superior results.  

A teacher must be able to communicate the classroom’s curriculum in an effective 
and organized manner that the students will be able to understand. This way, the 
students will know precisely what is expected of them, including understanding due 
dates for specific homework tasks or assignments so that students can deliver the 
work successfully. If a student does not fully grasp or understand the expectations or 
directions of a particular task or assignment, it is crucial for the teacher to 
communicate them to the best of his or her abilities. 

Listening skill: 

Being a good teacher means having your students listen to you and making sure that 
you listen and give your students the attention they need by answering all of their 
questions. The value of listening lies behind, allowing you to better understand your 



students. Aristotle once said that “those who know, do” and “Those you understand, 
teach.”  

Understanding skill: 

The ability to understand your students is one of the keys to being a good teacher 
and helps you to understand what works and what does not work in terms of teaching 
for specific students and your student group as a whole. Each student is different and 
expresses themselves in their own unique way. By asking active questions and 
carefully listening to what students have to say, a teacher can further improve their 
communication between themselves and their students. Through strong listening 
skills, teachers are able to create a stronger, healthier, and higher quality learning 
environment.  

UNIT – II MICRO TEACHING SKILLS - OBJECTIVES AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING 
Micro teaching : 
Microteaching is a technique aiming to prepare teacher candidates to the real 
classroom setting . Microteaching can also defined as a teaching technique especially 
used in teachers’ pre-service education to train them systematically by allowing them 
to experiment main teacher behaviors. 
Meaning of Micro Teaching : 
Micro-teaching is a “scaled down teaching encounter” in which a teacher trainee 
teaches a small unit to a group of 5 to 10 students for a small period of 5 to 10 
minutes. Such a situation offers a helpful setting for an inexperienced teacher trainee 
to acquire new teaching skills and to refine old ones. Micro-teaching is a new design 
for teacher training, which provides trainees with information about their performance 
immediately after completion of their lessons.  
Definitions: 
Allen: “Scaled-down teaching encounter in class size and class time”.  
Bush: “ A teacher education technique which allows teachers to apply clearly defined 
teaching skills to carefully prepared lessons in a planned series of five to ten minutes 
encounters with a small group of real students often with an opportunity to observe 
the results on videotapes”.  
McAleese and Unwin suggest that the term micro-teaching is often applied to the use 
of closed circuit television to give immediate feedback of a trainee teacher‟s 
performance in a simplified environment, but insist that micro-teaching is best viewed 
as a form of simulated teaching usually incorporating reduced complexity and some 
feedback placed”. 
Characteristics of Micro Teaching : 
1. Micro-teaching is a practice where the trainee concentrates on only one specific 
skill at a time.  
2. Classroom interaction is provided and there is an immediate feedback possible. 
3. The trainee concentrates on practicing a specific well-defined skill.  
4. It gives opportunities for the trainees to learn the classroom technique.  
Phases of Micro teaching: 
There are three phases of micro teaching procedure:  



1. Knowledge acquisition phase (Pre-active phase): In this stage provide knowledge 
about teaching skills, observe the demonstration of teaching skills and analyze and 
discuss the demonstration of the teaching skills. 
 2. Skill acquisition phase(Inter-active phase) It includes activities such as planning 
and preparation of micro lesson for a skill, practicing the skill, evaluation of the 
practised skill and re-plan and re-teach and re feedback till the desired level of skill is 
achieved. 
 3. Transfer phase (Post-active phase): It gives the opportunity to use the skill in 
normal classroom teaching and integrate the different skills practiced. Teaching skills 
may be defined as a set of teacher behaviour which is especially effective in bringing 
about desired changes in pupil-teachers. The activities and behaviours that facilitate 
learning in the learners are known as teaching skills. The instructional techniques and 
procedures used by the teacher in the classroom are also known as teaching skills. 
Principles of micro teaching: 
Micro teaching cycle: 
Planning a Micro-lesson Teaching -Feedback - Replanning - Reteaching  -Refeedback  
Micro Teaching Cycle.  

 
Step 1: Planning a Micro-lesson. In consultation with the supervisor a suitable content 
is chosen and episode for the chosen skill is prepared so as to practice for 5-7 minutes.  
Step 2: Teaching Session. The selected content is practised in the presence of the 
supervisor and the trainees. 
Step 3: Feedback. The supervisor and the co-trainees discuss strengths and 
weaknesses of the micro-teaching practice and concrete feedback is given.  
Step 4: Replanning Session. The micro-teaching practitioner makes some changes in 
his episode as suggested by the supervisor and the observers.  
Step 5: Reteaching Session. The teacher trainee practises the same skill may be with 
the other set of 5-7 students.  
Step 6: Refeedback: The supervisor and the observers again discusses on the level of 
practice and give feedback to improve his teaching skills. 
Merits of Micro teaching  
1. It helps to develop and master important teaching skills.  
2. It helps to accomplish specific teacher competencies.  
3. It caters to the need of individual differences in the teacher training.  
4. It is more effective in modifying teacher behaviour.  
5. It is an individualized training technique.  

plan

teach

feedback

replan

reteach

refeed 

back



6. It employs real teaching situation for developing skills.  
7. It reduces the complexity of teaching process as it is a scaled down teaching. 
8. It helps to get deeper knowledge regarding the art of teaching.  
 Demerits of Micro teaching  
1. It is skill oriented training not content.  
2. A large number of trainees cannot be given an opportunity for re-teaching and 
replanning.  
3. It is time-consuming technique  
4. It requires special classroom settings.  
5. It covers only a few specific skills.  
6. It deviates from normal classroom teaching. 
7. It gives rise to administrative problems while arranging. 
Attempts have been made to list teaching skills. Allen and ryan listed the following 
teaching skills at Stanford university in the U.S.A. 

• Stimulus variation 
• Set induction 
• Closure 
• Teacher silence and non verbal cues. 
• Fluency in question 
• Probing questions 
• Use of higher order question 
• Divergent questions 
• Recognizing and attending behavior 
• Examples and illustrations 
• Lecturing 
• Planned repetition 
• Completeness of communication 
• Reinforcing students participation 

Various skills of micro teaching: 
• Skill of Set induction 
• Skill of demonstration 
• Skill of black board writing 
• Skill of explaining 
• Skill of stimulus variation 
• Skill of questioning 
• Skill of reinforcement 
• Skill of communication 
• Skill of illustrating with examples 
• Skill of closure 
• link lesson 

Skills and its components:  
Skill of Reinforcement:  
Everybody in the classroom expects some kind of recognition for their responding 
behavior. There is a belief that „child cries for recognition‟ and „the man dies for 
recognition‟. When the efforts of any individual are recognized then the efficiency in 
their works get enhanced. If a teacher wants his pupils to be involved in his teaching 
and expects to have more learning experiences, then the teacher needs to use 
reinforcers to encourage his pupils.  
The Sub-skills of Skill of Reinforcement  



1. Positive Verbal Reinforcers (very good, fine, fantastic, keep it up etc.)  
2. Positive non-verbal reinforcers  
3. Negative verbal reinforcers 
 4. Negative non-verbal reinforcers  
5. Extra verbal reinforcers  
6. Repeating and rephrasing pupils‟ responses  
7. Writing pupils‟ responses on the blackboard. 
The Sub-skills of Skill of Stimulus Variation  
1. Teacher movement 
2. Gestures 
3. Change in speech pattern 
4. Change in interaction style 
5. Focusing 
6. Pausing 
7. Oral- visual switching 
8. Physical participation of pupils 
The Sub-skills of Skill of Explaining  
1. Beginning of the statement 
2. Explaining links 
3. Using technical definition 
4. Covering essential points 
5. Questioning to test pupils understanding 
6. Using appropriate concluding statement 
The Sub-skills of Skill of Probing Questions  
1. Prompting 
2. Seeking further information 
3. Refocusing 
4. Redirecting 
5. Increasing critical awareness 
The Sub-Skill of introducing: 
1.  Use of previous knowledge 
2. Appropriateness 
3. Arouse interest 
4. Effectiveness 
5. Gaining attention 
Skill of Using Blackboard : 
Blackboard needs to be used quite meaningfully. Some teachers have the habit of 
writing on the blackboard as they wish. Students cannot gain anything from this kind 
of blackboard usage. Though there are many electronic gadgets that are used in 
teaching, but most of the 124 government schools in India are left with only 
blackboard for educational transaction. Hence, teachers have to use it meticulously in 
order to give the students „photographic memory‟ from the blackboard. 
 There are a few benefits on good blackboard usage. 
 1. Students understand the teaching concept very clearly.  
2. It acts as an reinforcement to the pupils when they answer.  
3. Diagramic presentation helps in mind mapping.  
4. Attention of the students is drawn very easily. 
The main components black board:  
1.legibility in handwriting,  
2.neatness in using the blackboard and 



 3.using it appropriately.  
Blackboard is the oldest teaching aid and for some schools it is the only teaching aid 
available. Blackboard can be used for teaching any language item.Some teachers use 
the blackboard very efficiently. The teachers should effectively use it for the benefit 
of the students. The teacher has to divide the board into two.  
One should be for reference area and the other for working area. Reference area may 
be one third of the board and working area may be two third of the board. In reference 
area the teacher can write all the specific instructional objectives aimed to teach in 
that particular period. So that no specific instructional objective is left untaught.  
Blackboard sketches for Developing Aural-oral Skills : 
Blackboard sketches are more useful for the situational teaching of English. Many 
situations can be created with the help of blackboard sketches. Blackboard sketches 
will kindle the imaginative power of the children. The teachers need not to be good at 
drawing. Even roughly drawn sketches will attract the attention of the children. It also 
acts as a great motivator. Blackboard sketches have great advantage over picture is 
that they are done in front of the children. So, they have strong appealing to the 
children.  
Blackboard sketches for Developing Reading and Writing skills: 
While using the blackboard for writing the meaning of the words verbally he can use 
simple sketches also. Beginners will be trained in the mechanics of writing through 
blackboard.Since the teacher writes the alphabet in front of the students, they will 
easily imitate the method of writing from him. Students may be allowed to write on 
the board during. 
Link lesson in micro teaching: 
After all the skills of teaching are practiced by the student-teachers, they are asked to 
go to schools for practice teaching in real classroom setting. In this setting, they 
expected to link all the skills that they practiced. Link lesson is an ability on the part 
of a student teachers to understand a given situation analytically, to examine his 
repertoire of the component skills, to select and organize them into a sequenced 
pattern to achieve the instructional objectives, and to use component teaching skills in 
the desired pattern with ease and mastery. 
 Linking the component teaching skills is thus a process in which this ability is 
acquired. Linking can thus be defined as the process through which the ability to 
perceive the teaching situation analytically select and organize the component 
teaching skill in desired sequence to make effective pattern in order to achieve the 
specified instructional objectives. 
Model format for micro teaching: 
 
                                  MICRO TEACHING P1  
 
SKILL USED:    SKILL OF REINFORCEMENT 
 
NAME OF THE PUPIL TEACHER:   
 
TOPIC NAME:   ARTICLES(GRAMMAR) 
 
DATE:   
 
Components used: 
1. positive verbal reinforcement (PVR) 



2. Positive non verbal reinforcement (PNVR) 
3. Extra verbal cues (EVC) 
4. Repeating and rephrasing students answers (RRP) 
5. Writing pupils answer in blackboard (WPBB) 
 

PUPIL TEACHERS 
ACTIVITY 

PUPIL ACTIVITY SKILL  

Pupil teacher enters the class 
and says good morning 
students 
How are you all? 

Good morning mam 
 
Good, fine mam 

 

Have you all heard about 
vowels and consonants? 
Good 

Yes mam  
 
PVR 

How many vowels and 
consonants are there in 
alphabets? 
Very good. 

 
(shows the picture and writes 
the answer on blackboard 

5 vowels and 21 
consonants 

 
 
PVR, WPBB 

What we put before a word 
starts with vowels and 
consonants? 
 
yes, you are right we add a or 
an before those words 
(repeats and rewrites the 
pupils answer on BB) 

A and an  
 
 
PVR 
WPBB, RRP 

So what are those a and an are 
called as? 
 
Yes, it is called as  “articles” 

 
(shows the chart and 
introduces the topic and 
writes on the BB) 

Articles WPBB 
RRP 



Today we are going to learn 
about articles 

 
 
 
(rewriting the topic on the 
black board) 

Listens the class WPBB 

so what is an articles? 
Hmm… good then 
 
(smiles and nods) 

Which is used before a 
vowels and consonants 
 
No response 

EVC 
 
 
PNVR 

An article is a word that is 
used with a noun 

Listens the class 
carefully 

WPBB 

How many articles do we 
have? 
Can you mention that? 
Yes, very good  
We have three articles as a, 
an,the 
(writing the answer on the 
black board) 

3 mam 
They are a, an, the 

 
 
PVR, RRP 
WPBB 

So where do we use ‘an’? 
Good, we use for word starting 
with vowels and vowel sounds 

 
 
And where do we use ‘a’? 
Yes, correct . 

 
(using chart to show the 
usage) 

Before a word starting 
with vowels 
 
 
 
 
 
Before a word starting 
with consonant 

PVR, RRP 

 
Let us see some examples 
 
 
 
 
So what comes here 
 
 
 

Its an umbrella 
 
 
 
 
 
A boat 

 PVR 
EVC 
RRP 
 
 
 
PVR 
WPBB 



 
 
 
OBSERVATION FORM: 
S.  
NO 

COMPONENTS TIME SCALE(HALF 
MINUTE TIME  

PERIOD)  

TOTAL RATING 
SCALE*  

1  2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1  2 3 4 5  
1  Positive verbal 

reinforcement 
� �    �  � �  5     � 

2  Positive non 
verbal 
reinforcement 

    �      1 �     

3  Extra verbal 
cues 

   �    �   2  �    

4  Repeating and 
rephrasing 

  �    � � �  4    �  

5  Writing pupils 
answer on 
blackboard 

 � � � � �   � � 5     � 

 
*1-Poor  *2-Average *3-Good *4-Very good *5-Excellent 

------------- umbrella 
 
Hmm..good, an umbrella 

 
 
----------- boat 

 
Very good. 
(rewrites the answers on 
black board) 
(using flash cards to show the 
examples) 
 
Now where all we use the? 
‘the’ is used to say about a 
particular noun 
For eg., the moon, the air

 
 

Listens the class WPBB 

In the next class will continue 
with some more examples 
 
Thank you students 

 
 
 
Thank you mam 

 



COMMENTS:  her rephrasing of pupils answer was less. Her voice modulation was 
good. she could used some more extra verbal cues. Her time utilised was short 
 
Pupil teacher signature                                                             guide teacher signature 
 
 
 
                                          
                                   MICRO TEACHING P1 
 
SKILL USED :  EXPLAINING SKILL 
 
NAME OF THE PUPIL TEACHER : 
 
TOPIC NAME : PROSE- LIFE OF HELEN KELLER 
 
DATE :  
 
COMPONENTS USED: 
1. Beginning of the statement 
2. Explaining links 
3. Using technical definition 
4. Covering essential points 
5. Questioning to test pupils understanding 
6. Using appropriate concluding statement 
 
 

PUPIL TEACHER 
ACTIVITY  

PUPILS ACTIVITY  SKILL  

Pupil teacher enters the 
class by saying good 
morning students 
 
How was your day today? 

Good morning mam 
 
 
Went well mam 

 

Have you ever seen any 
disabled peoples? 
Can you mention some of 
them? 
(good) 

Yes mam 
 
Blind, deaf and dumb, 
mental disability, 
physically handicapped 
etc.. 
 

 

Why do we call them as 
blind? 
(Yes excellent) 

Because they are unable to 
see ,they don’t have vision 
power like us. 

 

Then what problems do 
deaf people have? 
(Yes) 

They cannot listen , they 
lost their hearing power 

 

OK  how will the blind 
people read and write? 

Using braille script  



 
(Yes, you are right) 
so in connection with these 
qualities today we going to 
study about a famous 
personality as 
“Helen Keller” ie., “life of 
Helen Keller”

 
(Writing the topic on the 
blackboard) 

Listening the class 
 
 
 
 
 

Beginning of the statement 

Helen Keller was born on 
June 27, 1880 in Alabama. 
She was the elder daughter 
to her father Arthur h.  
Keller and mother Adams 
Keller  
 
Where was Helen Keller 
born? 
(Correct answer) 

Listening the class 
interestingly 
 
 
 
 
 
Alabama 

Covering essential points 
 
 
 
 
 
Testing pupils 
understanding 

She was born with her 
senses of sight and hearing 
then started speaking 
during her 6 month old 

Listening the class 
carefully 

Covering essential points 

After few months she lost 
her both the senses in 
connection with affecting 
by brain fever. 
(by repeating the main 
points and writing on 

Enjoying the class Covering essential points 



blackboard) 
 
After that upto 7 years old 
she was communicating by 
using home sign 
languages. 
Have you heard about sign 
language? 
Sign language is language 
which is used by deaf 
people to communicate 
through  hand symbols or 
actions 
 

 
So sign language is used 
by whom? 
(Yes very good) 
(Showing the chart for 
better understanding) 

Yes/no mam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Deaf peoples 

Using technical definitions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Testing pupils 
understanding  

then at the age of 7 she met 
her  first teacher and life 
long companion named as 
miss Anne Sullivan 
because of her only she 

 Listening the class with 
full attention 
 
 
 

Explaining links 
 
 
 
 



could succeed in her life 
 
What is the name of her 
teacher? 
(you are correct) 
(writes the answer on the 
blackboard) 
Have you met any 
inspiring teacher in your 
schooling days? 
(Smiles and continue the 
class) 

 
 
Miss Anne Sullivan 
 
 
 
Yes/no or various 
responses 

 
 
 
Testing pupils 
understanding 

Miss Sullivan was the one 
who taught her 
language,including reading 
and writing also. 
Then Keller learn to speak 
and understand what other 
speaks through the tadoma 
method 

Listening the class with 
excitement 

Covering essential points 

Can you guess what is 
tadoma method? 
It is a way of 
communication used by 
the deaf-blind  individuals 
to identify the what the 
opposite people speaks by 
touching their lips 

 
 
 

Yes/no 
 
 
Listens the class 

Using technical definitions 

So students today we saw 
about the life history of 
Helen Keller 
As she was a woman with 
disabled qualities .  she is 
elder daughter to her 
parents. 
And she lost her  both 
senses at about 6months 
then she learned sign 
language upto 7yrs. later 
with help of a teacher miss 
annesullivan she learned to 
read and write. 

Listening the class 
carefully 

Using appropriate 
concluding statement 



 
 
OBSERVATION FORM: 
S.  
NO 

COMPONENTS TIME SCALE(HALF 
MINUTE TIME  

PERIOD)  

TOTAL RATING 
SCALE*  

1  2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1  2 3  4 5  

1  Beginning of the 
statement 
 

�          1 �     

2  Explaining link     �      1 �     

3  Using technical 
definition 
 

    �    �  2  �    

4  Covering 
essential points 
 

  � � �   �   4    �  

5  Questioning to 
test pupils 
understanding 
 

    � � �    3   �   

6  Using 
appropriate 
concluding 
statement 

         � 1 �     

 
*1-Poor  *2-Average *3-Good *4-Very good *5-Excellent 
COMMENTS:  *her time management was less. *Usage of explaining technical 
define can be used little more. *Her content was a little vast. 
Pupil teacher signature                                                                                    guide 
teacher signature 
 

 
 
 
 

MICRO TEACHING P1 
 

SKILL USED :  SET INDUCTION 
 
NAME OF PUPIL TEACHER :  
 

 
Will continue the 
remaining in the next class 
students 
Thank you Thank you mam  



TOPIC :  PROSE- GOAL SETTING BY KRIS SRIKKANTH 
 
CLASS: 9TH STD 
 
DATE :  
COMPONENTS USED: 
1. Utilisation of previous knowledge of pupil 
2. Gaining attention 
3. Arousing interest 
4. Using appropriate devices 
5. effectiveness 
 

PUPIL TEACHER 
ACTIVITY  

PUPIL ACTIVITY  COMPONENTS USED 

Pupil teacher enters the class 
by saying good morning 
students 

Good morning mam  

Do you  all have goal in your 
life? 
Fine. 

 
(Showing flash card) 
 
what is the significance of 
having goal? 
Good. 
yes right, to attain our aim 
 so keeping a goal in our life 
is which lead us to right way.  

Yes mam  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
to attain our aim, to 
reach our target wish 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Utilisation of previous 
knowledge of pupil 

Do you have any plan for 
your goal? 
Very good. 

Yes mam Gaining attention 

Are you working hard to 
reach your goal? 
Very good. 
 
How will you motivate 
yourself? 
Very nice. 

Yes mam 
 
 
 
Listening to speech, start 
with small positive steps,  
and many responds 

Arousing interest 
 
 
 
effectiveness 



So students today we are 
going to  plan to set our goal. 
Shall we plan? 
(Smiles  and proceed 
further) 
we are going to learn about “ 
goal setting”. it is a prose 
written by Kris shrikkanth 
 

 
(Showing chart for better 
understanding) 
 
This prose is also know as 
autobiographical work of 
one of the cricket player. 
So what do you mean by 
autobiography? can anyone 
Yes. 
(With Delight smile 
proceeds further) 

Listening the class 
 
Yes mam 
 
 
 
Listening carefully 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Biography of oneself, 
narrating about oneself 

Gaining attention 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Arousing interest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So the author gives 5 steps to 
the goal setting process 

 
(Using chart for 
understanding) 
Will see one by one 
“Put your goals on paper” 
 
Before setting a goal what we 
have to do?can you guess 
(Nods the head and 
proceeds ) 
Yes, We have to decide what 
to achieve 

Listening the class with 
interest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decide our goal 

Effectiveness 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gaining attention 
 



 
 
S.  
NO 

COMPONENTS TIME SCALE(HALF 
MINUTE TIME  

PERIOD)  

TOTAL RATING 
SCALE*  

1  2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1  2 3 4 5  

1  Utilisation of 
previous 
knowledge of 
pupil 

 �         1 �     

2  Gaining 
attention 

 �  �     �  3   �   

3  Arousing 
interest 

  �  �    �  3   �   

4  Using 
appropriate 
devices 

       �   1 �     

5  effectiveness  �   �     � 3   �   

So our first step is to decide 
our target and write on a 
paper before preparing the 
plan 
(Writing the points on the 
blackboard) 
 
Next step is  
“Analyse what the benefits 
are” 
What is mean by analysing? 
A thorough study  
In the second step we have to 
thoroughly study about our 
decision 
(Writing the main points on 
BB) 
 

Listening the class 
carefully 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No response 
 

Using appropriate device 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Arousing interest 

For ex. If you decided to  
become a doctor means we 
should first know the 
benefits, lose,gain all side 
 
 

Listening the class with 
attention 

effectiveness 

So today we saw two points 
as 
Decision making and 
analyising the remaining will 
continue in next class 
thank you 

 
 
Thank you mam 

 



 

*1-Poor  *2-Average *3-Good *4-Very good *5-Excellent  
 
Comments: *  Her  voice modulation was good. *She utilised all the components well. 
*She took well. 
  *Little more points can be added  to arouse interest 
 
 
 
 
Pupil teacher signature                                                            guide teacher signature



                                             MICRO TEACHING P1 
 

SKILL USED :  STIMULUS VARIATION 
 
NAME OF THE PUPIL TEACHER : 
 
TOPIC:    POEM- YOUR SPACE,SPEAK GENTLY BY DAVID BATES 
 
CLASS: 7TH   

 

DATE :  
 

COMPONENTS USED: 
1. Teacher movement 
2. Gestures 
3. Change in speech pattern 
4. Change in interaction style 
5. Focusing 
6. Pausing 
7. Oral- visual switching 
8. Physical participation of pupil 
 

PUPIL TEACHER 
ACTIVITY  

PUPIL ACTIVITY  COMPONENTS USED 

Pupil teacher enter the class by 
saying good morning students 

Good morning mam  

Do  you fight with your 
siblings, cousins at home? 
OK 

Yes mam Change in speech pattern 

While fighting what will you 
do? 
Ck. 
So you will speak harshly right. 
(Nods the head and gives a 
delight smile) 

speak in anger, use 
harsh words,beating, 
throwing things 

gestures 

Then with your grandparents 
how will you speak? 
Yes we should use kind, loving, 
caring words with the old 
peoples. 

Speak softly,use kind 
words and many 
response 

Change in speech pattern 

So students answer me for few 
of the questions by seeing the 
pictures 

Listening the class with 
interest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oral -visual switching 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
“While meeting your 
headmaster” 
Speak gently or harsh?  
Can anyone come and write on 
board 
OK good 

 
gently 

 
Physical participation of 
pupil 
 
 
 

So today we are going to read a 
poem as” your space, speak 
gently by David bates” 
(Writes the topic on 
blackboard) 
 

 
(Using chart for better 
understanding) 

Listening carefully 
 
 
 
 
Observing the pictures 

Teacher movement 
 
 
 
 
Oral -visual switching 
 
pausing 

before going into the poem 
lines will see about the poet 
The poet of the poem is David 
Bates 
David Bates was a American 
poet. He did his education in 
Newyork and his best know 
work is “speak gently” 

Listening the class 
attentively 

focusing 

Now will move on to the poem 
The poem contains 9 stanza 
Will see the first one 
Shall we move  
OK.(with a smile nods the 
head and proceeds further) 

Listening the class with 
interest 

Pausing 
 
 
 
 
gestures 



 
 
 
S.  
NO 

COMPONENTS TIME SCALE(HALF 
MINUTE TIME  

PERIOD)  

TOTAL RATING 
SCALE*  

1  2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1  2 3 4 5  

1  Teacher’s 
movement  

    �     �  2        �    

 
(Showing the lines in chart) 
(Then reads the first stanza) 

Listening carefully  
 
 
Oral -visual switching 
 
 
Change in speech pattern 

Speak gently! It is better far 
To rule by love,than fear 
 
How should we speak? 
Yes 
 
 so the poet says that it is better 
to give love to people than fear 
Here love stands for speaking 
gently and fear stands for harsh 
Can anyone repeat, love stands 
for__________ 
Fear stands for__________ 
Very good 
(Writing pupils answer on the 
blackboard) 
 

 
 
 
Gently 
 
 
Enjoying the class 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Teacher movement 
 
 
Changing interaction 
style 

Will move to the next line 
Speak gently- let not harsh 
words mar 
The good we might do here! 
 
OK students today saw about 
how to  speak to elders then we 
saw the first line in the first 
stanza so will read the next 
lines in the further class 
 
Thank you  

Listening the class 
more carefully 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you mam 

focusing 



2  Teacher’s 
gesture  

 �     �    2  �    

3  Change in 
speech pattern  

�  �      �  2   �   

4  Focusing 
attention  

       � � � 3   �   

5  Change in 
interaction style  

         � 1 �     

6  Pausing        �    1 �     
7  Student 

movement  
    �      1 �     

8  Aural to visual 
switching  

   �  � �    3      

*1-Poor  *2-Average *3-Good *4-Very good *5-Excellent 
 
 
 
 
Pupil teacher signature                                                             guide teacher signature 
 



                                                  MICRO TEACHING P1 
 

SKILL USED : SKILL OF PROBING QUESTION 
 
NAME OF THE PUPIL TEACHER:   
 
TOPIC : GRAMMAR- PUNCTUATION 
 
DATE :  
 
COMPONENTS USED:  
1. Prompting 
2. Seeking further information 
3. Refocusing 
4. Redirection 
5. Increasing critical awareness 

PUPIL TEACHER 
ACTIVITY  

PUPIL ACTIVITY  COMPONENTS USED 

Pupil teacher enters the 
class by saying good 
morning students 

Good morning mam  

Now just go through the 
picture and say what 
symbol it is? 

 
Good. 
Where we use that 
symbol? 
OK 

Question mark 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When ever we ask some 
questions 

prompting 

 
Name this symbol? 
Very good. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exclamatory sign 

prompting 

Antony said “friends, 
roman and countryman” 
can you find any symbols 
here? 

Quotation mark, comma 
 
 
 

Seeking further 
information 



Very good. 
So what are these symbols 
are called? 
Exactly it is punctuation 
marks 

 
 
Punctuation marks 

Can you mention any other 
punctuation marks? 
Very good 

 
(Showing the chart for 
better understanding) 

Full stop, commas, colon, 
hyphen… etc 

Refocusing 

So today we are going to 
learn about  “punctuation 
marks” 
(Writing the topic on 
blackboard) 
 
Why do we use 
punctuation mark in a 
sentence? Can anyone 
It is used to convey and 
clarify the meaning of 
written language 
(repeating and writing on 
BB) 

Listening the class 
 
 
 
 
No response 

Increasing critical 
awareness 

now will see some of the 
punctuation marks 
 
First one is full stop  -. 
It indicates that the 
sentence is completed. 
Eg,. Rita was writing 
exam. 
is that a complete 
sentence? 
Rita was writing exam 
but 
Now is that completed 
No, so here we cannot use 
full stop unless it is 
completed 
(writing the key points in 
blackboard) 

Listening careful 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes mam 
 
No  

 
 
 
 
 
redirecting 

Now will go to the second   



 

one Question mark  -? 
What does it indicate 
anybody ? 
You are right, it indicates 
some question is being 
asked 
Eg,. when is your exam? 
      What is your name? 
Shall we move to next one 
(nods the head and 
moves further) 

 
 
Indicates some question is 
asked 

 
 
refocusing 

Third one is comma-, 
it indicates that joining of 
two or more ideas in a 
sentence 
Eg,. I like to read novels, 
short stories, comicsetc 
(Writing the example on 
blackboard) 

Listening the class 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Eg,. students are 
required to bring their 
study material textbook 
and pencil to the class 
Tell me where should I put 
the commas?  
Very good. 
 
Why should I put there? 
Very nice, we are joining 
more than two ideas 
(Making students to 
practice) 

In between study material 
and textbook 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Joining of more than two 
ideas 

redirecting 

Now find what is our next 
mark  
Hurrah! India won the 
match 
Have you found that? 
How did you found can 
any one? 
Exactly. 
(writing pupils answer on 
blackboard) 

 
 
Yes mam, its is 
exclamatory sign 
 
 
Many response 

 
Refocusing 
 
 
Increasing critical 
awareness 

Students today we read 
about full stop then 
question mark , comma 
and exclamatory sign 
Remaining punctuation 
will see in the next class 
Thank you 

Thank you mam  



 
 
OBSERVATION FORM: 
 
S.  
NO 

COMPONENTS TIME SCALE(HALF 
MINUTE TIME  

PERIOD)  

TOTAL RATING 
SCALE*  

1  2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1  2 3 4 5  

1  Prompting � �         2  �    

2  Seeking further 
information 
 

  �  �      2  �    

3  Refocusing   �   �    � 3   �   

4  Redirection    �    �   2  �    

5  Increasing 
critical 
awareness 

 �   �    �  3   �   

*1-Poor  *2-Average *3-Good *4-Very good *5-Excellent 
 
 
COMMENTS : *Her prompting was very good.* She used refocusing nicely.* She 

used all the components. * Grammar topic was well chosen  
 
 
 
 
Pupil teacher signature                                                               guide teacher signature 
 
 
 
 



BLOOM'S TAXONOMY LEARNING DOMAINS - DETAILED STRUCTUR ES  
Bloom’s taxonomy - Cognitive Domain - (Intellect - Knowledge - Think)  
               Bloom's Taxonomy 1956 Cognitive Domain is as follows. An adjusted model was 
produced by Anderson and Krathwhol in 2001 in which the levels five and six (synthesis and 
evaluation) were inverted (reference: Anderson &Krathwohl, A Taxonomy for Learning, 
Teaching, and Assessing: A Revision of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, 2001). 
That is why we can see different versions of this Cognitive Domain model. Debate continues as 
to the order of levels five and six, which is interesting given that Bloom's Taxonomy states that 
the levels must be mastered in order. 
               In general opinion it's possible to argue either case (Synthesis then Evaluation, or vice-
versa) depending on the circumstances and the precise criteria stated or represented in the levels 
concerned, plus the extent of 'creative thinking' and 'strategic authority' attributed to or expected 
at the 'Synthesis' level. In short - pick the order which suits your situation. 
COGNITIVE DOMAIN 
Level Category or 

'Level' 
Behaviour 
Description 

Examples of 
Experience, or 
Demonstration and 
Evidence to be 
Measured 

'Key Words' (verbs 
which describe the 
activity to be trained or 
measured at each level) 

1. Knowledge recall or recognise 
information 

multiple-choice test, 
recount facts or 
statistics, recall a 
process, rules, 
definitions; quote law 
or procedure 

arrange, define, 
describe, label, list, 
memorise, recognise, 
relate, reproduce, select, 
state 

2. Comprehens
ion 

understand 
meaning, re-state 
data in one's own 
words, interpret, 
extrapolate, 
translate 

explain or interpret 
meaning from a given 
scenario or statement, 
suggest treatment, 
reaction or solution to 
given problem, create 
examples or metaphors 

explain, reiterate, 
reword, critique, 
classify, summarise, 
illustrate, translate, 
review, report, discuss, 
re-write, estimate, 
interpret, theorise, 
paraphrase, reference, 
example 

3. Application use or apply 
knowledge, put 
theory into 
practice, use 
knowledge in 
response to real 
circumstances 

put a theory into 
practical effect, 
demonstrate, solve a 
problem, manage an 
activity 

use, apply, discover, 
manage, execute, solve, 
produce, implement, 
construct, change, 
prepare, conduct, 
perform, react, respond, 
role-play 

4. Analysis interpret elements, 
organizational 
principles, 
structure, 
construction, 

identify constituent 
parts and functions of a 
process or concept, or 
de-construct a 
methodology or 

analyse, break down, 
catalogue, compare, 
quantify, measure, test, 
examine, experiment, 
relate, graph, diagram, 



internal 
relationships; 
quality, reliability 
of individual 
components 

process, making 
qualitative assessment 
of elements, 
relationships, values 
and effects; measure 
requirements or needs 

plot, extrapolate, value, 
divide 

5. Synthesis 
(create/build
) 

develop new 
unique structures, 
systems, models, 
approaches, ideas; 
creative thinking, 
operations 

develop plans or 
procedures, design 
solutions, integrate 
methods, resources, 
ideas, parts; create 
teams or new 
approaches, write 
protocols or 
contingencies 

develop, plan, build, 
create, design, organise, 
revise, formulate, 
propose, establish, 
assemble, integrate, 
rearrange, modify 

6. Evaluation assess 
effectiveness of 
whole concepts, in 
relation to values, 
outputs, efficacy, 
viability; critical 
thinking, strategic 
comparison and 
review; judgement 
relating to external 
criteria 

review strategic options 
or plans in terms of 
efficacy, return on 
investment or 
costeffectiveness, 
practicability; assess 
sustainability; perform 
a SWOT analysis in 
relation to alternatives; 
produce a financial 
justification for a 
proposition or venture, 
calculate the effects of a 
plan or strategy; 
perform a detailed and 
costed risk analysis 
with recommendations 
and justifications 

review, justify, assess, 
present a case for, 
defend, report on, 
investigate, direct, 
appraise, argue, project-
manage 

 
Bloom's taxonomy - Affective Domain - (feeling, emotions - attitude - 'feel')  
Bloom's Taxonomy second domain, the Affective Domain, was detailed by Bloom, Krathwhol 
and Masia in 1964 (Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Volume II, The Affective Domain. 
Bloom, Krathwohl and Masia.) Bloom's theory advocates this structure and sequence for 
developing attitude - also now commonly expressed in the modern field of personal development 
as 'beliefs'. Again, as with the other domains, the Affective Domain detail provides a framework 
for teaching, training, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of training and lesson design 
and delivery, and also the retention by and affect upon the learner or trainee. 
AFFECTIVE DOMAIN 
 
Level Category or 

'Level' 
Behaviour 
Description 

Examples of 
Experience, or 

'Key Words' (verbs 
which describe the 



Demonstration and 
Evidence to be 
Measured 

activity to be trained or 
measured at each level) 

1. Receive open to 
experience, 
willing to hear 

listen to teacher or 
trainer, take interest in 
session or learning 
experience, take notes, 
turn up, make time for 
learning experience, 
participate passively 

ask, listen, focus, 
attend, take part, 
discuss, acknowledge, 
hear, be open to, retain, 
follow, concentrate, 
read, do, feel 

2. Respond react and 
participate 
actively 

participate actively in 
group discussion, 
active participation in 
activity, interest in 
outcomes, enthusiasm 
for action, question 
and probe ideas, 
suggest interpretation 

react, respond, seek 
clarification, interpret, 
clarify, provide other 
references and 
examples, contribute, 
question, present, cite, 
become animated or 
excited, help team, 
write, perform 

3. Value attach values and 
express personal 
opinions 

decide worth and 
relevance of ideas, 
experiences; accept or 
commit to particular 
stance or action 

argue, challenge, 
debate, refute, confront, 
justify, persuade, 
criticise, 

4. Organise or 
Conceptualize 
values 

reconcile internal 
conflicts; develop 
value system 

qualify and quantify 
personal views, state 
personal position and 
reasons, state beliefs 

build, develop, 
formulate, defend, 
modify, relate, 
prioritise, reconcile, 
contrast, arrange, 
compare 

5. Internalize or 
characterise 
values 

adopt belief 
system and 
philosophy 

self-reliant; behave 
consistently with 
personal value set 

act, display, influence, 
solve, practice, 

Bloom's taxonomy - Psychomotor Domain - (physical - skills - 'do') 
                 The Psychomotor Domain was ostensibly established to address skills development 
relating to manual tasks and physical movement, however it also concerns and covers modern 
day business and social skills such as communications and operation IT equipment, for example 
telephone and keyboard skills, or public speaking. Thus, 'motor' skills extend beyond the 
originally traditionally imagined manual and physical skills, so always consider using this 
domain, even if you think your environment is covered adequately by the Cognitive and 
Affective Domains. Whatever the training situation, it is likely that the Psychomotor Domain is 
significant. The Dave version of the Psychomotor Domain is featured most prominently here 
because in my view it is the most relevant and helpful for work- and life-related development, 
although the Psychomotor Domains suggested by Simpson and Harrow are more relevant and 
helpful for certain types of adult training and development, as well as the teaching and 



development of young people and children, so do explore them all. Each has its uses and 
advantages. 
PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN 
Level Category or 

'Level' 
Behaviour 
Descriptions 

Examples of Activity 
or Demonstration and 
Evidence to be 
Measured 

'Key Words' (verbs 
which describe the 
activity to be trained or 
measured at each level) 

1. Imitation copy action of 
another; observe 
and replicate 

watch teacher or trainer 
and repeat action, 
process or activity 

copy, follow, replicate, 
repeat, adhere 

2. Manipulation reproduce activity 
from instruction or 
memory 

carry out task from 
written or verbal 
instruction 

re-create, build, 
perform, execute, 
implement 

3. Precision execute skill 
reliably, 
independent of 
help 

perform a task or 
activity with expertise 
and to high quality 
without assistance or 
instruction; able to 
demonstrate an activity 
to other learners 

demonstrate, complete, 
show, perfect, calibrate, 
control, 

4. Articulation adapt and integrate 
expertise to satisfy 
a nonstandard 
objective 

relate and combine 
associated activities to 
develop methods to 
meet varying, novel 
requirements 

construct, solve, 
combine, coordinate, 
integrate, adapt, 
develop, formulate, 
modify, master 

5. Naturalizatio 
n 

automated, 
unconscious 
mastery of activity 
and related skills 
at strategic level 

define aim, approach 
and strategy for use of 
activities to meet 
strategic need 

design, specify, manage, 
invent, project-manage 
 

 
Year Plan: 
Before the start of the academic year, teachers plan for the year. A yearlong plan is intended to 
give an overview of our curriculum at a glance. Year plan helps us to stay on track each month in 
meeting the curriculum goals that we have set for the year. Yearlong planning enables us to see 
the big picture. It helps us to align our standards, our assessments, our holidays and themes, as 
well as our larger units. If our year plan is ready we can focus on implementation. It deals with 
our capabilities and cognitive load. 
Unit Plan: 
 Like year plan the teacher has to prepare a unit plan in their subject. The process of Unit plan 
preparation forces the teacher to reflect on what the teacher wants to accomplish in each unit and 
in each class and how best they can do so. It helps the teacher to utilize the time in a productive 
manner. It gives a clear idea of content or the unit to complete in that particular month, the 
activities to be taken up, and the assignment to be given to the learners and the projects to be 
assigned to the learners. In most of the graded textbooks of state and NCERT books Unit plan is 
already mentioned for the convenience of the teacher. However, the teacher has to prepare Unit 



plan keeping in view the chapter to be completed within that month.  
Successful unit plans help you to organize individual lessons into a coherent structure. Careful 
attention to advance planning will provide important benefits for both teachers and learners. 
Period Plan:  
A period plan is also known as lesson plan of the teacher which the teacher is going to execute in 
the classroom. It helps the teacher to plan the lesson beforehand keeping the mental age and 
chronological age and needs of the children.  
It builds up the confidence of the teacher and assists the teacher to plan for a method of teaching, 
techniques of teaching, organize content in a systematic manner, and plan for TLM and 
Audiovisual aids to be used in the classroom to support the lesson based upon the laid objectives. 
It assists the teacher to frame  
The relevant question, such as comprehension question, reflective questions beforehand and 
through this question the teacher can evaluate the effectiveness of their lesson. Self-introspection 
and evaluation helps the teacher to improve the teaching in future. 
Herbertian Steps of Lesson Plan 
1. Preparation It is the stage where the new material or content learnt will be related to past to 
motivate and establish connection with past experiences of the learners  
2. Presentation It is the way of presenting the concepts following various methods, techniques 
and strategies.  
3. Association Through assimilation of new ideas association or link is developed in learning. 
4. Generalization Leading mind beyond the level of perception and concrete  
5. Application Using acquired knowledge in a utilitarian way  
The Steps for Teaching of Prose:  
1. Motivation/Testing previous knowledge  
2. Declaration of the topic/announcement of the topic  
3. Teaching vocabulary  
4. Teaching structure  
5. Teaching Grammar items (synonyms, antonyms, idioms, phrases)  
6. Dividing the text into smaller units  
7. Model reading by the teacher  
8. Second reading by the teacher  
9. Explaining the content(setting, character, themes, plot, style)  
10. Loud reading by the learners  
11. Silent reading by the learners  
12. Testing comprehension through questioning  
13. Recapitulation  
14. Home assignment  
 Constructivist Approach Constructivism is basically a theory based on observation and scientific 
study about how people learn. It says that people construct their own understanding and 
knowledge of the world, through experiencing things and reflecting on those experiences. When 
we encounter something new, we have to reconcile it with our previous ideas and experience, 
maybe changing what we believe, or maybe discarding the new information as irrelevant. In any 
case, we are active creators of our own knowledge. To do this, we must ask questions, explore, 
and assess what we know.  
In the classroom, the constructivist view of learning can point towards a number of different 
teaching practices. In the most general sense, it usually means encouraging learners to use active 



techniques (experiments, real-world problem solving) to create more knowledge and then to 
reflect on and talk about what they are doing and how their understanding is changing.  
A contrast between the traditional classroom and the constructivist classroom: 
 In a traditional classroom:  
1. teaching begins with parts of the whole–emphasizes basic skills;  
2. the curriculum is fixed;  
3. textbooks and workbooks are given importance;  
4. teacher gives/learners receives; 
5. the teacher assumes directive and authoritative role;  
6. assessment is through testing;  
7. knowledge is inert;  
8. learners work individually. 
 In a constructivist classroom:  
1. teaching begins with the whole – expanding to parts; 
2. learner interests are pursued;  
3. teachers use primary sources or manipulative materials;  
4. learning is interaction – building on what learners already know;   
5. the teacher interacts and negotiates with learners;  
6. assessment is through learner works, observations, points of view, tests. Process is as 
important as product;  
7. knowledge is dynamic – it changes with experiences;   
8. learners work in groups. 
 In a constructivist classroom, the teacher's role is to prompt and facilitate discussion. Thus, the 
teacher's main focus should be on guiding learners by asking questions that will lead them to 
develop their own conclusions on the subject. 
Macro teaching: 
Teaching Prose  
The teacher must read the unit thoroughly before teaching prose. There are three lessons in each 
unit one prose lesson one poem and one story. The central theme of the unit is same. After 
choosing the lesson to be taught, the teacher has to divide the lesson into various segments, 
keeping in mind the duration of the period, learners’ abilities etc. Later, the content is divided 
into reading segments and the teacher has to identify the difficult vocabulary (active and passive) 
, grammatical structures. Finally, the teacher selects appropriate methods to present them 
creating situations, and using teaching aids. Earlier language was taught using Herbertian steps. 
They are as follows:  
Herbertian Steps to Teaching Prose  
• Aims and Objectives  
• Specific objectives  
• Learning outcomes 
Steps in the Herbertian Model:  
• Motivation/Testing Previous Knowledge  
The teacher asks questions to elicit free responses from the learners for a new lesson. The teacher 
will ask questions from the previous lesson. Then the teacher writes the responses of the learners 
on the chalkboard and draws the attention of the learners towards the lesson.  
• Declaration of the Topic  



After motivation, the teacher elicits the title of the lesson from the learners and writes the title of 
the lesson on the chalkboard.  
• Teaching Vocabulary 
 The teacher reads the content to be taught and selects active and passive vocabulary from it. 
Then situationally with the help of flash cards, situations, and/or real objects explains the 
meaning of the vocabulary through discourse.  
• Teaching Structures 
 The teacher identifies the grammar structures with the help of situations and substitution table to 
explain it to the learners.  
• Words for Pronunciation  
The teacher selects the words which are difficult for the learners, writes on the chalkboard and 
pronounces loudly and asks the learners to repeat till they learn the correct pronunciation. 
• Model Reading by the Teacher  
The teacher reads the selected paragraph loudly with proper pronunciation, stress, intonation and 
pauses while learners listen to the teachers and try to imitate.  
• Second Reading by the Teacher  
The teacher reads the selected passage for the second time for the learners.  
• Reading Aloud by the Learners  
The learners read aloud the passage with proper pronunciation, stress, intonation and pause.  
• Silent Reading by the Learners  
The learners read the passage silently and comprehend the central idea or theme, concentrating 
on the meaning of the passage.  
• Comprehension Questions by the Teacher  
The teacher asks comprehension questions to the learners to evaluate their comprehension of the 
passage.  
• Explanation of the Content by the Teacher  
The teacher explains the content with suitable examples and writes the summary on the 
chalkboard.  
• Recapitulation  
The teacher recapitulates the entire lesson with the learners regarding vocabulary, structures, and 
the lesson as a whole. 
 • Evaluation 
 The teacher evaluates the learners by asking relevant questions from the lesson and determines 
how far the set objectives have been achieved.  
• Home Assignment  
The teacher gives a home assignment to the learners regarding the content which has been 
covered in the class. 
Teaching of poetry: 
Coleridge defined poetry as “The best words in their best order”. Poetry embodies the beauty of 
form, beauty of thoughts and beauty of feelings.  
Allen Poe calls poetry as “The rhythmical creation of thoughts”. 
 Poetry has tremendous appeal for children and it is the way of exciting their love of language. It 
lays the foundation for the appreciation of the language. It educates their emotions and enhances 
their power of imaginations. The rhythm of poetry helps the students to acquire the natural 
speech rhythm.  
Aims of Teaching Poetry: 



 Poetry is taught for sheer pleasure and enjoyment. It further lays the foundation for an adequate 
appreciation of English poetry. Therefore, the aims of teaching poetry should be different at 
different levels.  
The aims of teaching poetry can be classified into two aspects like  
1. General Aims    2. Specific Aims. 
1. General Aims 
 i) At Primary Level:  
To enable the pupils to recite the poem with proper rhythm and intonation.  
To enable the pupils to enjoy the recitation of the poem. 
To realize them about the emotions of the poet. 
To develop love for poetry reading and writing.  
ii) At Secondary/Higher Secondary Level:  
To enable the pupils to appreciate the poem.  
To enable them to understand the thoughts and imagination contained in the poem.  
To appreciate the rhyme & rhythm and style of the poem. 
To realise the emotions, feelings and imagination of the poet.  
To develop their aesthetic sense. To create love for English poetry.  
2. Specific Aims  
Specific aims of teaching of poetry differ from poem to poem. They depends largely on situation, 
scene, feelings and thoughts depicted in the poem.  
The specific aims of teaching poetry are as follows,  
i)To enable the pupils to recite the poem namely “------------------“with proper rhyme with 
rhythm.  
ii)To enable the pupils to enjoy the recitation of the poem “-------------------”.  
iii)To understand the central theme/idea of the poem. 
iv) To communicate the exclusive message of the poem to the pupils.  
v) To enable them to appreciate the beauty and images depicted in the poem.  
Procedure of Teaching of Poetry  
The procedure of teaching poetry involves the following steps: 
1. Preparation 2. Presentation 3. Comprehension/Appreciation 4. Home Assignment 
Preparation: 
Under preparation the following points are to be considered, 
I.   General Aim 
II. Specific Aim  
III. Teaching Resources (Aid/Materials):  
The suitable resources can be used depend on the theme and content of the poem.  
IV. Previous Knowledge: 
 The teacher should know the previous knowledge of the pupils related to the theme of the poem 
to be taught. It is on the basis of the previous knowledge that the new lesson is to be introduced 
in the class.  
V. Introduction:  
Teaching of the poem should begin with a beautiful introduction about the poem and the poet. 
This will arouse the interest of the pupils and create the appropriate environment for teaching the 
poem. 
Introduction of the poem can be done in different ways:  

i) Parallel poem that depicts the similar theme/emotion may be read. 



ii)  By giving a brief summary of the poem pertaining to the background and general 
theme of the poem and asking few questions on it.  

iii)  By giving a life-sketch, poetic style and characteristics of the poet. 
iv)  If the poem is descriptive, a picture can be shown and few questions on the picture 

can be asked.  
Statement of the Aim: 
After introducing the poem and the poet, the teacher should announce the aim of teaching the 
poem. 
Presentation 
According to Ryburn, “A good poem is a complete whole”. Therefore, the poem should be 
taught in one unit, in case the poem is too long, it can be divided into units in such a way, so that 
it may not lose its rhythm, music and emotional effect.  
The presentation should be consisted with the following points,  

i) 1 st Model Recitation by the Teacher Recitation is the soul of poetry. Reading a poem 
with proper rhythm, intonation and stress is of vital significance. The model recitation 
by teacher helps the pupil to experience/feel the poem in its totality without going 
into other details. Therefore, the teacher should recite with proper rhythm, stress and 
intonation. At this time, the pupils should listen to the teacher carefully with their 
books closed.  

ii)  II nd Model Recitation of the Teacher According to Ryburn, “One reading, of course, 
is not enough. It must read twice or thrice”. To have a greater effect, the teacher 
recites once again with proper rhythm and rhythm with apt stress and intonation. This 
time the pupils are asked to open their books and follow in it.  

iii)   Imitation Reading by Pupils The teacher asks two or three pupils one by one to recite 
the poem in the same manner, as he/she has recited. This requires a lot of practice on 
the part of the students and helps the pupils to enjoy the recitation and feels the 
beauty and music of its language. 

iv)  Meaning of Unfamiliar Words The expositions of words are not done in detail while 
teaching of poetry. Those words and phrases will create hindrance in comprehension 
of the poem should be explained. 

v) Silent Reading of the Poem by Pupils During this step, the pupils may be asked to 
read the poem silently and grasp the central theme of the poem. At primary stage, 
silent reading can be avoided.  

vi) Chorus Recitation At the primary stage, the pupils enjoy the recitation of the poem in 
chorus. It helps them in overcoming their shyness/nervousness. At this stage, the 
teacher can read the poem line by line that shall followed by the pupils collectively. 
iii.Comprehension/Appreciation : 

After several readings of the poem, the teacher puts some questions to test their comprehension 
of the theme of the poem. The questions should be simple and short. Appreciation questions are 
asked on the appreciation of beauty of language, thoughts, emotion and images of the poem.  
The pupils may be asked to, pick out the rhyming pairs. complete the lines.explain the central 
idea of the poem.  
 iv.Home Assignment : 
Home assignment in poetry teaching is not much of importance. Pupils can be asked to 
memorize the poem or do some creative work or write the gist of the poem in their own words. 
 



TEACHING OF GRAMMAR  
Grammar is the study of the organization of words into a sentence which is based on certain 
rules. According to Prof. Nelson Francis, “Grammar is set of formal pattern in which the words 
of a language are arranged in order to convey meanings. It gives the pupils ability to speak and 
write correctly and enables them to use formal language patterns properly for describing a 
thing”. The acquisition of the grammatical system of language remains the important element in 
learning a language.  
Aims of Teaching Grammar: 
The aims of teaching grammar are as follows, 

i) To develop students insight into the structure of English language. 
ii)  To enable the students for understanding about the rules of English grammar through 

use and practice. 
iii)   To enable the students to assimilate the correct patterns of the language without rote 

memorization.  
iv) To enable the students to speak and write correctly.  
v) To develop a scientific attitude towards the language 

Methods of Teaching Grammar: 
 There are four main methods in teaching of grammar as follows,  
1. The Traditional Method  
2. The Informal Method  
3. The Reference or Correlation Method  
4. The Inductive – Deductive Method  
The Traditional Method: 
 In this method, the grammar is taught with the help of a grammar book, which contains 
definitions, rules, examples and exercises.  
For example, 
Definition of Noun: A noun is a name of a person, place or thing. 
Examples: Tagore, Chennai, Book.  
Exercise: Underline the noun in the following sentences, 
 Selvan lives in Chennai. My father presented me a pen.  
The main procedure in this method is from rule to method. It emphasizes on rote learning of 
rules and definitions. Students also find in least interesting and monotonous.  
The Informal Method: 
This method advocates the teaching of grammar not by rules but by usages. By continuous 
practice of using words, while speaking, reading and writing grammar can be learnt. This method 
proves useful at the early stage when students start to learn a language by lot of oral practices. 
This method demands a lot of practice and time for learning grammatical items on the part of the 
students. The students do not get systemized knowledge of grammar.  
The Reference or Correlation Method : 
This method is called as incidental method as grammar is taught incidentally in this method. 
Grammar is taught while teaching a text book lesson or composition. The sentence pattern, 
sentence structure etc. that are used in the text book lesson or composition are taught during the 
text book lesson. For example, while teaching a text book lesson, teacher instructs the students to 
note all the examples of the present tense and past tense separately. After noting the different 
sentences of present tense and past tense, the grammatical rules are discussed in the class. This 
method lays stress on the application of the rules and their usage. It is not considered a complete 



method as grammatical items are taught only incidentally. It can interfere with the normal 
teaching in the class.  
Inductive and Deductive Method : 
This method is considered to be the best method as it follows certain educational principles, from 
known to unknown, from general to particular, from concrete to abstract etc. Inductive means to 
proceed from observation to law and rules. Deductive means to proceed from the laws and rules 
to observation and examples. So this method has two processes as given below,  
1. Inductive Method  
2. Deductive Method  
Inductive Process : 

i) Presentation of Examples in a Systematic way  
In the first step, the teacher gives the examples of the grammatical items to be taught 
in a systematic way.  

ii)  Observation and Analysis of Examples  
the teacher asks the students to observe the examples and analyze them with the help 
of students.  

iii)  Generalization/ Generation of Rule or Definition  
After analysis of the examples, they come to certain conclusion or generalization to 
draw a certain rule or definition. 

Deductive Process  
i) Presentation of Rules or Definitions  

In this step, the teacher points out the rule or the definition.  
ii)  Verification and Application of the Rules  

The teacher gives several other example to verify the rules or definition. The teacher 
gains motivate the students to observe and analyze the examples and apply the rule of 
definition.  

iii)  Practice for the Application of Rules  
The teacher gives ample practice for the application of rule and definition.  

Inductive and deductive methods are based on psychological maxims of learning and makes the 
active participation of the students. It has no place for rote memorization as the rules and 
definitions are discovered by the students themselves.  
Thus it stimulates their thinking and reasoning power. It is advisable that grammar should be 
taught informally at the early stage with inductive and deductive method and incidental method 
at the middle stage and with the traditional method at the higher stage. 
TEACHING OF COMPOSITION  
Composition is the expression of thoughts, feelings, ideas, observations and experiences in 
written form. It refers to the collecting of thoughts or information and arranging them in a 
sequence and expressing them in accordance with recognised standard form. An essay, a story, a 
letter, a poem and a description are some of the form of composition. Proper organization, clarity 
and effectiveness of subject matter are some of the important points to be kept in mind while 
writing composition.  
Aims of Teaching Composition 
General Aims  

i) To encourage the pupils to express their ideas in and ogranised and systematic way. 
ii)   ii) To enable them to develop their skill of writing.  



iii)  iii) To enable them to use appropriate vocabulary in writing various forms of 
composition.  

iv) iv) To enable them for logical presentation of thoughts and ideas.  
v) v) To develop their communicative competence. 

Types of Composition and Its Teaching 
There are two types of composition as follows, 
1. Oral Composition  
2. Written Composition  
They are further divided as,  

i) Guided Oral Composition and Guided Written Composition 
ii)   ii) Free Oral Composition and Free Oral Written Composition. 
iii)   Oral Composition Oral composition should begin with a power of speech. It should 

be oral, long before it is written, as it paves the way for written composition. 
Aims of Oral Composition  
To give practice for using graded structures and sentence patterns orally.  

i) To enable the pupils to express ideas, interest and feelings freely.  
ii)  ii) To create suitable situations in the classroom to make them speak on their own. 

Teaching of Oral Composition  
Following stages can be adopted for teaching of oral composition at early stage.  

a) Asking the pupils to repeat the sentences which the teacher speaks.  
For example, Tr.: I am writing 
                    Stu. I am writing 

     b) The teacher can ask some questions by showing objects and performing actions.  
            For example, Tr.: What is this?  
                                Stu. This is a pen.  
                                Tr.: What is this?  
                                Stu. This is a paper.  
                                Tr.: What am I doing? 
                                Stu. You are writing. 
    c)The teacher can ask some questions on a picture after describing it.  
            For example, Tr.: What is she? 
                                Stu. She is a girl.  
                                Tr.: What is she doing?  
    d) The teacher can ask the students to read out the substitution  
table and make various   sentences. For example, He/She gets up reads takes bath goes to play in 
the morning. 
e) The teacher can ask some questions from the text book.  
f) The teacher can narrate the simple story and ask questions on it.  
g) The teacher may have a conversation with students on various topics of general interest.  
h) The teacher can ask the students to play a simple drama.  
Guided Oral Composition 
    Guided composition is also known as controlled or directed composition. In the guided 
composition, the students are supplied with the necessary vocabulary and structures to be used to 
speak and write. At the early stage, the students should be strictly guided because they should 
proceed from imitation to improving, from reproduction to original expression. Thus, guided 
composition paves the way for free composition.  



Guided oral composition can be done by the following exercises,  
a) Repetition of sentences and structures. 
b) Substitution Table. 
c) Transformation of sentences.  
d) Reproducing a situation.  
e) Reproducing a picture description.  
f) Reproducing a story. 
 Free Oral Composition  
As the students gain mastery over the guided and controlled vocabulary and structure, they are 
encouraged to use new words and sentences in their own and express themselves freely. It 
promotes them think freely. Free oral composition should be introduced at late stage when the 
students have done lot of practice in guided and controlled composition.  
The teacher can adopt various teaching methods in teaching of free oral composition at later 
stage.  
a )The teacher can ask the students to describe a picture or an object their own.  
b) The students can ask the teacher to describe the important incidents and events.  
c) Debates, extempore and speech may be organized on various topics in their range of 
experiences.  
d) Conversation can be arranged in the classroom itself in a pair or group on familiar situations. 
e) Short drama and one act paly can be enacted in the classroom.  
Written Composition  
Written composition should follow the oral composition when the students have gained sufficient 
knowledge of English vocabulary, structures and spellings.  
The aim of written composition are as follows,  
a) To develop their writing ability  
b) To enable them to write correctly  
c) To enable them to express their ideas and thoughts in their writing in an organised way 
There are two types of written composition as follows,  
a) Guided written composition  
b) Free written composition  
Teaching of Written Composition  
Guided written composition is usually to be introduced at early stage. The teacher guides the 
students to write with the help of controlled vocabulary and structures. It lays the foundation for 
free composition.  
Guided written composition can be done by the following practices, 
a) By giving dictation  
b) By giving certain words and asking them to write their own sentences by using those words  
c) By giving substitution table to make various sentences  
d) Writing description of a picture or an object with the help of key words  
e) By asking them to complete the story or a passage by filing the gaps (Note-making)  
f) By giving some sentences from the text book and asking them to write the parallel sentences 
g) By reproducing the gist of the story  
h) By reproducing the description of a picture  
i) Expansion of the topic based on the given outlines.  



In free composition, there is no restrictions on the students regarding use of vocabulary, 
structures and lengths of composition. The students are free to tackle the topic on their own 
freely. They are encouraged to think freely and express themselves freely.  
Types of Free Composition  
 There are five types of free composition as follows, 
a) Narrative Composition  

It deals with the description of an event like visit to any monuments/historical places/ zoo, a 
journey by train/bus etc. Before making the students to write a narrative composition on a 
given topic, the teacher can refresh their memory by discussing the event or the incident and 
ask them to write on their own words. 

b) Story Type Composition  
In this composition, the teacher can present a picture or series of pictures before the students 
and ask them to write a story. The teacher may give certain hints and some sentences and 
ask them to develop the story.  

c) Reflective Composition 
 It includes the essay writing and letter writing application etc.  

       1. Essay Writing At the early stage, the teacher should give a simple topic for essay writing, 
whereas, at higher level, the students can be gives all types of topic to write in their own words 
and style. The students should be made clear about the parts of the essay i.e. introduction, main 
body and conclusion. 
     2. Letter Writing It can be divided into two categories as,  
     i) Formal Letter and  
     ii) Informal Letter.  
The students should be made familiar with the various parts of the formal and informal letters 
along with different styles of writing it. Initially. The may be given the format of particular letter 
and ask them to complete it. 
d) Imaginative Composition  
The teacher can give some imaginary situation or topic to the students to write on it by using 
their own imagination.  
For example,1. If I were a prime minister! 2. When I trapped in heavy traffic!  
e) Literary Composition 
 Literary Composition involves abstract writing and explanation writing. 
Teaching aids Resources in teaching English : 
Teacher made Aids  
Flash cards:  
Cards containing letters, words, phrases, sentences etc., are a very useful and inexpensive aid in 
teaching English. The letters in the cards should be sufficiently large so that when the teachers 
put up a card the pupils on the last benches can read it without difficulty. Whenever necessary, 
the cards can stuck to a cork board (a board with a layer of worksheet on the top) or to the wall 
by one of the techniques suggested for putting up cut- outs. These flash cards are usually flashed 
on flannel boards just for a moment and taken off. They help the students promptly and quickly 
recognize the words and read the sentences.  
Pictures:  
Large pictures showing, for example, a street scene, a market place, a playing field, etc., can be 
very effective for oral practice and for writing connected sentences. A series of such pictures can 
also be used to narrate a story in the manner of the popular comics. Wall-pictures are available in 



the market, but a teacher can easily make his own. The picture need not be perfect. Figures can 
be traced from magazines or drawing books. Even cut-outs can be pasted on a large sheet of 
paper to make an wallpicture. Use of variety of colours will make the picture attractive. Pictures 
enliven the class. Students pay greater attention to the pictures. Pictures are useful in the creation 
of an English atmosphere in the classroom. 
Charts: 
 Charts are the collection of pictures on large sheets of heavy paper or cloth, used like large 
maps. Charts can include diagrams, graphs, chronological tables, list of words, substitution 
tables, scientific facts, etc. Charts are very useful to oral practice. These enhance students 
attention in class and stimulate their mental activity. Charts can be easily prepared with the help 
of the students. Students can be asked to make charts on various topics and thus encourage them 
“do-and-learn”. 
Models:  
A model may be larger, smaller, or the same size as the object it represents. Models can be range 
from insects to airplanes and they can be made or purchased for classroom use. Assembling of 
objects help sharpen both cognitive and psychomotor skills. The language teacher can make use 
of models.  when realism is essential to learning. Tasks that require identification by size, shape 
or colour, handson practice-all the three involve realism and models are used in such situations, 
Blackboard: The blackboard is a large black of green surface fixed to a classroom wall for 
writing on with chalk. Each classroom has at least one blackboard for teaching purpose. The 
blackboard helps students visualize scenes, actions, situations and objects that cannot be brought 
into the classroom. A talented language teacher draws pictures, sketches and diagrams on the 
board. The blackboard should be neat and clean. Both teachers and students can use the 
blackboard for learning English in class. 
Mechanical Aids  
Overhead Projector:  
Overhead Projectors are used to reflect what the teacher has written on a transparent plastic film 
before the class begins. The teacher need not turn back and write everything on the blackboard. 
This saves time and makes the teaching effective and innovative. The teacher gets enough time 
to plan, prepare and present his lesson. The overhead projector can be used to teach formation if 
comparative and superlative adjectives, to point out words that are often misspelled, to explain 
different modal verbs and to present important points of lectures, lessons, papers etc. Tape 
recorder: The cassette recorder is one of the useful educational aids to increase listening skill. It 
provides a variety of voices and makes the class lively. We can record whatever we want to 
listen and again we can listen to it whenever we get time. We till we understand it. Thus it 
encourages intensive listening.  
Tape recordings can be effectively used to give practice in listening. Teachers should be very 
careful in selecting well-recorded tapes for giving practice . 
 Radio: Streaming radio stations online works better than the traditional radio because students 
can listen to any station worldwide. The radio helps learn English intonation and listening much 
better with native speech. Radio programmes have many different topics, from sports to science. 
So students choose something that interests them, if you’re really intend to learn English with 
radio. You should find a radio station that has the news, weather or that gives advice and make 
time every day to listen to the radio.   
Television: Television is great for learning English. The pictures make it easier to understand 
than radio and because you see who’s talking, you get a better idea of what people mean. English 



television is normally aimed at native English language speakers. Programmes often include 
difficult words and expressions. If the programme you’re watching is full of unknown words, 
just concentrate on understanding the general meaning. 
 Language lab:  
‘A language laboratory’ is a specially designed room where students may practice speaking and 
listening with the aid of tape-recorders, earphones, microphones and/or other sound equipment 
chiefly as an audio-lingual supplement to the class work. In a language laboratory, students 
practice the second languages they are studying. It is a place mainly for improving listening skill 
through ‘audio-machinery’. The language laboratory provides good models of the speech in 
English language for imitation and manipulation by the students.  
Power point presentation:  
Power point presentation is one of the multimedia technologies. It is presentation software(PS) 
that easily offers a complete presentation graphics package. It is a computer- based instruction 
that combines texts, graphics, images and sound. Power point slides are used as visuals to 
supplement the words the teachers say. It is an instructional tool helps the teacher teach 
vocabulary, grammar and language games. The sophisticated software used in the PowerPoint 
presentations attracts the attention of students and helps them learn the language skills and 
concepts easily and quickly. 
Websites for teaching English: 
 English teaching websites are just like teachers. They are unique; some websites offer services, 
some offer information, some offer resources for English teachers. They are genuinely useful. 
Website promotes language teachers in effective and quality language teaching and learning. 
Website is a vast resource of materials for teaching English as a second language. It includes 
English lesson plans, dialogues ideas, articles, cross-word puzzles, colour pictures, texts for 
reading or gap filling, vocabulary and grammar exercises and class management. 
Multimedia:  
Multimedia is a combination of computer hardware and software that allows a person to integrate 
video, animation, audio, graphics and test resources to develop effective presentations on an  
affordable desktop computer. Using multimedia, our teachers do not want to solve simple 
teaching problems relating to the grammar, or vocabulary, or spelling, but they want the real 
language and the real language atmosphere. Multimedia is an auxiliary/ supplementary one, and 
not the only method for whole teaching. The multimedia can provide the students with certain 
scenes or situations for understanding the cultural backgrounds necessary for students. 
Internet for teaching English:  
The internet or World Wide Web is a computer system that allows millions of computer users 
around the world to exchange information. The internet is very useful for teaching English. On 
the internet, the language teachers can find resources to help students improve their four skills of 
English language. There are many language materials on the internet and students can use them 
to study English. The resources available on the internet may be in the form of articles or 
activities. Teachers and students can use these resources to motivate students and reinforce 
language skills. Students can gain a better understanding of writing and grammar and they can 
build up their confidence and expand their language skills. 
Newspaper articles in language class:  
Newspaper is much more current than course books. There is also a lot of information in 
newspapers which make teachers an excellent springboard for lessons. Newspapers are day-to-
day curriculum for students to learning English. One aim of reading newspaper should be to 



encourage the students to read outside the classroom .Teaching with a newspaper allows learners 
to select an article that interests them, work on it and report back to other learners. If the learners 
dip into English newspapers then their reading skills, writing skills and vocabulary will improve. 
Students should feel they are reading faster or better by using newspapers. 
Mobiles to learn English: 
Mobile learning (or M-learning) is the ability to learn anytime, anywhere using a portable 
electronic device. Learning English with the assistance of mobiles is known as ‘mobile learning 
of English’. There are hundreds of mobile apps available for English language students. Mobile 
devices and apps are changing the very way people learn English. Mobile devices help students 
study ‘on the go’. They enable them to incorporate self-study into their busy lives, accelerating 
their progress and guaranteeing better results.  
Films in learning English: 
 Language teachers have been using films in their classes for decades. Film is an excellent tool 
for learning English. Learning from films is motivating and enjoyable. Films and TV shows are 
an integral part of students’ lives. Film, as a motivator, makes the language learning process 
more entertaining and enjoyable. Film provides students with examples of English used in 
‘real’situations outside the classroom, particularly the language of real-life conversation. Film 
exposes students to natural expressions and the natural flow of speech. 
English clubs:  
English clubs/English literary association provides students with opportunities for further 
recreational activities. They help the students gain extra-knowledge in English language. English 
clubs are useful in conducting language games, language plays, language competitions, making 
discussions, making teaching aids, poem recitals etc. The clubs can organize discussions, poet’s 
meet, and lectures that develop interest in English language. Students develop originality, 
creativity and imagination. 
Professional competencies of a language teacher: 
 Teaching is a profession. Professional competence of a teacher refers to the ability to teach a 
subject well or effectively. The English language teaching is a field of educational specialization 
and it requires a specialized knowledge base. The specialized knowledge in teaching is obtained 
through both academic study and practical experience. Professionalism is related to the 
continuous attempts to develop standards for English language teachers. An English language 
teacher means becoming part of world-wide community of professionals.  
Programmes for professional development of English teachers:  
An English teacher is continuously improving his professional knowledge by updating and 
renewing his language teaching skills by participating in various professional development 
programmes such as seminars, workshops, panel discussions and undertaking field works / field 
trips and projects. Teacher’s quality and student learning are directly related. Teachers’ quality 
can be improved through ‘professional development’. The professional development means a 
comprehensive, sustained, and intensive approach to improving teachers’ and participants’ 
effectiveness in raising student achievement. 
Observation : 
Observation implies the observing the behavior of othes and this method provides direct 
knowledge of behavior. Observation techniques are more useful to teachers in their attempts to 
understand thenature of pupils whom they teach. 
Stages of observation: 

1. Perception(noting behaviour0 



2. Classification and analysis of behavior 
3. Generalization of behavior 
4. Recording of what is observed  

Types of observation: 
Direct and indirect method, natural and artificial, scheduled and unscheduled,participant and non 
participant. 
Measures to improve observation: 

1. Use of mechanical devices. 
2. Define objectives.( the investigator may  specify in clear and definite terms, the 

objectives of the observation. 
3. Schedule time(the investigator must decide the time and hour of observation and schedule 

should be honestly followed. 
4. It is not a unsystematic rather it is systematic and scientific method which requires 

skills,compentencies,aptitude and training for observation. 
5. Precise(one should make one’s observation in precise,concrete and unambiguous form. 
 

Demonstration class : 
When the teacher trainees completed their micro-teaching practice, the subject expert takes a 
demonstration class incorporating all the micro-teaching skills. Before presenting model to the 
student-teachers, the subject experts are acquainted with the theory of the skill under practice. On 
the basis of the theory, method master or the teacher educator demonstrates the actions and 
relevant behaviours using proper situation and sequence these events in a psychological manner 
in order to make the student-teachers clear about what is needed in the skill under practice and 
what is expected from them in the training process. The trainees observe the demonstration, take 
note of important behaviours of the skill and try to acquire the demonstrated behavior through 
practice. In modeling, the teacher observes demonstrated behavior and acquires the demonstrated 
behavior.  
Thus, in demonstration strategy the student-teacher learns through observation. During practice, 
student-teachers try to exhibit all demonstrated behaviours and refines them through continuous 
practice. According to Gagne‟s conditions of learning, acquaintance of the trainee with the 
relevant theory of the skill to be practiced, fulfills the primary need of the trainee and then he 
prepares himself for the acquisition of the demonstrated behavior. A demonstration lesson 
is simply a planned lesson for a group of students. It is most effective to observe a candidate 
teach a lesson to students and not to the members of the Selection Team. 
guide teacher: 
This term is most commonly used to denote the traditional model of formal education in which a 
teacher guides students through a pre-selected syllabus, and shares his or her knowledge with 
children. 
This term is most commonly used to denote the traditional model of formal education in which a 
teacher guides students through a pre-selected syllabus, and shares his or her knowledge with 
children.Teachers can foster planning when: they help students relate what they learn and the 
goals they have for their lives, in order to promote a forward-looking perspective with 
confidence; help students identify learning objectives and plan what to study and how to study; 
value the role of school and work for the . 
There are several steps teachers can take to ensure that their students understand instructions and 
are able to complete assignments with ease. 



1. Use Clear and Precise Language. ... 

2. Repeat Your Directions. ... 

3. Explain the Purpose of the Task. ... 

4. Make Sure Your Students Understand. ... 

5. Use an Appropriate Tone. ... 

6. Describe the Specifics. 

Teacher educator: 
Professional qualifications of teacher educators, 

1. Proficiency in language(sounds, constructions of words and sentences) 
2. Knowledge of linguistics( structure of the language) 
3. Ablity to use different teaching techniques(TLM preparation and using procedure) 

 
Teacher educators are educational professionals who actively facilitate the formal and informal 
learning of teachers and student teachers. Teacher educators have wide-ranging roles, which can 
include organising pre-service training of teachers, or delivering training and development 
workshops and programmes for in-service teachers. The role can involve online training and 
development as well as supervising and mentoring other teachers and trainee teachers. 
Furthermore, materials developers, educational researchers, managers and school leaders are also 
teacher educators, as they are responsible for the training and development of other teachers. 
Teacher educators work in schools (school-based teacher educators), colleges and universities. 
For some it is their primary occupation, while others combine teaching at schools with being a 
teacher educator, or are professors in a subject area who hold an additional job in teacher 
education. 

The scope of tasks and responsibilities of teacher educators is broad. Teacher educators teach a 
variety of subjects. They are responsible for the education of future teachers at both the 
undergraduate and the graduate level. However, that is not their only responsibility. Those who 
teach the teachers are the linchpins in educational reforms of all kinds, which include taking 
diversity into account, ensuring that students pass high-stakes tests, developing the 
documentation required by professional accrediting agencies, complying with stringent new 
regulations, building genuine partnerships with schools or universities, parents, and other 
stakeholders, and developing curricula (see Cochran-Smith (2003)). In other words, new 
developments in education almost always affect teacher education and teacher educators. Beyond 
that, teacher educators are expected to set a good example for future teachers with regard to 
implementing these new developments in practice. 
Peer group:  

                “To teach is to learn twice”(Collins). 
Peer teaching is one of the best ways to master a particular subject. It is a method of teaching, 
where a student instructs another student. This paves the learner student to learn without 
depending upon the teacher, and the teacher-student to revise the topic again. 
Through the direct interaction between students, peer teaching promotes active learning as well 
as participation within themselves. Student teachers enhance their own depth of knowledge in the 
topic by instructing others. 
Merits of peer group teaching: 
1.It enhances the student’s level of creativity in expressing ideas as well as in grabbing new 
concepts, as the student may not feel hesitant to clear his queries. This will also uplift his 



knowledge limit and thus allow a greater level of his understanding. Feeling at ease with a 
peer tutor, allows a student to concentrate better on the tasks of the lesson, which may 
transfer into higher achievements in the future. To an extent, the student will start 
questioning his own doubts, and will later find a way to resolve it himself, which will 
enable the student to improve his critical thinking. 
2. Peer Teaching involves direct interaction between the learner student and the teacher-
student, this will help them to promote the active learning along with interpersonal skills, 
with which they can actually bid adieu to the so-called boring lectures and classes. 
3.It will ease the teacher’s burden of responsibility because she is sharing her duties with 
her kids which are beneficial to them. But on the other side, it will increase the teacher’s 
role in monitoring and administering the students. 
Merits of peer group teaching: 
1.It enhances the student’s level of creativity in expressing ideas as well as in grabbing new 
concepts, as the student may not feel hesitant to clear his queries. This will also uplift his 
knowledge limit and thus allow a greater level of his understanding. Feeling at ease with a 
peer tutor, allows a student to concentrate better on the tasks of the lesson, which may 
transfer into higher achievements in the future. To an extent, the student will start 
questioning his own doubts, and will later find a way to resolve it himself, which will 
enable the student to improve his critical thinking. 
2. Peer Teaching involves direct interaction between the learner student and the teacher-
student, this will help them to promote the active learning along with interpersonal skills, 
with which they can actually bid adieu to the so-called boring lectures and classes. 
3.It will ease the teacher’s burden of responsibility because she is sharing her duties with 
her kids which are beneficial to them. But on the other side, it will increase the teacher’s 
role in monitoring and administering the students. 
Aims and procedure for teaching Intensive reader : 
As is clear from the term, intensive reading dives down deep into the the text for finding out the 
pearl of the text for its long term usage and benefit.intensive reading is a detailed study of the 
prescribed text in order to train the students in a important aspect of language teaching. The 
teacher has to carefully plan teaching of intensive reading as it plays an important role not only 
from examination point of view but also from practical life point of view. 
Aims for teaching intensive reading: 

• It aims at assimilation of language including the study of words, phrases, sentence 
patterns and other related aspects. 

• It aims at the study of grammar, word order and syntax, thus entirely dealing with 
the sentence structure. 

• It aims to enable the students to comprehend the text, its sense and meaning 
• It aim to enable the students to understand, speak and write the language in its 

various aspects with the objective of mastering it 
• It aims to enable the students to improve knowledge and command over English 

and increase comprehension of the text that they come across with expanding 
vocabulary. 

• It aims to provide the students with opportunity to face the language fearlessly 
and without inhibition and to develop the facility of thinking in the language 

Procedure for intensive reading: 
• Selection of topic is one of the most important steps in beginning to teach     



intensive reading.it should be followed up by selection of suitable teaching aids.  
• The second step is introduction for the topic. 
• The teacher presents the text to the students it familiarize the students with the 

statement of aim of the passage so that the students can make suitable Endeavour in 
achievement of the objectives. 

• The teacher gives the model reading. He reads the text with correct pronouciation, 
stress, rhythm and pass.model reading by the teacher is an essential part of intensive reading 
and must not be given a go by. the first model reading with the books of the students closed 
in order to give aural benefit to them. The second model reading is given with the books 
opened so as to familiarize them with the text in both spoken and written form 

• Loud reading by the students: they should be invited to read loud one by one the 
teacher should continue to point out the mistakes in pronounciation, stress, intonation, etc. 
the purpose of this exercise is to overcome their mistakes and hesitation in reading and 
speaking. 

• Next Important step of teaching intensive reading is to explain various 
characteristics with the text. The teacher should explain new words, phrases, sentence 
patterns, grammatical points as well as special references. He should explain the synonyms 
and antonyms of the words in order to facilitate understanding by the pupils. 

• The teacher should make a special note of special references of the passage in 
total understanding of the passage. He should preferably make use of English in explaining 
it, however judicious use of mother tongue is not denied. 

• Having fully explained the text and its various features the teacher now tries to 
test the comprehension level of the students.    

Extensive reading: 
Extensive reading is also known by the names of rapid reading or independent reading. The chief 
purpose of the reading is to concentrate upon the subject matter and it is untaken for the purpose 
of information. The teacher plays the role of supervisor while the students carry it out 
independently. The student  gather factual information and thought the content of their own 
while reading rapidly. 
Aims of extensive reading: 

• To enable students to understand the meaning of the passage as earlier as possible. 
• To increase the passive vocabulary of the students 
• To develop the taste for reading in the students 
• To promote the habit of self study in the students 
• To develop the power of concentration. 
• To develop the students to read for pleasure and recreation. 

Procedures for teaching extensive reading: 
• The teacher should give an introductory talk about the text or story for extensive 

reading. he can point over the points of special difficulty of the students and can draw the 
attention of the students to some special points 

• The students should be given the text of suitable length in consonance with the 
level of the students. In case of the text being longer then the teacher things are suitable 
for the students, he can break it up into units. When the student undertake silent reading 
the teacher should look over them for murmuring, movement of lips or their posture. 

• The teacher should frame questions as regards comprehension level of students 



after they have finished silent reading. However the questions should never concerned the 
final details of the text. They should only test the comprehension level on a broad scale. 

• When the students have finished reading of all units, the students can be asked to 
narrate the gist in their own words or reproduce the passage on their own. 

Criteria for selection of Reader:  
The English reader is as important as a language teacher, as it provides the contents of teaching. 
It helps teachers revise and strengthen the language material already taught.  

The textbook is the most important tool in the hands of the language teacher.  
1. The language teachers must know the criteria of a textbook.  
2. The subject matter should be suitable to the students for whom the book is meant.  
3. The presentation of the subject matter should be popular style.  
4. The introduction of the vocabulary will be graded and systematic.  

Get-up: 
External form, size, kind of paper, clarity of printing, width of margin ,page number, 
durability of cover. 

Organization: 
Organization and division of subject matter, organization of lessons, originality, 
reasoning, summary, organization of  excerises. 

Presentation: 
Language, terminology, clarity, comprehensiveness 

Illustrations: 
Utility, purity, clarity, interesting and suitability of pictures, figures, maps and charts, 
etc,. 

Questions: 
Relation of questions with subject matters, clarity, purity, reliability, extensiveness, 
inspiration, power and determination of level of difficulty 
Reference and bibliography: 

Their utility, practicability, availability, reliability and validity from children and teachers point 
of view 
Contents and index: 

Clarity, completeness, utility, organization, practicability and reliability. 
Author: 

General contribution, experience and professional training. 
Difference between teaching Prose and Poetry.  

1. Prose is written in such a way that it does not pay attention to rhyme, whereas, in the case 
of poetry, it is written rhythmically. 

2. While writing a prose, the writer, or author has no word limit, on the other hand, a writer 
has a limited number of words that he, or she can use.  

3. Prose is mainly realistic, on the other hand, the poem uses imaginative scenarios. 
4. In prose, ideas/thoughts are written down into lines which are combined into paragraphs, 

whereas, in the case of poetry it is written in stanzas. 
5. In prose, the writer conveys an informative message for the betterment of the society, the 

readers, whereas, on the other hand, in the poem, the poet only writes to serve delight to 
its readers 

6. Prose is a free-flow form of literary work in which the author pens downs his or her 
thoughts or feelings comprehensively but Poetry is a form of literature in which the author 



writes his thoughts/feelings in an artistic style of writing. 
      7. Prose is written simply, without stanzas whereas Whereas, in the case of poetry it is   
written  in stanzas, and paragraphs, decoratively. 
      8. The language used in a prose is natural, and easy to understand but on other hand, in 
poetry language used is rhythmic. 
     9.Prose is easy to understand, and can be comprehended by reading it once While, on the 
other hand, poetry is sometimes hard to understand and it may take two-three times for a reader 
to comprehend. 
 
UNIT- III  INTRODUCTION TO PHONETICS AND TEACHING        
                      PRONUNCIATION   
Speech Sounds of English: 
The English alphabet has 26 letters that are used individually in various combinations to 
represent between 42 and 44 different speech sounds! A range of 42 and 44 is used because 
experts don't agree on the exact number of phonemes found in the English language (click here 
to see our Phoneme Chart). Factors such as dialect or accent, the amount of emphasis that we put 
on syllables as we speak and other influences affect the total number of phonemes that we 
produce. 

Speech sounds are also called phonemes. A phoneme is defined as the smallest part of spoken 
language that makes a difference in meaning. When you clicked on the Phoneme Chart, did you 
notice that some phonemes are represented with single letters and some phonemes are 
represented with two letters? Remember that a phoneme is not the same as a letter! Phonemes are 
speech sounds. Letters are used to represent sounds. This will be especially important when we 
begin counting the phonemes in words. For example, the word book has four letters, but three 
phonemes: /b/-/oo/-/k/. As we move through this module, keep this in mind. 

Phonemes (speech sounds) are represented in writing by placing the letter(s) used to represent 
the sound between slashes — so, for example: the sound that you say at the beginning of the 
word pot is represented by /p/. 

It is vital that teachers understand how speech sounds work. Struggling readers generally fall into 
two categories: children with phonological processing problems (trouble identifying, using, 
and/or learning the sounds of speech that correspond to letters) and children with problems 
comprehending text. Teachers must be knowledge about the sounds of speech if they are to be of 
much help to children in the first group. Teachers who are knowledgeable about language can 
play a crucial role in preventing phonological processing problems in children who are at-risk for 
developing problems.Children communicate with sounds and vocalisations from birth.Their 
“speech” begins with early, involuntary sounds, and develops into sophisticated sequences of 
movements - using the lips, tongue, and producing all of the sounds in words and sentences. 
Speech is a powerful tool for communication. To foster early communicators and language users, 
educators observe children’s development of: 

• Vocalisations or sometimes called ‘cooing’ (sounds that pave the way to verbal communication) 

• speech sounds (like /b/ /d/ /a/ /s/), and 

• phonology (the rules of our sound system).  



 
Vowel chart: 
Below, you will see two diagrams.
oral cavity. 

The diagram below is called a vowel chart

the side-view your mouth. 

Vowel charts can be extremely useful when learning the vowels of a foreign language.

will mean nothing to you unless you are able to develop a strong awareness of your mouth.

Below, you will see two diagrams. The diagram on the left shows the a side-view of the human 

vowel chart. The trapezoidal shape of the chart represents 

Vowel charts can be extremely useful when learning the vowels of a foreign language.

will mean nothing to you unless you are able to develop a strong awareness of your mouth.

 

 

view of the human 

The trapezoidal shape of the chart represents 

Vowel charts can be extremely useful when learning the vowels of a foreign language. But they 

will mean nothing to you unless you are able to develop a strong awareness of your mouth. 



When air leaves your mouth unobstructed, the position of your tongue influences the sounds that 

come out. 

A vowel chart is a visual representation of where your tongue is while articulating a vowel. 

As you’ll soon see, the location of vowel on the chart matches where the tongue position is 

supposed to be. 

Further, there are only two dimensions of movement that affect the sound of a vowel: 

• up/down movement 

• forward/back movement  

In phonetics, we call these two dimensions Vowel Height and Vowel Backness. Check out this 

quick video for a short explanation: 

 

VOWEL HEIGHT: 

• When you lower your tongue towards your lower jaw, you are making a more OPEN vowel 

sound 

• When you raise your tongue toward the roof of your mouth, you are making a 

more CLOSED vowel sound 

Use the vowel chart to alternate back and forth between the /a/ and /u/ vowels as I do in the audio 

below and try to develop an awareness of height change. 

Be sure to keep your lower jaw completely still so that it forces you to isolate just your tongue. 



/u/ – Close Vowel 

/a/ – Open Vowel 

 

  

• When you move from /u/ –> /a/, you are LOWERING your tongue for a more OPEN vowel.   

• When you move from /a/ –> /u/, you are RAISING your tongue for a more CLOSED vowel.  

Vowel Backness 

• When you extend your tongue forward towards your teeth, you are making a 

more FRONT vowel sound. 

• When you retract your tongue backward towards your throat, you are making a 

more BACK vowel sound. 

Use the vowel chart to alternate back and forth between the /i/ and /u/ vowels as I do in the audio 

below, and try to develop an awareness of backness. 



/i/ – Front Vowel 

/u/ – Back Vowel 

 

  

• When you move from /i/ –> /u/, you are retracting your tongue backward for a 

more BACK sound 

• When you move from /u/ –> /i/, you are extending your tongue forward from a 

more FRONT sound 

Vowel Tuning 

Every language has its own set of vowels, and each of these vowels has its own tongue position.  

When you learn a new language, you will need to tune your articulation to a new set of 

vowels.   

This can be challenging for adults since we develop strong hearing and speaking habits in our 

own native language. But this is where vowel charts come in handy. 

Once you know where the target-language vowel is in relation to your closest native-

language vowel on the chart, you can see the direction you need to move your tongue for 

the correct sound.   



Take the Spanish /o/ vowel for example. As you can see from the chart below, the Spanish /o/ is 

more open than the English /o/, but still not as open as the /

“awe”. 

So as a native English speaker, I know that I must move tongue slightly down from the /o/ 

vowel, but not so much that I start making an /

Order: English /o/, Spanish /o̞/, then /

This difference between English 

authentic accent. Whether you change it or not,

way.  

Vowel tuning is also extremely important for differentiating words in a foreign language.

For example, a Spanish speaker learning

English /ɪ/ vowel from words like “sit” and “chick.”

Take the Spanish /o/ vowel for example. As you can see from the chart below, the Spanish /o/ is 

more open than the English /o/, but still not as open as the /ɔ/ sound from the English word 

h speaker, I know that I must move tongue slightly down from the /o/ 

vowel, but not so much that I start making an /ɔ/ sound: 

/, then /ɔ/ 

  

This difference between English /o/ and Spanish /o̞/ is more a question of speaking with an 

you change it or not, a Spanish speaker will understand you either 

Vowel tuning is also extremely important for differentiating words in a foreign language.

For example, a Spanish speaker learning English will have a difficult time hearing and saying the 

/ vowel from words like “sit” and “chick.” 

Take the Spanish /o/ vowel for example. As you can see from the chart below, the Spanish /o/ is 

/ sound from the English word 

h speaker, I know that I must move tongue slightly down from the /o/ 

 

speaking with an 

a Spanish speaker will understand you either 

Vowel tuning is also extremely important for differentiating words in a foreign language. 

ll have a difficult time hearing and saying the 



Instead, they would hear and articulate the /i/ sound – the closest vowel in Spanish – and say the 

words “seat” and “cheek.” 

A quick look at the vowel chart shows that the Native Spanish speaker would have to lower his 

tongue and OPEN his /i/ vowel to get the /ɪ/ vowel. 

Order: /i/ then /ɪ/ 

 

  

It’s important to note that at first, you will NOT be able to accurately perceive foreign 

sounds. 

During your childhood, you started to lose sensitivity to sounds that were not relevant to your 

native language. 

As a result, foreign sounds get absorbed into the sounds you are already familiar with, the way 

the /ɪ/ vowel gets absorbed into the /i/ for adult native Spanish speakers. 

The good news: you CAN learn to hear and speak these new sounds with practice. 



Don’t ever let anyone convince you otherwise. I often hear people make arguments about how 

adults can’t learn new things.  

It’s easy to believe that when you start learning something new. And it’s easy to believe that 

when you’re stuck at the steepest part of the learning curve.   

There’s no doubt that forcing your brain open to hear new sounds can be challenging, so we have 

to be clever about it. 

The ability to use a vowel chart and adjust your tongue position is a huge help in this process, but 

ultimately it’s just a means to an end.   

It’s not enough to know where a vowel is in theory, you gotta really feel it. 

When it comes to vowel tuning, the way to feel it is through musical rhymes… 

Speech organs: 

Different organs of human body are engaged in the production of speech sounds. Air streams that 

come from the lungs play a major role in producing sounds. English sounds are produced by 

breathe out. Of course, sounds in all other global languages are also produced by breathing out, 

except Japanese language. 

 Respiratory System: 
                   The respiratory system includes the lungs, the muscles of the chest and the wind 
pipe. The respiratory system is the backbone of the production of speech sounds. Airstream is the 
source of energy to the respiratory system and the lungs being the producer of the airstream. The 
75 speech sounds in almost all languages are produced by breathing out the air. This airstream 
mechanism is called pulmonic regressive airstream mechanism. 
Phonatory System:  



                     Phonatory system comprises of Larynx otherwise known as „Adam‟s Apple‟ and 
the Vocal Cords in all positions like vocal cords drawn wide apart, vocal cords held loosely 
together and the local cords held tightly together. Articulatory System The Articulatory System 
includes the Pharynx, the Lips, the Teeth, the Teeth Ridge, the Hard Palate and the Soft Palate. 
Classification of Sounds: 
 Different sounds are needed for speaking any language. These speeches are in a structured 
group. This group is divided into smaller groups and again into till the smallest sound.  
For example, take a group of sounds in the sentence  

/The lady sang a song/. 
 It can be divided into two groups:  
/The lady/ and /sang a song/.  

Further, they can be divided into five groups: /The/, /lady/, /sang/,/a/, /song/. 
And, finally, the first word can be divided into two, the second into four, the third into three, 
fourth into one and the fifth into three. So, we have divided the group of sounds into the smallest 
sounds till that cannot be broken any further. This smallest sound unit is called PHONEME.  
The Syllable, Stress - Word Stress and Sentences Stress.  
Collins Co-build English Language Dictionary says: “Stress is an extra emphasis that you put on 
a word or a part of a word when you pronounce it, so that it sounds slightly louder”. Stress 
means the aspect of giving greater prominence to some of the syllables. 
There are two kinds of stress:  
The word-stress and  
The sentence-stress.  
Each English word consisting of more than one syllable has a fixed stress pattern. The syllable 
which should receive the greater prominence is marked (') in dictionaries. One has to master over 
the syllabification before trying to learn stress. How to syllabify a word? A word is divided into 
syllables by the number of vowels it contained. To put it simply, each syllable has only one 
vowel sound in it. For example, the word 'examination'/ig/zæ/mi/nei/ʃən/ has five syllables in it. 
You can notice that there is only one 78 vowel sound in each syllable.  
                            In English two unstressed syllables rarely occur before a stressed one. 
Therefore, in words consisting of three or more syllables, the syllable which is two syllables 
before the syllable with the heaviest stress receives an amount of stress which is intermediate 
between the heaviest and the weakest stress. This intermediate stress is called Secondary Stress 
while the heaviest one is called the Primary Stress. Stress Shift Individual words don't have fixed 
stress pattern. The same words have different stress pattern depends on the parts of speech of the 
words.  
                        When the words come as noun or adjective they get stress on the first syllable. 
Sometimes shift of stress is based on the morphological structure of words. Stress shift from the 
first syllable to the second, the third, or the fourth syllable. This shift takes place when smaller 
words by affixing more syllables get changed their grammatical forms and stress shifter from the 
base word to the number of syllables added into it.  
For example, 'democrat (3 Syllables) de „mocracv(4 Syllables) demo „cractic (5) „diplomat (3) 
dip „lomacy (4) diploma „tically (6) „politics (3) po „litical (4) poli 'tically (5) 79 'photograph (3) 
pho'tographer (4) photo „graphical (5)  
 



                    Word stress helps to identify compound words from related noun phrases 
Compound Noun Phrases 'blackbird 'black'bird 'crossword 'cross'word 'grandmother 
'grand'mother 'greenfly 'green'fly 
b.Intonation,  Rhythm and Expression in recitation. 
Intonation Stress is described as the degree of force applied on different syllables, whereas 
Intonation is the change of pitch of the voice. Intonation also gives different meanings like 
phoneme and stress when we make a change of pitch. In English different intonation patterns are 
associated with different types of sentences. Attitude of the speaker also gets changed with the 
change of intonation and this makes the speech difficult to be understood.  
There are five basic intonation- patterns in English.  
They are I. Rising  
II.  Falling  
III. Falling-Rising  
IV. Rising-Falling  
V.   Rising-Falling-Rising. 
Rising  
Rising tone is used with the sentences which are inconclusive or anticipatory in nature.  
Usage No. 1: It is used with the Inverted Questions (Questions start with auxiliary verb) which 
require „Yes‟ or „No‟ answer e.g. Are you going to Chennai ?  
Usage No. 2: It is used with the sentence with two tone groups like Main Clause and Subordinate 
Clause. Rising tone is used with the subordination clause and Falling tone is used with the main 
clause. e.g. When I reached the station the train had already left. 
Falling  
Falling tone is used with the sentences which are conclusive and final.  
Usage No.1: It is used with the general statements e.g. Chennai is the capital of Tamil Nadu. 
Usage No.2: It is used with the sentences of command e.g. Shut the door  
Usage No. 3: It is used with Specific Questions (Questions start with Interrogative Words which 
start with „W‟ or „H‟) e.g. Where did you go?  
Usage No.4: It is used with the question-tag when expecting confirmation e.g. Tomorrow is 
wednesday, isn‟t it?  
Vowels, diphthongs, consonants: 
Vowel: 
A vowel is classified as "a speech sound produced by a comparatively open configuration of the 
vocal tract, with vibration of the vocal cords but without audible friction." 
Short and long vowels: 
In English, the sounds of the vowels are group into two pairs: short vowels and long vowels. The 
short vowels are pronounced as follows: 
• "a" as in "bat" 
• "e" as in "bed" 
• "i" as in "bit" 
• "o" as in "bog" 
• "u" as in "but" 
The long vowels are pronounced as follows: 
• "a" as in "haze" 
• "e" as in "he" 
• "i" as in "hi" 



• "o" as in "hope" 
•  
• "u" as in "human" 
Unfortunately for those learning English, these vowel sounds can be created with lots of different 
spellings. It is even common for a single vowel to create the sound of a different vowel (e.g., the 
"a" in "any" creates a short "e" sound). Here are some examples: 
Consonants 
Consonants are best described in terms of their articulation. The following questions should be 
asked to describe the consonants. 
1) Does the air come out from the lungs or from some other organs?  
2) Is the air pushed out or drawn inwards'? 
3) Do the vocal cords vibrate or not? 
4) Is the soft palate raised or lowered?  
5) Where does the articulation take place?  
6) What is the manner of articulation?  
Place of Articulation 
 Articulation means jointing. Place of Articulation means, where the active articulators and 
passive articulators meet to produce sounds. Active articulators are the speech organs which can 
move from their place of rest towards passive articulators in order to produce sounds. Phonetic 
Transcription There are 12 pure vowels and 08 diphthongs. Diphthongs are all along vowels. 
They are also called gliding vowels. English Pure Vowels 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Sl.No. Symbol Key Words PhoneticTranscription 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
01 /i/ ink, think, rusty /ink/, /θink/, /rʌsti/ 02 /i:/ eat, beat., sea / i: t/, /bi:t/, /si:/ 03 /e/ echo, better, 
---- /ekəu/, /betə /, -------- 04 /æ/ act, cat, ------ /ækt/, /kæt/, --------- 05 /a:/ arc, part, harp /a:k/, 
/pa:t/, /ha:p/ 06 /ʌ/ upper, cup, suffer /ʌpə/, /kʌp/, ----- 07 /ɔ/ dog, fog. chop /dɔg/, /fɔg, /tʃɔp/ 08 
/ɔ:/ cork, dawn, talk /kɔ:k/, /dɔ:n/, /tɔ:k/ 09 /u/ wood, cook, put /wud/, /kuk/, /put/ 10 /u:/ moon, 
stool. tooth /mu:n/, /stu:l/, /tu:θ/ 11 /ɜ:/ curl, pearl, her /kɜ:l/, /pɜ:l/, /hɜ:/ 12 /ə/ balloon, banana, 
abacus /bəlu:n/, /bəna:nə/, /æbəkəs/ ______________________ 
Classification of English Vowels 
(i) According to the part of tongue raised /i: i e æ/ ---------- are front vowels /ʌ ə: ə/ ---------- 

are central vowels /a: ɔ ɔ: u u: / ---------- are back vowels  
(ii)   (ii) According to the height of the tongue /i:. u:/ ----------- are close vowels /i u ə:/ ------ 

are half-close vowels /e ɔ: ʌ ə/ ------ are half-open vowels /æ a: ɔ/ ------ are open vowels 
(iii) /i: i e æ/ ------ are spread vowels /a: ʌ ə: ə/ ------ are neutral vowels / ɔ ɔ: u u:/ ------ 
are round vowels Diphthongs  

Sl. No.    Symbol                 Key Words                        Phonetic Transcription  
01              /eɪ/                rate, game, train                        /reɪt/, /geɪm/, /treɪn/  
02              /aɪ/                sky, try, pride                            /skaɪ/, /traɪ/, /praɪd/  
03              /ɔɪ/                coil, soil, boy                             /kɔɪl/, /sɔɪl/, /bɔɪ/  
04              /əʊ/               home, above, rose                      /həʊm/, /əbəʊ/, /rəʊz/  
05              /aʊ/               cow, plough, rout                       /kaʊ/, /plaʊ/, /raʊt/  
06              /ɪə/                spear, deer, tear                          /spɪə/, /dɪə/, /tɪə/  
07              /eə/               wear, share, despair                    /weə/, /ʃeə/, /dispeə/  
08            /ʊə/              poor, duel, cruel                           /pʊə/, /djʊəl/, /krʊəl/  



Manner of Articulation  
I. Plosives 
 (a) Bi-labial /p/ and /b/ Both the lips brought together for awhile, air behind the closure is 
compressed then the  articulatory organs (both the lips) part rapidly with explosion  
e.g. /p/ - /pit/, /spit/, /skip/ /b/ - /bit/, /bet/, /rib/ Note: There is no doubling of consonants in 
transcription. We cannot, transcribe „rabbit‟ as/rabbit/ though there are two bs in the words 
rabbit.  
(b) Alveolar /t/ and /d/ Tip of the tongue closed the air passage by pressing against the teeth 
ridge, the soft palate is raised and no air passage to the nasal cavity and the tip of the tongue is 
raised to release the air suddenly. 
 eg. /t/ - /tin/, /bet/, /bi;t/ /d/ - /din/, / splendid/, /bi:d/  
(c) Velar /k/ and /g/ The back of the tongue is raised and pressed against the soft palate and the 
air passage is closed. The nasal passage is also closed. Then the air is allowed to rush out 
suddenly by lowering the tongue.  
e.g. /k/ - /ki:p/, /skai/, /spi:k/ /g/ - /gəʊld/. /əgəʊ/, /dɔg/  
II. Fricatives 
 (a) Labio-Dental /f/ and /v/ Lower lip is pressed against the upper teeth causing a partial closure 
of air passage. The soft palate is up and the passage to nasal cavity is blocked and the air is 
allowed to escape through the narrow opening between the teeth and the lips.  
e.g. /f/ - /fæn/, /selfi:/, /ka:f/ /v/ - /væn/, /la:və/, /li:v/  
(b) Intra-Dental /θ/ and /ð/ The tip of the tongue is placed just behind the upper teeth. The Palate 
is up and the passage to naval cavity is blocked. The air escapes through the narrow opening 
between the teeth  
 e.g. /θ/ - / θin/, /mʌnθs/, /ba:θ/ /ð/ - /ðen/, /ra:ðə/ /kləʊð/  
(c) Alveolar /s/, /z/, /l/, /r/ The air passage is partially closed by raising the tip of the tongue 
against the teeth ridge. The soft palate is raised and the passage to nasal cavity is blocked. e.g. 
/s/ - /sin/, /best/, /mis/ /z/ - /zink/, /bisniz/, /lu:z/ /l/ - //lid/, /kli:n/, /ku:l/ /r/ - /rinz/, /bri:m/, ----- 
(d) Palato-alveolar / ʃ / and / ʒ / The blade of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate. The 
air passage is partially closed. The sides of the blade of the tongue are pressed against the front 
of hard palate. The soft palate is up and the nasal passage is blocked. 
 e.g. /ʃ/ - /ʃip/, /wiʃiŋ/, /puʃ/ /3/ - /3a:nə/, /me3ə/, /ru:3/(rouge-red powder used on face) 
(e) Glottal /h/ The glottis is open and the air passes through it with slight friction 
 e.g. /h/ - /haiv/, /biheiv/ ------  
III Affricates 
 /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ The soft palate is raised and the passage to nasal cavity is blocked. The air passage 
is closed by raising the tip of the tongue against the area between teeth ridge and hard palate. 
The air is first locked and then released slowly.  
e.g. /tʃ/ - /tʃein/ /butʃə/ /ritʃ/ /dʒ/ - /dʒʌdʒ /peidʒə/ /bridʒ/  
IV Nasals  
/m/, /n/, /k/ The oral passage is closed and the air is released through the nasal cavity. e.g. /m/ - 
/mint/, /trimd/, dri:m/ /n/ - /nais/, /baind/, /spin/ 87 /ŋ/ - /siŋə/ /briŋ/ -----  
V Semi-vowels Bilabial – 
 /w/ The back of the tongue is raised towards the soft palate. The soft palate is up and the 
passage to nasal cavity is closed. The lips are closed rounded and they come forward before any 
sound is made.  
e.g. /w/ - /win/, /swim 



Diphthong: 
The word "diphthong" comes from the Greek and means "two voices" or "two sounds." 
In phonetics, a diphthong is a vowel in which there is a noticeable sound change within the 
same syllable. (A single or simple vowel is known as a monophthong.) The process of moving 
from one vowel sound to another is called gliding, which is why another name for a diphthong is 
a gliding vowel but they are also known as compound vowels, complex vowels, or moving 
vowels. The sound change that turns a single vowel into a diphthong is called diphthongization. 
Diphthongs are sometimes referred to as "long vowels" but this is misleading. While vowel 
sounds do change in a diphthong, they do not necessarily take more time to say than a 
monophthong. 

Each of the following diphthongs is represented by its phonetic symbol. 

/aɪ/ This diphthong creates sounds similar to "eye" and most often occurs with letter 
combinations that include /i/, /igh/, and /y. Examples: crime, like, lime 

/eɪ/ This diphthong creates sounds similar to “great” and is most often used with letter 
combinations that include /ey/, /ay/, /ai/ and /a/. Examples: break, rain, weight 

/əʊ/ This diphthong creates sounds similar to “boat” and most often occurs with letter 
combinations that include /ow/, /oa/ and /o/. Examples: slow, moan, though 

/aʊ/ This diphthong creates sounds similar to “ow!” and most often occurs with letter 
combinations that include /ou/ and /ow/. Examples: brown, hound, now 

/eə/ This diphthong creates sounds similar to “air” and most often occurs with letter 
combinations that include /ai/, /a/, and /ea/. Examples: lair, stair, bear 

/ɪə/ This diphthong creates sounds similar to “ear” and most often occurs with letter 
combinations that include /ee/, /ie/ and /ea/. Examples: beer, near, pier 

/ɔɪ/ This creates sounds similar to “boy” and most often occurs with letter combinations that 
include /oy/ and /oi/. Examples: oil, toy, coil 

/ʊə/This diphthong creates sounds similar to “sure” and most occurs with letter combinations 
that include /oo/, /ou/, /u/, and /ue/. Examples: lure, pure, fur 

Diphthongs in Dialects 

One of the most interesting ways in which diphthongs relate to spoken language is in how 
they’ve evolved into regional accents and dialects from their languages of origin. In the borough 
Brooklyn, for example, when someone says, “Let the dog out,” the word dog contains a 
distinctive “aw” sound so that “the dog” becomes a “dawg.” 

Techniques of using language laboratory. 



Role of Language Laboratory in Acquisition of Language Skills Language laboratory is a place 
in the school/institution which provides additional facility to learn and practice different skills of 
English language using technology. Language lab helps in learning the standard pronunciation of 
language items such as vowels, consonants, speech, etc. In recent time, language lab has become 
a popular tool for personality development which is equipped with modern audio-visual 
recording device, ICT and other electronic media related instruments. 
Benefits of Language Laboratory 

 • Language lab promotes enthusiasm and motivation among learners to learn new language 
 • Language lab helps in making an interactive environment 
 • It provides equal opportunity for learning to all  
 • It gives opportunity to listen to authentic and standard pronunciation • It also helps in 
recording and listening to one’s own voice which is very helpful in improving 
communication  
• It limits the scope of miscommunication and transmission loss. 

Language laboratory is the most result oriented supplement in schools/institutions for the 
knowledge and practice of standard sound and language pronunciation. The recording and 
feedback mechanism in language laboratory is the point of attraction among teachers and 
learners of English language. 
 
UNIT – IV  LISTENING AND SPEAKING SKILLS 
MEANING OF LISTENING SKILL  
Listening is an important skill and must be learnt and taught carefully. Unlike hearing, listening 
is always purposeful. Jane Willis writes, “Listening is receptive rather than productive, but it is 
an equally important skill. Listening involves the formation of proper auditory images of 
phonemic components such as the use of vowel and consonant sounds, stress, accent, pitch, 
pause, juncture, intonation and the rhythm of language.  
TYPES OF LISTENING  
Intensive Listening 
 Intensive listening aims at detailed comprehension of meaning and linguistic exercises. Here the 
teacher makes use of the following types of questions:  

(i) Comprehension questions involving  
- Factual questions.  
- Inferential questions.  
- Personal questions.  
(ii) Summary questions (students are asked to listen to a passage and summarize what 
they have heard).  
(iii) Logical questions.  

Extensive Listening 
 According to Peter Hubbard et.al, “With extensive listening, the students do not reinforce or 
practice a grammar point which is linked to the rest of the course work. Extensive listening 
exercises are those where a student is primarily concerned with following a story, or finding 
something out from the passage he is listening to.  
GOALS OF TEACHING LISTENING 
 According to the modern language teaching experts, the goal of teaching listening is to produce 
students who can understand the communication situation without needing help from the other 
people, even if they do not have completely master the grammar or vocabulary.  



The goals of teaching listening are: 
i) To produce students who can use listening strategies to maximize their 

Comprehensions of aural inputs.  
ii)  ii) To produce students who can identify relevant and non relevant information.  
iii)  iii) To produce students who can tolerate less than word by word comprehensions. 

SUB-SKILLS OF LISTENING  
Listening refers to a skill by which a person pays attention to what someone is saying. In a 
listening situation, listeners passively receive aural inputs. Language learning requires 
international listening that employee’s strategy for identifying sounds and making meaning for 
them.  
The comprehension of message is a major goal of listening comprehensions.  
To comprehend a message in a listening situation, listeners use two sub skills of listening.  
The two sub skills of listening are:  
1. Listening for perception  
2. Listening for comprehension  
1.Listening for perception  
This is the first stage in comprehending a listening text. Listening for perception involves two 
sub skills. 
Identification:  
First, the listener recognizes or discriminates specific aspects of the message, such as sound, 
categories of words, morphological distinct (the smallest unit of meaning in an language). 
Orientation:  
Second, the listeners determine the major facts about a message, such as topic, text type, setting. 
2.Listening for comprehension 
Listening for comprehension involves three sub – skills.  
Main idea comprehension: The listener identifies the higher – order ideas.  
Detailed comprehension: The listener identifies supporting details.  
Replication : The listener reproduces the message orally or in writing.  
Teachers can help students/listeners achieve these two sub –skills of listening by selecting and 
giving practice in appropriate listening strategies.  
THREE STAGES OF LISTENING: 
 Listening is important language learning and teaching. It is essential for language teachers to 
help their students become effective listeners. The process of listening involves three phases.  
While the speaker speaks, the listener is usually engaged in:  
• Receiving : In this phase, the listener receives the message from the speaker and then attends  
to what is said.  
• Understanding: In this phase, the listener tries to understand what exactly the speaker says. 
• Responding: In this phase, the listener retains and recalls what the speaker says and responds or 
does not respond.  
STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING LISTENING  
While teaching listening, the teacher can and must:  

(i) Select and present a listening text which serves his / her purpose,  
(ii)  Introduce the topic and say something about it in brief, 
(iii)  Instruct the class what they have to do while listening (e.g., ask them to take notes or 

complete a flow – chart, etc.,)  
(iv)     State his / her (teacher’s) aim (e.g., to give them (class) the general idea about…),  



(iv) Make predictions (e.g., ask the class whether they know something about the topic 
selected),  

(v) Revise the previously taught listening skill (e.g., intonation patterns, link words, etc.),  
(vi) Prepare the class to listen and give them necessary instructions,  
(vii)  Ask comprehension questions,  
(viii)  Ask the class to summarize what they have heard. 

TYPES OF LISTENING STRATEGIES 
 Listening strategies can be classified depending on how the listener processes the listening 
input. They are:  
1.Top down strategies  
Top down strategies are listener – based. In the top – down strategies, the listener is engaged in : 
• Listening to the main idea  
• Predicting  
• Drawing inferences  
• Summarizing  
2.Bottom – up strategies  
Bottom – up strategies are text – based. The listener depends on the language in the message he 
has hear. In the bottom – up strategies the listener is engaged in: 
• Listening for specific details 
• Recognizing cognates(linguistic words)  
• Recognizing word – order pattern  
LISTENING MATERIAL  
A listening material is also known as a listening text. A listening material or text is a message 
prepared for the purpose of developing the listening comprehension skills of students A listening 
material provides aural message or listening input to the students.  
A listening text may be in the for of a printed passage or audio for listeners.  
In a listening a text, the information may be organized / presented as a storyline (the events in 
chronological order), narrative or instructions to follow. 
Characteristics of the listening text  
1. Neither too easy nor too difficult: The listening text should not be too easy or too difficult to 
comprehend. It should be short, simple messages easier to process.  
2. Organized presentation: The information in the listening text must be well organized and 
easier to follow – that is, the text must present the main ideas first, details and examples second. 
3. Background knowledge: The background knowledge in the listening text should be familiar to 
the students.  
4. Redundant information: The listening text for the students at the lower level of proficiency 
should not have redundant information.  
5. Clearly differentiated individuals or objects: The listening text should be based on clearly 
differentiated individuals or objects.  
6. Visual support: The listening text should offer visual support to aid the interpretation of what 
the listeners hear. Visual aids such maps, diagrams, pictures or the images in a video help 
contextualize the listening input and provide clues to meaning. 
USING A TAPE RECORDER AS A LEARNING MATERIAL  
Meaning  
A tape recorder is an electrical equipment that can record sound on tape and play it back. 
Anything that has been recorded with a tape recorder is called a tape recording. Usually, 



conversations, teacher talks, lectures, speeches, short stories, or music or songs are recorded on a 
tape recorder. These recording can be heard again and again when they are played on a tape 
recorder. Using the tape / video as a Listening material Tape recordings can be used as a 
listening material. The tape recordings such as conversations, teacher talk, lecture, and speech, 
short – story or song can be used as a listening material in class.  
The information on tape can be used for developing listening skill. In class, students use a 
listening material for four purposes:  
• Listening for specific information  
• To have a general understanding  
• To deduce meaning  
• Listening for opinion and attitude Intensive listening to audio tapes and watching the contents 
of the video can be done part by part by rewinding the video or using fast forward to play 
segments of the tape.  
STUDENTS LISTENING ACTIVITIES  
In a listening exercise, the class can / should:  

(i) Take notes 
(ii)  Draw pictures etc.  
(iii)  Talk in reply  
(iv)      Discuss for or against the topic 
(iv) Complete a flow – chart  
(v) Say ‘True or False’  
(vi) Continue the dialogue 
(vii)  Fill in a table  
(ix)     Write  
(ix) Think  
(x) Select (a, b or c)  
(xi) Discriminate (e.g., ship or sheep)  
(xii)  Place in correct order (e.g., pictures or pieces of information) 

Dictation 
                 Dictation has been used in language learning for several hundred years, and 
methodologists have often made pedagogical claims for its value. Davis and Rinvolucri write 
that "Decoding the sounds of [English] and recoding them in writing is a major learning task" 
(1988) and Frodesen writes that dictation can be "an effective way to address grammatical errors 
in writing that may be the result of erroneous aural perception of English.... Dictation can help 
students to diagnose and correct these kinds of errors as well as others 
Values of Dictation  
• Improve students listening skill  
• Improve their writing speed  
• Improve their pronunciation when they listen to what the teachers say or read 
• Fix spelling of words that they already learnt 
Advantages of Dictation  
1. Dictation can help develop all four language skills in an integrative way.  
2. As students develop their aural comprehension of meaning and also of the relationship among 
segments of language, they are learning grammar.  
3. Dictation helps to develop short-term memory. students practice retaining meaningful phrases 
or whole sentences before writing them down.  



4. Practice in careful listening to dictation will be useful later on in note taking exercises. 
5. Correcting dictation can lead to oral communication.  
6. Dictation can serve as an excellent review exercise. 
FOLLOWING A ROUTE 
Meaning  
It is an activity for listening practice that enables students to develop listening comprehension in 
English.  
Procedure  
The teacher prepares a big picture chart of a place / village / town or city.  
The picture will include the landmarks such as a post office, railway station, airport, 
supermarket, park, multi – storied building, university, pond, star hotel, etc. Instead of using 
direct instruction, teacher’s instructions recorded on tape can also be used. This can be played on 
the computer, too. 
LISTENING TO A TELEPHONE CALL  
Meaning  
Speaking on the phone is not a face – to – face conversation. Real conversation takes place face 
– to – face. In real conversation, both the speaker and the listener can look at each other while 
speaking.While listening to the phone call, the listener solely relies on the language being 
spoken, because the speaker is at a distance. 
 In the classroom: The practice by students in telephonic conversation can improve their 
speaking and listening skills. Telephonic conversation practices can be frequently given to 
students in class.  
LISTENING TO COMMENTARIES  
A commentary is a spoken description of an event, given while the event is happening, especially 
on television or radio. The audio commentary is given on radio. The video commentary is heard 
and seen on the T.V  
Commentaries are short, first-person stories that clearly express an individual’s opinion or world 
view and why it matters to the outside world. At Youth Radio, commentaries offer an 
opportunity for young people to share their perspectives on an issue they’re passionate about, 
and to become effective communicators. 
 LISTENING TO INSTRUCTIONS:  
Listening to instructions is a listening task in which the teacher gives a set of instructions to a 
student and the student carries out he instructions correctly. By doing this exercise or practice, 
the listener demonstrates his listening comprehension.Listening to instructions and responding to 
them correctly enable the students to become successful listeners or learners in class.  
In the classroom 
In this practice, the teacher usually gives some instructions orally. For these instructions, the 
student gives his responses physically.  
Some simple verbal instructions 
• Laugh loudly.  
• Look up.  
• Show me your photo.  
• Open your mouth.  
• Shut your eyes.  
• Cry like a crow.  
• Stand near the window.  



• Close the doors.  
Jigsaw listening  
Jigsaw is a puzzle in which a picture is cut up into many pieces and a person has to succeed in 
fitting the pieces together correctly.  
Jigsaw is a strategy that emphasizes cooperative learning by providing students an opportunity to 
actively help each other build comprehension. Use this technique to assign students to reading 
groups composed of varying skill levels. Each group member is responsible for becoming an 
"expert" on one section of the assigned material and then "teaching" it to the other members of 
the team.  
Advantages of jigsaw  
Jigsaw is a well-established method for encouraging group sharing and learning of specific 
content. This technique can be used as an instructional activity across several days and is best to 
use when there is a large amount of content to teach. Jigsaw helps students learn cooperation as 
group members share responsibility for each other's learning by using critical thinking and social 
skills to complete an assignment. Subsequently, this strategy helps to improve listening, 
communication, and problem-solving skills. 
TEACHING SPEAKING SKILL:  
Purposes of Teaching Speaking skills Speaking is a productive skill. It is only through speaking 
that we get many things done for us. Speaking means communicating. In real life situations we 
can’t live without speaking. When we talk of the four basic language skills such as LSRW, we 
don’t want to say that we learn these skills one by one. In factit is not so. The truth is we listen 
and speak. We read and write. Listening and speaking go hand in hand and reading and writing 
go together. For instance, when a teacher is teaching something in the class, the class is listening. 
Speaking involves the articulation of all the components referred to above and development of 
communicative competence at the productive level.  
sub – skills of speaking are as follows:  
1. Articulating sounds in isolate forms.  
2. Articulating sounds in connected speech.  
3. Articulating stress pattern within words.  
4. Manipulating variation in stress in connected speech.  
5. Manipulating the use of stress in connected speech.  
Strategies and techniques for developing speaking skill: 
Various strategies and techniques can be made use of keeping in view the level and needs of the 
learners. Some of the things the teacher can use in the classroom are as follows:  
1. Asking questions to the learners on the topics of their interest.  
2. Asking the learners to say the model dialogue.  
3. Asking the class to converse with each other.  
4. Making use of ‘Information – gap activities’. 
5. Using role – play, simulation, dramatization, communication games, guessing games, etc.  
6. Using ‘substitution table’, discrimination exercises, substitution drills, conversation drills, 
pictures – cues, indirect questions, correction techniques, etc. 
7. Using pair work and group work techniques. 
Conversation class: 
 Conversation is a talk between two or more people. It is usually a private or informal one. 
People usually have a conversation about private or informal matters. The subject / topic of 
conversation may be common one such as books, games, sports, motives, serials on TV or 



politic. Conversation stresses the need to see language as a dynamic, social, interactive 
phenomenon. 
Principles related to conversation 
• Conversation is a highly structured activity.  
• Speaker and listener follow a set of basic conversations.  
• Conversations are having an opening, a middle, and an eng game.  
Types of conversation  
1. Teacher – dominance free conversation  
2. Teacher free conversation.  
Conditions for making conversational session successful  
The teacher can conduct conversational sessions in the class. To make it successful, the 
participants should feel that they are contributing something to it and are getting something out 
of it. For this to happen certain conditions must apply. 
Role of teacher in conversation session  
1. No teacher dominance  
2. Teacher is a co – communicator  
3. Teacher as a facilitator  
4. Restraining criticism  
The topic- based discussion class: 
In conversation, two students usually talk about any common issues .But in the topic – based 
group discussion students in the whole in a small group give their ideas or opinions about a topic 
/ subject.  
Tasks- centered fluency practice: 
Students can be engaged in selected learning activities  
1. Take a short story  
2. Building up a story  
3. Telling a story by chaining method  
4. Getting everyone to speak  
5. Arguments between neighbors 
Tasks for developing speaking skill 
Traditionally, classroom speaking practice has been given in the form of drills in which one asks 
a question and another gives an answer. In fact, such drills only demonstrate the ability to ask 
and answer the question, not the speaking ability. The purpose of teaching speaking skill is to 
produce competent speakers who will be able to use English for multiple forms of expression.  
Individual,pair work and group work: 
Learning to speak a second language is a challenging task. Speaking ability is regarded as the 
measure of knowing a language. Students learn to develop and express their speaking ability by 
participating in speaking activities, such as individual, pair or group work. 
Pair work 
 In pair work, the teacher divides the whole class into pairs. Every student works with his or her 
partner, and all the pairs work at the same time . This is not the same as ’public’ or ‘open’ pair 
work, with pairs of students speaking in turn in front of the class.  
Group work 
 In group work, the teacher divides the class into small groups to work together. Pair work and 
group work are not teaching ‘methods’. But they are ways of organizing the class. They can be 



used for many different kinds of activity, and are naturally more suitable for some activities than 
for others.  
Activities for pair / group work  
1. Retelling stories  
2. Describing a picture  
3. Two – minutes debate 
Parallel structure in a sentence: 
Parallel structure in a sentence refers to two or more words phases, or clauses that are similar in 
length and grammatical form. Parallel structure means using the same pattern of words to show 
that two or more words are of equal importance. This is also called parallelism. In parallel 
grammatical form, a noun is listed with other nouns, an – ing form with other – ing forms, and so 
on. Failure is called faulty parallelism.  
Dialogue: 
A dialogue is a literary technique in which writers employ two or more characters to be engaged 
in conversation with each other. In literature, it is a conversational passage or a spoken or written 
exchange of conversation in a group or between two persons directed towards a particular 
subject.  
Types of Dialogue  
There are two types of dialogues in literature:  
• Inner Dialogue – In inner dialogue, the characters speak to themselves and reveal their 
personalities. To use inner dialogue, writers employ literary techniques like stream of 
consciousness or dramatic monologue. We often find such dialogues in the works of James 
Joyce, Virginia Wolf and William Faulkner.  
• Outer Dialogue – It is a simple conversation between two characters used in almost all types of 
fictional works.  
Role Play  
One other way of getting students to speak is role-playing. Students pretend they are in various 
social contexts and have a variety of social roles. In role-play activities, the teacher gives 
information to the learners such as who they are and what they think or feel. Role plays are used 
to allow students to practice speaking in a conversational situation, build confidence and fluency, 
assess progress and put learning into action. 
Dramatization  
Drama in the ESL classroom, its usefulness as a powerful  teaching  tool. Apart from the obvious 
development of communication skills, it encourages leadership, team work. Drama is a powerful 
language teaching tool. Using play with language learners can improve their reading and 
speaking kills, encourage creativity, Help them experiment with language tone of voice. Improve 
their reading, speaking skill. Encourage creativity Help them experiment with language, tone of 
voice, body language and their own line.  
Group discussion: 
 Discussion, like role play, is a communicative output activity. Teachers should prepare students 
to be successful in discussions.  
To succeed with discussion  
• Prepare the students  
• Offer choices  
• Set a goal or outcome  
• Use small groups instead of whole – class discussion  



• Keep it short  
• Allow students to participate in their own way  
• Do topical follow – up  
• Do linguistic follow - up  
Storytelling: 
 Students can briefly summarize a tale or story they heard from somebody beforehand, or they 
may create their own stories to tell their classmates. Story telling fosters creative thinking. It also 
helps students express ideas in the format of beginning, development, and ending, including the 
characters and setting a story has to have. Students also can tell riddles or jokes. For instance, at 
the very beginning of each class session, the teacher may call a few students to tell short riddles 
or jokes as an opening. In this way, not only will the teacher address students’ speaking ability, 
but also get the attention of the class.  
 Promote a feeling of well – being and relaxation  
 To get the main idea or plot.  
 It provokes curiosity  
 It builds vocabulary, comprehension story sequencing.  
 It improve listening and oral communication skills.  
 It is an interactive and co – operative process.  
 It helps the listeners to remember.  
Narration  
This activity is based on several sequential pictures. Students are asked to tell the story taking 
place in the sequential pictures by paying attention to the criteria provided by the teacher as a 
rubric. Rubrics can include the vocabulary or structures they need to use while narrating.  
Description 
Description is a piece of writing or speech that gives details about wha someone or something is 
like. Student can be encouraged to develop their speaking skill by describing a person or place or 
thing or an event in the picture.  
communicative game: 
A communicative game is a pair or small – group learning activity that has fun. Communication 
games are spoken English games. They are simple activities designed for enjoying the learning 
process while playing games. Communication games can be conducted to develop listening 
comprehension and speaking ability of students. 
Debate:  
A class debate can be a fun and challenging way to encourage class interaction, review 
vocabulary, and develop speaking fluency. With a solid lesson plan and good moderating skills, 
your debate will be a success, and well-appreciated by the students. 
Topic: Make it Interesting – Teaching Speaking Skills with Debates  
Choose a topic that your students will likely be interested in (Something that affects their lives 
directly). Draw upon their common experiences: school, work, family, technology, language 
learning, etc. Don’t choose a dull topic just because your students have a lower level; one can 
form an opinion on a variety of issues without sophisticated vocabulary. A little controversy is a 
good thing here, but mind the potential cultural differences of your class and don’t risk deeply 
offending anyone. Choose a topic that easily generates a lot of ideas, and think about your topic 
yourself before the class. 
Interview: 



In the classroom context, an interview is an activity or role play for students to improve their 
spoken communication or speaking skill.  
An interview consist of two persons.  
1. An interviewer :The person who asks questions in the interview  
2.An interviewee: The person who answers the questions in an interview. Interview technique 
can be used in the class as a learning task for practicing speaking skill.  
Extempore speech: 
An extempore speech is a classroom performance in which a student talks about a particular 
topic without any prior preparation or practice. Speaking without any preparation of any kind in 
front of class makes a student feel nervous or frightened. In actual real life communication, 
students are expected to speak out of their knowledge and without any previous preparations.  
Development of language skills – LSRW. 
Language is the systematic means of communication by the use of sounds or conventional 
symbols. It is the code we all use to express ourselves and communicate to others. In this 
computer age English is the only language  that anyone can understand so we can say that it as 
become as an ideal language for expressing our feelings. English language attracts people 
because of the wealth of literature and knowledge enshrined in it. It is our window to the world 
so we have to learn the language unless we have the fluency in the English language. There are 
many ways to develop our English language but acquisition of the following four skills is the 
best way to learn a language. 
LSRW: 
     When a teacher makes use of activities that have been specially designed to incorporate 
several language skills simultaneously, they provide their students with situation that allow for 
well-rounded development and progress in all areas of language learning. The ability to use the 
language in a communicative way however its not just a single unified skill. Most recent thinking 
as divided language ability into four separate skill areas, Listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing. Listening and reading are known as receptive skills, while speaking and writing are 
known as the productive skills.  
Listening: 
    Listening is the basis of development of all other skills and the main channel through which 
the students makes initial contact with the target language and its culture. Through active 
listening students acquire vocabulary and syntax as well as better pronounciation, accent and 
intonation. Though listening skill is very important for some language learner it is considered to 
be the most difficult language skill. Listening is the receptive skill allow the way to productive 
skills. The teaching will be more communicative if the students produce something. This brings 
us to the necessity of integrating language skills. To improve listening skills, students need to 
listen to various listening texts for different situations, such as short dialogue on the phone, 
announcement in the airport, instruction on how to operate a new machine, speeches, poems, 
songs,etc. 
Speaking: 
    Speaking is the process of building and sharing meaning through the use of verbal and non 
verbal symbols. Speaking is the crucial part of second language learning and teaching. 
Nowadays many teachers agree that student should learn to speaking the second language by 
interacting to others. For this case, students should master several speaking components, such as 
comprehension, pronounciation, grammar, vocabulary and fluency. In brief, English teacher 
should be creative in developing the teaching learning process to create good atmosphere, 



improve the students speaking skills, give attention to the speaking components and make the 
English lesson more exciting. For the reason English teacher should apply appropriate method 
and technique form teaching speaking. 
Reading: 
     Reading is the very important aspects of the education. The beginning of education is termed 
as knowledge of three R’s- reading, writing and arithmetic. Out of these three R’s, reading 
occupies the first place. In other words, it is the beginning that it is the beginning of education. It 
opens the door of knowledge. It has rightly been remarked, “reading habits not only help the 
individual in accumulating stores of knowledge and wisdom from the cultural heritage, but are 
also a very ennobling and stimulating pursuit for lesser hours. Reading is more important today 
than it ever was- it is crucial to being an informed citizen, to succeed in one’s chosen career, and 
to personal fulfillment. 
     Reading is an active process(not a product, like history) in which readers shift between 
sources of information(what they know and what the text says,) elaborate meaning and 
strategies, check their interpretation(revising when appropriate), and use the social context to 
focus their response. 

a) Reading is psycho- linguistic guessing game. 
b) Reading is thinking under stimuli of printed page. 
c) The term ‘reading’ means a complex system of deriving meaning from print. 

Writing: 
       Writing is the powerful tool for learning, one that plays a crucial role in our education. It is 
for this reason that so many professors continue to insist that students write papers or keep 
journals even in courses that are not traditionally thought of as a writing courses. Students in the 
class get direct benefits from writing papers, keeping a notebook, or keeping a journal or log. 
       Writing has got a significant place in the teaching of every language. It is through the 
medium of writing that we are able to express our feelings, ideas and inner content material. For 
some people, writing is almost as important as speech. It is the writing which trains our ears and 
eyes. 
  
UNIT– V  READING AND WRITING SKILLS 
Types of Reading  
Generally, there are two types of reading used in Indian schools and by the Indian learners i.e. 
reading aloud with adequate production of voice, and silent reading is in which sound is not 
produced.  
Loud Reading:  
Loud reading is a type of reading conventionally practised for reading in India. Higher pitch and 
voice production for uttering words and sentences are considered as loud reading. It also helps 
learners to understand the content in a better way, especially in the case of the poor power of 
attention. It also promotes rote learning.  
Silent Reading:  
Silent reading is a type of reading mostly practised by the mature readers. Here production of 
high pitch and voice is not required, rather an utterance of sound and words are kept unheard by 
others. It is helpful for fast reading and a better understanding of the concept. 
Sub-Skills of Reading  



There are several sub-skills of reading which vary from grade to grade and orientation 
(rural/urban) of the learners. Two of the most popular sub-skills of reading i.e. skimming and 
scanning are described below. 
Skimming:  
Skimming is a style of reading in which the reader just takes a glance at the text available to 
him/her. It is also called as casual and reading without a particular objective. For example, 
reading newspapers, magazines, novel/fiction reading, etc.  
Scanning: 
Scanning is a style of reading in which the reader looks for some particular piece of information 
out of large texts. It is also called as serious and focused reading. For example, reading 
newspaper or magazine for getting certain information useful for the reader. Reading the book 
for getting answers to particular question or research paper and article reading can be considered 
as scanning. 
 
Sub-Skills of Reading  
A learner who can read should possess the following sub-skills:  
 recognize and understand the meaning of the words, phrases and sentences 
•  read aloud with correct pronunciation and proper intonation 
•  guess the meaning of unfamiliar words contextually 
•  desirable silent reading habit 
• should be able to distinguish between lexical meaning and contextual meaning 
•  should be able to make summary of the passage read 
•  should be able to deduce the meaning with different punctuation marks. 
• Mechanics of Reading When a person reads anything his eyes do not go smoothly along with 
the printed or written symbols.  
Methods of teaching reading: 
The following are the main methods of teaching reading: 
1. The Alphabetic Method.  
2. The phonic Method.  
3. The word Method or the Look and the Say Method.  
4. The Phrase Method. 
 5. The Sentence Method.  
The Alphabetic Method  
The is the oldest method used in India to teach reading. The method consists in teaching the 
students the names of the various letters of the alphabet in the very order. This method has been 
criticized on the following grounds:  
1. English is not a phonetic language, that is, the pronunciation of a word is not the combination 
of the sounds of the various letters constituting it. Consider: knowledge.  
2. The method is dull and monotonous as the letters of the alphabet do not stand for anything.  
The Phonic Method 
In this method, the phrase is the unit of approach. The method is based on the belief on that 
phrases are more interesting than words. The limitations of the phrases Method are: 
1. A phrase does not express a complete idea. So it lacks interest.  
2. It is time-consuming to start learning reading through phrases as finally they have to be 
blended into sentences.  
The Sentence Method 



 In this method, the sentence is the unit of approach. The advantages claimed for the sentence 
Method are:  
1. It lays the foundation of all the attitudes and skills for good reading.  
2. It helps to prevent word by word by word reading. It encourages correct habits or eye-span.  
We notice that all the methods have certain merits and demerits. The present trend is in favour of 
the Sentence Method. In actual practice, this method combines certain good features of the 
Phonic Method and Look and Say Method. Criteria for selection of English Reader  
1. Subject matter: It should be suitable for the students for whom the book is meant.  
2. Style: In the matter of style simple style should be used. Graded vocabulary and sentences 
should be there.  
3. Form: The form should be a model of composition with a beginning, middle and an end. Three 
should be some illustrations and pictures.  
4. Exercises: Notes and exercises must follow the lesson proper. Note should be short and 
suggestive.  
 
5. Price: The price of the book should be affordable. 
The Process of Reading  
The process of reading has three stages.  
The first stage is called ‘recognition stage’ where the learners simply recognise a spoken word in 
its written form. Spelling and pronunciation will be difficult if the script of the mother and 
English. Definitely, Indians at the initial stage will have to face a lot of difficulties as the script in 
English and Indian languages vary quite largely. Moreover, English being a non-phonetic 
language, we find it difficult in learning English spelling and pronunciation.  
The second stage is called ‘structuring stage’. At this stage the learners is able to identify the 
grammatical relationships of the items and thereby understands the structural meaning of the 
grammatical units.  
The third stage is called the ‘interpretation stage’. At this stage the learners are able to 
distinguish between a „statement of fact‟ and a „statement of opinion‟. He is able to understand 
the mood of the characters and the purpose of the author. As the learners are able to analyse and 
the content beyond the lexical meaning, it is called „interpretation stage‟. 
Intensive Reading  
Intensive reading is aimed at mastering the structures and vocabulary apart from reading for 
comprehension. The pupils have more opportunities to learn the aspects of the language through 
intensive reading. If properly carried out, even non-native speakers of English may develop 
themselves better users of English than the native speakers of English in writing. Intensive 
reading can also be done in the absence of the teachers. So, by spending more time on intensive 
reading, one may get language skills in English. And, the only practicable means of learning a 
foreign language as a second language is through intensive reading. The intensive reading has 
some prerequisites like, the readers should be able identify the words and sentences spoken 
orally and acquire sufficient speed in reading. 
 Extensive Reading  
In intensive reading, the pupils pay attention to almost all aspects of language. And further the 
efforts of learning the language is supplemented by extensive reading. Extensive readers should 
be interesting stories. Magazines, newspapers and variety of story books will form the material 
for extensive reader. The two main themes of extensive reading are reading for pleasure and 
reading for information.  Extensive readers facilitate passive vocabulary in the learners. And it 



also consolidates active vocabulary. So, the teachers should regularly give some assignment and 
thus forcing the students to library. Sending the students to library can be done as a means of 
assertive punishment also. As the students read more and more books, their power of phonic 
analysis improves and makes the learner to pronounce any word that he sees for the first time. 
Group discussion also can be done on extensive reader.  
The Process of Teaching Reading  
Step I: The teacher should introduce the vocabulary and the structure that are used in the lesson. 
He takes up this work as an oral lesson in functional grammar. This is done before opening the 
textbook. He has to ensure that he teaches the words and structures with interesting illustrations 
contextually.  
Step II: This is called pre-reading session. The teacher gives all necessary information that will 
facilitate to understand the text while reading. He revises the structure taught in step l. If the 
passage to be taught is the continuation of the previous class, then the teacher has to make the 
students to recall what they learnt in their previous class.  
Step III: Model reading by the teacher. He reads out the passage with correct pronunciation, 
stress, intonation and pause. Pupils listen to the model reading of the teacher carefully.  
Step IV: Pupils read the passage silently. They are encouraged to consult the dictionary for word-
meaning and usage.  
Step V: When the pupils complete silent reading, detailed study of the passage is taken up. The 
teacher discusses the language aspects of the passage.  
Step VI: The teacher recapitulates in order to check the understanding of the pupils on the 
passages taught. If any further explanation is required, is given at this point.  
Step VII: Post-reading session. Pupils work out some more exercises on vocabulary and 
grammar.  
Step VIII: Loud Reading by the pupils. Some teachers follow this loud reading after his model 
reading. It is a wrong method, because, pupils should not be allowed to read aloud anything 
which they do not understand.  
Skimming: 
                       Reading over the surface of a piece of writing or glancing rapidly though a text to 
find out its general content, central ideas or gist is called skimming. Skimming is a reading skill 
that helps on deciding whether the book would be useful for the purpose of his study. In 
skimming, you allow your eyes to travel vertically or in zigzag manner to pick up some 
important points. The reader has conscious efforts while skimming through leaving quite 
meticulously the unwanted ones and concentrating on the main ideas in the text. Skimming is 
like a bird flying and still catching its prey, the reader fly over the passage and still catches the 
main ideas. Skimming depends on speed and comprehension. If you compromise speed for 
comprehension and comprehension for speed, then what you read cannot be called skimming. 
Scanning 
                        Scanning  means reading through the passage in order to search for a specific item 
or piece of information. This skill therefore also involves the ability to reject or pass over 
irrelevant information. Scanning also requires a conscious speed. While you skim through a 
material you try to get the general idea of the material, but you scan a material to get specific 
information. When you scan you are conscious of avoiding all the other words however 
important they are, and your main purpose is to locate the specific information you require. 
Searching for a word in a dictionary, finding a phone number from a telephone directory, 



searching for the confirmation from the chart of authorized travellers in a train are some of the 
examples. 
Teaching Writing  
The Purpose of Writing  
Writing is one of the productive skills of language, the other one being, speaking. To record the 
speaking of anybody, we require at least a tape-recorder, which is not always possible. To put it 
precisely, to some extent the speakers have license to make mistakes in using the language as 
their mistakes cannot be authentically proved to others in all cases. But, if the same mistakes are 
done in writing, it will definitely expose the writer, of his mistakes. So, the language users, while 
using the writing skills, have to be doubly cautious. This is because, we rely on writing, only 
when the receiver is not physically present. So, whatever is written, should be written very 
clearly.  
Through our writing, everything like, the intention of the writer, the mood, and other aspects of 
the language should be clearly conveyed. Intelligibility in oral communication can distinguish 
the good pronunciation from bad pronunciation. But, in writing, it is done by legibility. In oral 
communication, with intonation, gesticulation and facial expression, the targeted meaning can be 
conveyed properly. But in written communication, meaning can be properly conveyed through 
punctuation. In our educational system, writing plays a prominent role mainly in examinations. 
Students with good handwriting are bound to win the favour of the examiner, which in turn will 
indirectly be benefited with good marks. Considering this fact, teachers should take all measures 
in developing good handwriting. 
Mechanics of writing: 
a) Writing pattern: The teacher, first, has to train the students to hold the pen properly. Only 
when they hold the pen properly, they will be able to make a good Writing. Almost all English 
alphabets are made with strokes and curves. English alphabet is produced with anticlockwise 
movements, whereas it is clockwise in Tamil.  
b) Print Script: At first, it is better to introduce print script to the students. Any other type will 
have different form and this will confuse the students. Till they are familiarized they should not 
be introduced to any other form. And in print Script also, it is advised to use only capital letters, 
first. When the students learn to write all the alphabet in English, then, two letter words or three 
letter words can be given to them to practise.  
c) Cursive Script: While teaching Cursive Script the teacher has to keep in his mind types of 
joiners, namely, bottom joiners, do not joiners and top joiners. The priority of teaching Cursive 
Script should be bottom joiners, do not joiners and top joiners. Bottom Joiners a c d e h i k l m n 
u eg. Hide, men Do not joiners b g j p q r s x y eg. Box, razor Top Joiners f o v w eg. fox, wolf. 
SQ3R Technique  
Teaching of English aims at making the learner to be an independent reader. An efficient reader 
should be able to read and comprehend the content that he reads. To become an efficient reader 
he has to possess some study techniques. Reading enables the reader to know what information 
the author' wants to pass on to him. A skilled reader is not a passive recipient of what the writer 
wants to say. But he will comprehend more than what the writer intended to convey to the 
readers. The more you the poem, the more interest you have on it. Only a skilled reader can 
enjoy this privilege.  
A complete reading involves reading, understanding, reacting and integrating. When the reader 
fails to react what he reads then the reading will be meaningless and incomplete. So, the teacher 
has to prepare his students as active readers. Only by applying better study techniques we can 



encase the benefits from reading. Such a study technique is SQ3R technique. Franchies P. 
Robinson has developed this technique. It is an excellent example of a systematic approach to 
reading.  
What does SQ3R stand for? S - Survey Q- Question 3R- Read, Recite and Review Survey:  
Survey means, the rapid glancing over the book that the reader intends to read, for assessing the 
book. It is like the trial run done on the rails before the original train is run. Surveying as a 
technique is applied in reading also. The reader turns the pages randomly, verifies whether the 
subheadings are in line with his expectations, sees whether the text is supported by proper 
illustrations, and other aspects that would encourage the reader to take up reading. This enables 
the reader to have a prior understanding of the text before starting up reading. This is an 
extension and authentic work of pre-reading.  
Question:  
The next step is questioning. Questions are asked on the headings and subheadings in order to 
reaffirm the need for reading the text. The more questions that are asked on the headings and sub 
headings the better insight that the reader gets on the text. Questions should be made on the basis 
of the need of the reader. This stage is also before taking up reading.  
Read:  
They would have understood something of the text from the survey he conducted on the book 
and the questioning that he made on the headings and subheadings. The next stage is while 
reading stage. While going through the text he will now understand the main points and 
concentrate on the illustration that will supplement his understanding better. With proper 
surveying and questioning, now, he will even be able to anticipate what may come next. 
 Recite: 
The reader tells whatever he learnt to others. It may to his classmates. It is also called peer 
teaching. Reciting facilitates better recalling and a powerful means for retention. Recalling and 
retention are the two main study skills others being perception and comprehension. That way 
reciting is very useful to present the point in sequential order and an aid for retention.  
Review:  
Review is the last step in SQ3R technique of reading. Review means periodical revision of the 
things that are learnt. Anything that is neglected is bound to be away from the mind of the 
people. So, the reader has to review the items that are read. It also functions as post-reading. 
Post-reading facilitates understanding the text critically. 
Note-taking:  
In real life, it is not possible to note down everything that we listen. Higher education mostly 
depends on taking the running notes. In some cases the running notes are equivalent to referring 
10 stands books. Note-taking is a study skill which can be nourished among the students 
encouraging them to take notes from the lectures in schools and colleges and speeches of 
eminent personalities. Students should be encouraged to take running notes even from their 
teachers' teaching. If this habit is groomed it will benefit the students from last hour tension for 
examination. He can just browse what he had written in class notebook. And that can give a lot 
of information. 
 Note-making: 
 Note-making is a study skill where the students will prepare their own notes from reference 
books. Finally, they will prepare a brief summary of the notes have taken. Students have to be 
trained to prepare notes from long hooks or news items. They should also be trained to describe a 



bigger event in a nutshell. Note-making involves reading, comprehension and analysis. Note-
making will sharpen their concentration.  

a. Types and sub skills of reading; methods of teaching reading. 
b. Reading and reflecting on text. 
c. Mechanics of writing.  
d. Sub skills and techniques of writing.  
e. Reading: Intensive – Extensive – Types – Skimming and scanning. 
f. Writing – Legibility, Appropriateness, capitalization, punctuation and Direction. 

Characteristics of hand writing: 
       Inspite of all these factors responsive for the development of negligence or a good hand 
writing, good hand even today carries a person long way in life. Following are the various 
characteristics of good handwriting. 
Legibility: 
     This is the prime need of a good hand-writing. The teacher should, from the very beginning, 
pay proper attention to it. He should teach the student that the letters they write should be 
complete in themselves. there should be proper distance between the letters and the words. Every 
letter should be in complete in form and every word should be so written that it may be read by 
others. 
Appropriateness: 
    Effective and successful article writing techniques can really help you in writing the best 
articles in the shortest time possible. There are some minor details that ought to be considered 
while writing and if these details are polished and refined a bit you can have the article written 
very quickly. One of the biggest keys, not just when writing articles but in many forms of writing 
is simplicity. The beautiful element of clarity comes along with the simplicity and 
appropriateness of the language. People usually try to avoid reading extra long paragraphs, 
especially is the they are full of exaggeration or long words. 
Capitalization: 
    Capitalization is writing a word with its first letter as a capital letter(upper-case letter) and the 
remaining letters in lower case.this of course only applies to those writing systems which have a 
case distinction. The term is also used for the choice of case in text.conventional writing 
systems(orthographies)for different languages have different conventiods for capitalization. The 
systematic use of capitalized and uncapitalised words in running text is called “mixed case”. 
Conventions for the capitalization of titles and other classes of words vary between languages 
and to a lesser extent between different style guides.the generally accepted rules of capitalization 
vary between different written languages.the full rules of capitalization for English are 
complicated. The corrent rules can be found in styles,although there is some variation from one 
guide to another. 
Punctuation: 
  Punctuation marks are symbols that indicate the structure and organization of written languages 
as well as intonation and pauses to be observed when reading loud. In written English 
punctuation is vital to disambiguate the meanings of sentences. For example, “women, without 
her, man is nothing”(emphasizing the importance of men) and “women: without her man, is 
nothing”(emphasing the importance of women) have greatly different meanings, as do “eats 
shoots and leaves” (to mean “consumes plant growths”) and “eats, shoots and leaves (to mean 
“eats firstly,fires a weapon secondly, and leaves the scene thirdly”)the rules of punctuation vary 



with language, location,register and time and are constantly evolving. Certain aspects of 
punctuation are stylistic and are thus the author’s (editor’s) choice. 
 
Activities to develop reading and writing skills. 
Self-Assessment: 
 Self-realization is best served for one's improvement rather than any outerimpulses, That way, 
students may be encouraged to evaluate their own writing. Students can be advised to write 
something daily on any familiar situations. While writing as a task to improve their language 
skills, they should not be expected to search for ideas. If they spend more time on searching for 
ideas, their aspiration for language learning will go down. At one time only one task should be 
given. Even their writing need not be corrected by others. If they see their own writing after a 
few days, they will be able to find some mistakes in them. So, they have enough opportunity to 
produce some writing on their own and correct them by themselves. That way, very silently, they 
will be improving their language skill in writing.  
Peer group Assessment:  
Mostly students are quite comfortable with their peer group. This can be utilized for assessment 
of writing. The entire class should be divided into meaningful groups. The teacher has to ensure 
that at least one English knowing student is present in each group. These leaders of each group 
will correct the write up of the students in their groups. Students also may not hesitate to get their 
clarified by their peer mates.  
Devising a Marking Code:  
Teachers can devise a marking code, so as to maintain uniformity in correction. Some of the 
symbols are suggested: Sp = wrong spelling T = wrong tense P = wrong punctuation ( ) = 
rearrange ideas, reword and rewrite this part. IR = irrelevant NR = not required Ww = wrong 
word  
Dictation: 
 Dictation is not only a testing device to judge the spelling, but also it a is teaching technique. As 
a teaching technique, it gives a lot of benefits to the learners to have command of the language. 
 For example,  
(1) It trains the ear of pupils and they are able to associate the sound with spelling,  
(2) Pupils are able to learn punctuation marks through dictation.  
(3) Grammatical structures are reinforced in the minds of the pupils.  
(4) It gives practice in writing the letters of the alphabet.  
A resourceful teacher can make this dictation for real practice apart from used it for writing 
works. The teacher can keep a topic in his mind. He can dictate the words that may be useful to 
write a paragraph on the topic that he kept in his mind. After completing dictation, the teacher 
can ask the students to write a paragraph with the words dictated. The teacher asks the students 
to tell a story with the words dictated, it will be an oral exercise. 
 
UNIT- VI  TEACHING VOCABULARY, STUDY AND REFERENCE SKILLS  
Teaching of vocabulary:  
Introduction:  
                     Vocabulary is the set of lexical items in a language, it is also called the ‘lexicon’. 
The term lexicon is known in English from the early 17 century, when it referred to a book 
containing a selection of language’s words and meanings, arranged in alphabetical order. The 
term itself comes from Greek ‘lexis’ word. It has taken on a more abstract sense, especially 



within linguistics, referring to the total stock of meaningful units in a language, not only the 
words and idioms, but also the parts of words which express meaning, such as the prefixes and 
suffixes. Words are referred to as ’the building blocks of language’.  
                      These are powerful tools. We need a rich supply of words so that we can select the 
correct tools for the job as we would with any other task we tackled. We need a good vocabulary. 
A good vocabulary is that which  
(a) Fills our needs,  
(b) gives us confidence,  
(c) helps us to understand,  
(d) Is varied and  
(e) is exact.  
Types of Vocabulary  
On the basis of its application, vocabulary is divided into two types:  
1. Active Vocabulary and  
2. Passive Vocabulary.  
Active Vocabulary: 
 Active vocabulary consists of those words over which one can use in his speech and writing. He 
knows the meaning of those words accurately. Active vocabulary refers to the productive side of 
language. It consists of the words one uses confidently because he understands their meanings 
and usage. In order to give the proficiency in spoken and written language, words must 
continuously be added to the active vocabulary of the students.  
Active vocabulary of a language calls for:  
1. The use of right word in right place. 
2. The spontaneous recall of words.  
3. Grammatical accuracy i.e., use of correct tenses, inflections and word order.  
4. In speech, fluency and ability to reproduce correct sounds, pronunciation, intonation, rhythm 
etc. 
Passive Vocabulary  
The Passive Vocabulary consists of those words, meaning of which can be understood when they 
appear in speech or writing of others but which we cannot use in our own speech and writing 
because we are not fully conversant with them. In passive vocabulary, the person does not know 
the precise meaning of a particular word and he does not make use of those words in 
communication. Sometimes he can understand the meaning of that word only to a certain extent 
depending on the contest. Passive vocabulary refers to the receptive side of language.  
Passive vocabulary calls for:  
1. A  recognition of vocabulary in speech or writing.  
2. An acquaintance with major grammatical items or forms.  
3. The skill of stimulating rapidly the sense of large word groups.  
                      It is observed that an undergraduate student has 3000 to 5000 active vocabulary 
whereas the same student has 5000 to 10,000 passive vocabulary. A good communicator tries to 
turn passive vocabulary into active vocabulary. It is obvious that words from passive vocabulary 
shift to active vocabulary after some years. There is no hard and fast rule of acquiring active 
vocabulary. The one and only requirement is the student’s enthusiasm and effort with some 
proper directions. The teaching of vocabulary has not been accorded a place of prominence in the 
syllabus at any stage of education. It has been relegated to a secondary status in favor of syntax 
of the university level. The undergraduate student must have enough foundation both in terms of 



vocabulary and syntax. Of the two, vocabulary is more fluid and hence it should be given as 
much importance as the choice of structures in the English curriculum.  
Vocabulary teaching is very essential especially where students are from regional medium 
schools and have limited exposure to English. A language teacher must know the techniques of 
teaching vocabulary which he should apply in the classroom. Before applying the techniques of 
teaching vocabulary, a language teacher must know the principles of vocabulary teaching. 
These principles are,  
1. To find out the frequency of the word.  
2. To find out the applicability of words related to different contexts – selection of vocabulary 
items is very important.  
3. An easier word should be taught first.  
4. Sequencing or gradation or ordering of items is necessary.  
5. Improvement or enrichment of vocabulary refers to both active and passive vocabulary.  
6. Guessing the meaning from the context or acquaintance with the usage.  
Techniques of Teaching Vocabulary: 
 There are a good number of techniques of teaching vocabulary some of which are discussed 
below:  
1. Showing pictures or using Audiovisual aids: To a certain extent, the language teacher should 
have the mastery over the skill of drawing so as to teach vocabulary. He should produce some 
picture of animals, birds, fruits, vegetables etc. The teacher can also use some other audiovisual 
aids to teach vocabulary properly.  
2. Showing real objects or models: The objects which the teacher can easily bring in the 
classroom should be shown to the students. For example, stick, stone, maps, clock etc.  
3. Miming or performing an action: To teach some words, the teacher should actually perform 
the action like walking, writing, laughing etc. in the class. 
4. By framing illustrative sentences: These sentences should be such that meaning of the words 
flashes from the context clear as crystal 
5. By associating with other words: The teacher should try to associate a new word with the word 
that is already known to the students. This can be done by asking and giving examples of 
synonyms and antonyms. Referring to a thesaurus is, too, a useful method.  
6. Identifying the lexical set: Ability to identifying the lexical set is very essential in teaching 
vocabulary. For example, accelerator, breaks are the words of the some lexical set.  
7. Breaking words into component units: The meaning of words should be explained by breaking 
words down into their component units and providing the meaning of each unit separately, and 
then giving the combined root + affix meaning. 
 For instance, words such as ‘inject’, ‘eject’, and ‘deject’ could be explained as follows: Inject = 
in (inside) + ject (throw) = to insert, as in ‘inject a syringe’. Eject = e (away) + ject (throw) = to 
throw out, as in ‘eject oneself from an airplane’. Deject= de (down) + ject (throw) = to throw 
down’ to make low in spirits. Despite some limitations, the analytical method will at least give us 
the core meaning from which other meanings have diverged.  
8. Exposure of different contexts: Learners should be exposed to different kinds of contexts in 
which a word may be used, to ensure its proper usage. One context does not ensure mastery of 
the word. The teacher should give proper guidance to the students to work with the new words 
actively, regularly and systematically. 
 9. Selecting the bases and their order of presentation: The selection of bases and their order of 
presentation should be made in accordance with their frequency of use and proliferation, i.e., 



those that are more prolific should be introduced first. It has been asserted that more than 240 
words have sprouted out of the Latin word ‘spectare’ meaning to ‘see’.  
10. To give some importance on word formation: The teacher should teach the different affixes 
(prefixes and suffixes) and their functions should be taught in order to give proper interpretation 
of a new word. Words can be grouped into clusters on the basis of their affixes. Knowing the 
meaning of a prefix or a suffix will definitely help learners to understand the meaning of a word. 
11. Crossword puzzles: Crossword puzzles help in studying vocabulary. Almost all the English 
newspapers have crossword puzzles. The teacher should produce adequate crossword puzzles for 
the sake of teaching vocabulary. This is a useful tool in building one’s vocabulary.  
12. Word games: Sometimes the teacher should conduct some word games among the students in 
the classroom. This will help the students a lot because the process of learning vocabulary 
becomes an entertaining work.  
13. Giving equivalents in mother tongue: Most of the students may not be acquainted with all the 
terms in the target language. But those terms can be taught through the medium of their mother 
tongue. The barrier of understanding the meaning of some specific words can be removed in this 
way.  
14. Encourage the students to use a dictionary: Students should be always encouraged to use a 
dictionary. It is always beneficial to use a monolingual dictionary. To get a wide exposure to the 
language, it is an essential act which the students should be advised to perform. These are the 
basic techniques of teaching vocabulary. A teacher can use various innovative techniques at his 
will while teaching vocabulary. The vocabulary teaching will become unfruitful until and unless 
the teacher creates a cozy atmosphere in the classroom. 
Study and Reference skills.  
Study and Reference skills. Study Skills Study skills help learners to study anything more 
efficiently. To pursue higher education and to come successful in any competitive examination, 
one requires study skills. The persons who are not efficient in study skills are bound to beat the 
bush. In some cases they may not get the benefit proportionate to the efforts that they have put 
up.  
The process of study skills is four:  
1. Perception  
2. Comprehension  
3. Retention  
4. Retrieval  
In higher education and in competitive examination, it is very difficult for the examinee to 
master over the entire syllabus prescribed. So, they go for preparing selected areas. For example, 
if there are 10 chapters in a paper, 6 important chapters can be chosen for intensive reading and 
the other 4 chapters can be for extensive reading. This kind of locating the area for preparation is 
called ‘perception’. Once, the area for preparation is chosen, then the next step is comprehending 
the selected topics. Skill of perceptions and skill of comprehension are called ‘gathering’. The 
next step in study skills is storage skills. Whatever is understood in the second step of study 
skills should properly be retained in our memory. This skill is called ‘retention skill’. The last 
study skill is the skill of ‘retrieval’. The efforts that are put up in all the other three steps will 
have to depend on the last skill for success.  
You might have watched many examinees complaining that though they know the answer but 
they could not retrieve the answer at the time of need. So, one has to be efficient in applying all 
the four study skills for the benefit.  



Reference Skills  
The learner of English has to develop the skill of reading to pursue higher education. The 
situation that we give to the learners in the classroom is meager. The exposure that they get can 
only lay foundation. Remaining, everything should be learnt by the students themselves. This can 
be achieved only when they acquire mastery over some supplementary skills through reference 
materials. These skills are called „Reference skills‟. When the reference skills developed 
properly, the students would definitely be able to use English effectively Study Skills Study 
skills help learners to study anything more efficiently. To pursue higher education and to come 
successful in any competitive examination, one requires study skills. The persons who are not 
efficient in study skills are bound to beat the bush. In some cases they may not get the benefit 
proportionate to the efforts that they have put up.  

 
Techniques of teaching and study skills: Note taking and note making: 
Note-taking: 
 In real life, it is not possible to note down everything that we listen. Higher education mostly 
depends on taking the running notes. In some cases the running notes are equivalent to referring 
10 stands books. Note-taking is a study skill which can be nourished among the students 
encouraging them to take notes from the lectures in schools and colleges and speeches of 
eminent personalities. Students should be encouraged to take running notes even from their 
teachers' teaching. If this habit is groomed it will benefit the students from last hour tension for 
examination. He can just browse what he had written in class notebook. And that can give a lot 
of information.  
Note-making: 
 Note-making is a study skill where the students will prepare their own notes from reference 
books. Finally, they will prepare a brief summary of the notes have taken. Students have to be 
trained to prepare notes from long hooks or news items. They should also be trained to describe a 
bigger event in a nutshell. Note-making involves reading, comprehension and analysis. Note-
making will sharpen their concentration.  
Mind mapping: 
Mind mapping was developed as an effective method for generating ideas by association. In 
order to create a mind map, you usually start in the middle of the page with the central 
theme/main idea and from that point you work outward in all directions to create a growing 
diagram composed of keywords, phrases, concepts, facts and figures. It can be used for 
assignments and essay writing especially in the initial stages, whereit is an ideal strategy to use 
for your ‘thinking’. Mind mapping can be used for generating, visualising, organising, note-
taking, problem-solving, decision-making, revising and clarifying your university topic, so that 
you can get started with assessment tasks. Essentially, a mind map is used to ‘brainstorm’ a topic 
and is a great strategy for students. 
You can use mind mapping for the following:  
 taking notes in a lecture and listening for the most important points or keywords 
♣  showing links and relationships between the main ideas in your subject 
♣  brainstorming all the things you already know about an essay question 
♣  planning the early stages of an essay by visualising all the aspects of the question 
♣  organising your ideas and information by making it accessible on a single page 
♣  stimulating creative thinking and creative solutions to problems 
♣  reviewing learning in preparation for a test or examination. 



1) Place the central theme/main idea or controlling point in the centre of your page. You may 
find it easier to place your page on the side, in landscape orientation, which is easier for drawing 
purposes.  
2) Use lines, arrows, speech bubbles, branches and different colours as ways of showing the 
connection between the central theme/main idea and your ideas which stem from that focus. The 
relationships are important, as they may form your essay paragraphs. 
3) Avoid creating an artistic masterpiece. You should draw quickly without major pauses or 
editing. Chances are, your first idea was fine and you placed that idea in the direction or on the 
branch you thought made the most sense. It is important in the initial stages of mind mapping to 
consider every possibility, even those you may not use.  
4) Choose different colours to symbolise different things e.g. you may choose blue for something 
you must incorporate in your paper, black for other good ideas, and red for the things you need to 
research or check with your tutor/lecturer. Your method is entirely up to you, but try to remain 
consistent so that you can better reflect on your mind map at a later stage.  
5) Leave some space on your page. The reason for this is that you can continue to add to your 
diagram over a period of time. If A4 sized paper feels too small, you may like to use A3. 
Brainstorming: 
Brainstorming is a group creativity technique that is often used to find a solution to a specific 
problem. This is accomplished by gathering and recording new ideas from team members in a 
free-flowing manner. Brainstorming sessions are usually made up of a handful of core team 
members, and typically are led by a director or facilitator. 
The four principles of brainstorming 
While brainstorming has evolved over the years, Osborne’s four underlying principles are a great 
set of guidelines when running your own sessions. These principles include: 

• Quantity over quality. The idea is that quantity will eventually breed quality as ideas are 
refined, merged, and developed further. 

• Withhold criticism. Team members should be free to introduce any and all ideas that come 
into their heads. Save feedback until after the idea collection phase so that “blocking” does 
not occur. 

• Welcome the crazy ideas. Encouraging your team members to think outside of the box, 
and introduce pie in the sky ideas opens the door to new and innovative techniques that 
may be your ticket for success. 

• Combine, refine, and improve ideas. Build on ideas, and draw connections between 
different suggestions to further the problem solving process. Brainstorming techniques 
processes helps your team innovate and work collaboratively. There’s no single right way 
to hold a brainstorming session. In fact, holding individual or reverse brainstorming 
sessions can both be helpful activities for generating new ideas. Your goal should always 
be to use the process that works best for you and your team. 

Why is brainstorming important? 
If you’ve ever held a brainstorming session, you likely know that they can be very effective for 
generating new ideas, and finding solutions to a problem. This is largely due to the many 
advantages of brainstorming that help teams work more collaboratively towards a common goal. 
Some of the advantages of brainstorming for businesses and individual productivity include: 

1. Brainstorming allows people to think more freely, without fear of judgment. 
2. Brainstorming encourages open and ongoing collaboration to solve problems and generate 

innovative ideas. 



3. Brainstorming helps teams generate a large number of ideas quickly, which can be refined 
and merged to create the ideal solution. 

4. Brainstorming allows teams to reach conclusions by consensus, leading to a better-
rounded and better informed path forward. 

5. Brainstorming helps team members feel more comfortable bouncing ideas off one another, 
even outside of a structured session. 

6. Brainstorming introduces different perspectives, and opens the door to out-of-the-box 
innovations. 

7. Brainstorming helps team members get ideas out of their heads and into the world, where 
they can be expanded upon, refined, and put into action. 

8. Brainstorming is great for team building. No one person has ownership over the results, 
enabling an absolute team effort. 

Techniques of teaching reference skills: Referencing/Study Skills 
Referencing skill mostly consists of the use of dictionary skill, thesaurus skill and use of 
encyclopaedia while reading and its comprehension.   
Dictionary Skill:  
Use of dictionary for better reading comprehension has been widely practised by new language 
users especially while reading. In modern times, the new technologies have offered various type 
of dictionary, such as Electronic Dictionary, Mobile App based dictionary, computer-based 
dictionary, an inbuilt dictionary with MS Word, etc. These electronic and ICT based dictionaries 
have revolutionised the perfect use of English language.  
Thesaurus Skill: 
 Thesaurus is another form of a dictionary with an advanced version of synonyms, antonyms and, 
its usage for a better understanding of the word and its contextual meaning. The thesaurus is used 
at an advanced level of language learning. Thesaurus is popularly used for higher education in 
India, but modern English medium schools have also started usage of a thesaurus in its ELT 
syllabus.  
Encyclopaedia Skill: 
 Encyclopaedia is a higher and advanced form of the dictionary for a conceptual and theoretical 
understanding of the word and its concept. It provides the detailed and historical origin of the 
word along with meaning and illustrations which help advanced level learning to comprehend 
the subject-specific concept, not merely the word meaning. 
Biliographies: 
A bibliography is a list of all of the sources you have used (whether referenced or not) in the 
process of researching your work. In general, a bibliography should include: 

• the authors' name  
•  the titles of the works  
• the names and locations of the companies that published your copies of the sources 
• the dates your copies were publishedthe page numbers of your sources (if they are part 

of multi-source volumes) 
Kinds of bibliography: 
Analytical bibliography 
Enumerative bibliography 
Annotated bibliography 
Analytical bibliography: 
Analytical bibliographies include information concerning the booksellers and 



printers, paper and binding descriptions, and any insights that unfold as a book 
evolved from a manuscript to a published book. This can be further subdivided into a 
descriptive bibliography concerned with the physical appearance and nature of a 
book, a textual bibliography which compares the already published work to the 
author’s original manuscript, and lastly, a historical bibliography that shows the 
context of the production of the book. 
Annotated bibliography: 
Annotated bibliographies show the source of writer’s creation, in alphabetical order. 
This type of bibliography lists a series of tasks that were done by the author of the 
paper. They provide an outline of what kind of research was done on a given 
chapter, the addition of notes about the source, comments on and a summary of the 
source, an assessment of the source whereby the usefulness of the source is 
evaluated, and reflections on the source which provide a perspective on the 
usefulness of the text with respect to the research questions.  
Enumerative bibliography: 

Students writing research papers commonly use enumerative bibliography. Here, the 

writer lists all the references considering some specific arrangements. For example, 

an author starts with the subject then lastly dates items listed. They share common 

characteristics such as language, topic or period of time. Information concerning the 

source is then given by the writer so as to provide directions to the readers towards 

the source. An example of this bibliography is a card catalogue. 
 
UNIT – VII METHODS AND APPROCHES IN TEACHING ENGLIS H 
 Approach: 
An approach is a set of…assumptions dealing with the nature of language teaching and learning.  
Method: 
 A method is an overall plan for the orderly presentation of language material… and all of which 
is based upon, the selected approach. 
Technique: 
 A technique is that which actually takes place in a classroom.Techniques must be consistent 
with a method, and therefore in harmony with an approach as well. 
Grammar–Translation Method  
The grammar–translation method originated in the 1500s when Latin was extensively studied as 
a foreign language due to its importance in various fields like academia, business, etc. but the use 
of Latin gradually declined during the century, and it was substituted by English, and other 
European languages. Eventually, people studied Latin as a subject rather than a language for 
communication. 
 Modern languages also appeared in school curricula in the 19th century and language teachers 
used the same grammar-translation method to teach the languages. In the 19th century, grammar 
translation textbooks had target language grammar. It had separate and disconnected grammar 
rules for learners to memorize, a bilingual vocabulary list, and sentences were provided to learn 
and translate. 
 Principles of Grammar-Translation Method The following are the principles of grammar-
translation method:  

� Emphasis is on reading and writing consequently;  



� L1 is used while teaching;  
� Learners learn grammar rules deductively;  
� Rote learning is encouraged; 
� Grammar drills and translation from L1 to L2 are common; 
� “Form” is more important than “content”;  
� Evaluation is based on translation of texts; and  
� The textbook is the only teaching-learning material. 

 
Merits of Grammar-Translation Method  

a. Both the teacher and the learner use L1 while teaching and learning respectively;  
b. Translation of new words provides clear understanding to the learner;  
c. The teacher need not strive for accuracy; 

          d. The philosophical principle, known to unknown is followed. Hence,                      the 
learners easily    comprehend teaching points; 

e. The teacher is relaxed while teaching, as the efforts she has to put in is minimal, 
and  

               f. The teacher can evaluate the learner’s comprehension easily  
 Demerits of Grammar-Translation Method  

o It does not improve the oral fluency in English;  
o It is tedious and uninteresting as the learners have to memorize words and rules;  
o It does not build confidence in the learners;  
o There is no restriction in using L1 in class;  
o Language items learnt are away from real life situations;  
o The learner is unable to use English in day to day communication; and  
o This method focuses only on reading and writing. Speaking is ignored. 

Direct Method  
This method was developed at the end of the nineteenth century and it challenged the views on 
Grammar-Translation method. Gouin and others tried to put forth a method based on scientific 
observations of children’s language learning. Franke (1884) put forth a proposition that 
monolingual language teaching could be effective by associating form and meaning. Target 
language should be used actively in class and grammar rules must not be explained. The learner 
has to pick up the grammar of L2 as in the case of their L1, by exposing themselves to the 
language, inductively (Thornbury 2000). The textbook is not used in the initial years of learning 
and teacher decides what to teach. Direct Method lost its popularity by 1920s in Europe and it 
was the first teaching method recognized by language teachers and experts. It moved language 
teaching into the ‘methods era’. 
 Principles of Direct Method  
The language learning principles of the direct method are:  

o Teaching is done in the target language. Mother tongue/native language of the 
learners is neglected; 

o Everyday vocabulary and sentences are given importance while teaching;  
o Target language grammar is taught inductively;  
o Teaching items of the lesson are introduced to the learners orally;  
o Teacher and learner communicate orally in question and answer form;  
o Realia, pictures or demonstration is used to teach vocabulary. The technique of 

association of ideas is used while teaching abstract vocabulary;  



o Listening and speaking skills are given importance; and  
o Pronunciation and grammar are crucial. 

Merits of Direct Method  
o L2 is learnt just like learner’s L1 
o Learner avoids L1 and thinks in L2  
o Audiovisual teaching aids are used to make learning easier  
o Emphasis is on speech. Hence, errors are corrected as and when they made.  

 Demerits of Direct Method  
The Direct Method failed to consider the ground realities like:  

o English teachers must possess native-like fluency in English. 
o It is “the product of enlightened amateurism” (Richards & Rodgers 2007: 13). 
o Using only the target language to explain vocabulary is like performing verbal 

gymnastics. 
Audio-Lingual Method  
           As Direct method had serious drawbacks the Audio-Lingual Method came into existence. 
It was popular during the 1960s, especially in the United States. The other reason for the 
development of the Audiolingual Method was that the United States emerged as a major 
international power after the II World War and the demand for teaching English to immigrants 
and foreign learners also grew up. This method stressed the need for oral drilling, pronunciation, 
and “mastery of the formal properties of language”, which implies good grammatical habits . 
The Audiolingual Method declined as the learners could not apply skills learned in the class in 
real life situations. Theoretically, Noam Chomsky, a noted linguist, argued that languages were 
generated from the learners underlying knowledge of abstract rules. 
The Principles of the Audio-Lingual Method  

o Language is for communication;  
o Language is learnt using the natural order: listening, speaking, reading and 

writing;  
o Language is learnt contextually;  
o Repetition and drilling are common as language learning is a part of the habit;  
o Substitution drills are common to make learners know how language is used;  
o Grammar structures are taught first, then vocabulary;  
o Rules are taught using examples;  
o Errors are corrected immediately;  
o Teachers are the role models of language usage; and  
o Teachers teach the culture of the target language. 

 Merits of the Audio-Lingual Method 
o It is grounded on a solid theory of language learning;  
o The method is easy and functional to teach a large group of learners;  
o This method emphasized listening and speaking skills more; 
o Visual aids are used for effective vocabulary teaching; and  
o It lays stress on correct pronunciation and structure. 

 Demerits of the Audio-Lingual Method  
o ELT practitioners and scholars have disregarded this type of learning as this 

method is based on behaviourism.  
o Communicative competence is not given due importance;  
o The four basic skills are not given equal importance;  



o “Form” is given more importance than “meaning”; and  
o Pattern practice, drilling, and memorization are mechanical in nature. The 

functional aspect of a language and its organic usage are ignored.  
o Teacher dominates the method. 

Structural Approach 
 This method encourages a learner to master the structures of English. A structure is an 
arrangement of phrases in a sentence. This approach presupposes English comprises 'structures' 
and they can be taught by systematic selection and gradation of the structures and vocabulary. 
Grammatical structures are learnt by language drills and repetitions in the early stages. Learners 
have to attain mastery in using 275 graded structures and 3000 root words.  
This method uses the following for teaching English: 

o Word order: Word order or sentence structure can change the meaning 
o Function words: Function words modify the meaning of a sentence.  
o Inflections: an affix (prefix or suffix) can change the base form of a word. 

Principles of Structural Approach Prof. F.G. French has put forth the following principles:  
o Learners have to fix up habits of the English language patterns; 
o Learners’ activities are more important than those of the teacher;  
o Oral work is the base for the other language skills are built up; 
o The structures of English are mastered – they are to be picked up, practiced and 

fixed in mind;  
o Meaningful situations are created by dramatization to teach language skills and  
o The teacher teaches one language item at a time. 

 Merits of Structural Approach: 
� The controlled practice of structures leads to improvement of accuracy 

over a period of time;  
� Structures are taught based on the principles of selection, gradation, 

patterns of sentences and types of sentences. Hence, a lot of time is saved; 
� English is taught in meaningful contexts; and 
� Speech is given importance.  

 Demerits of Structural Approach: 
� Learners’ LI is not utilized in teaching and learning; 
� Language use is a matter of creativity. Teaching a limited number of 

structures may restrict learner's potential to use the language; and  
� Language drills and repetitions are mechanical.  
� In order to teach English using structural approach, teachers should be 

well-versed with linguistics, especially syntax. 
� Oral work is overstressed. 

Situational Approach  
The situational approach had been developed from the 1930s to the 1960s by British Applied 
Linguists, Harold Palmer and A.S. Hornsby. These two people knew the direct method and the 
work done by19th century applied linguists like Otto Jesperson and Daniel Jones, and they tried 
to develop a positivist approach to teaching English.  
The situational approach ensures that the language taught is practical. The vocabulary and 
sentences are used in real situation or simulated situation so that the meaning of words are 
associated with situations. For an example, learners know the meaning of “pencil”, not because 
they have looked it up in a dictionary, but by hearing sentences like: “Write with a pencil!”; 



“Sharpen the pencil!” etc. Even if the classroom environment is irrelevant, teacher’s 
innovativeness helps learners to comprehend it in a situation outside the classroom.  
 
The objective of teaching English is to make learners use it in their daily life. Therefore, 
translation and mechanical drills cannot help learners connect language to real-life situations. 
They, in fact, lead to boredom, and there is no relationship between what is being learnt and 
practised in daily life. Meaning, context and situation are very important to teach a language. The 
vantage point of situational approach is its principle of variety and simplicity. It is due to this 
characteristic feature, even slow learners are engaged in what teacher or peers do and say in the 
classroom. Learners cooperate with one another and they are excited to learn English using it in 
imaginary situations, especially when they enact a situation in class. Besides all these, a 
noteworthy point is that situational approach demands much from the English teacher. S/he must 
be fluent in English, have a reading invention, be able to evaluate learners’ comprehension level 
and offer a revision. 
Principles of Situational Approach  

o Language learning is habit-formation; 
o Mistakes should be avoided;  
o Language skills are presented orally first, then in written form- to improve the 

effectiveness of learning;  
o Examples are better than analysis for language learning;  
o Meanings of the words are presented in linguistic and cultural context;  
o Opportunities are created for learners to associate the meaning of new words with 

parallel situations; 
o New words are introduced as and when it comes in the class;  
o Language materials are used to create appropriate situation;  
o Continuous repetition of language items;  
o The teacher raises questions related to created situation and s/he answers them; 
o Revision is important;  
o There is a continuous chain of actions from the teacher; and 
o Teachers’ statements and actions go together continuously.  

 Merits of Situational Approach 
o Meaning well as the structures, are used in an appropriate situation;  
o Learning is easy and effective. English is real and interesting; and  
o The learner gets good exposure to English, L1 is discouraged.  

 Demerits of Situational Approach  
o Only limited vocabulary and structures are taught; 
o It is useful for teaching lower-class learners; 
o Drilling makes the class uninteresting and weary; and  
o This approach demands highly competent teachers. 

Dr. West’s New Method  
Dr. West had done research on teaching English as a foreign language in India and developed 
this method as a response to the Direct Method. This method focuses on the English language 
needs of Indians. He states that learners in India need to read English, write it, speak it and 
comprehend it when spoken.  
According to Dr. West, teachers should teach silent reading skills first to improve reading 
comprehension skills. So, teachers lay more emphasis on the habit of silent reading. In order to 



54 develop silent reading as a habit in learners, he proposed a reading book, which has 
interesting reading text and selected vocabulary. Dr. West recommended an essential 
vocabulary-list of 2, 280 words, which have been classified as: 

� General Words: excellent, beautiful, polite, etc.  
� Essential words: that, in, the, will, etc.  
� Common environmental words: pencil, table, pen, plate, etc.  
� Specific environmental words: plant, park, stream, hill, etc.  

New words are spread evenly across the lesson. Mother tongue is used based on necessity. 
Supplementary materials are used to arouse interest in learners for silent reading. Learners’ 
reading comprehension is evaluated using tests. 
 According to this method, English is a skill subject and that reading English is the easiest way to 
speaking and writing. The method also stresses the need to relate the written work with oral 
work. In this method, grammar is considered not as a diet, but as a drug.  
The West’s method lays emphasis on three important elements:  

� reading, 
� readers with selected and graded vocabulary, and 
� well-judged use of the L1. 

 
 Principles of Dr. West’s New Method 
 The following are the principles of the method:  

o Memorization and mimicking are common in language learning;  
o New structures are explained in L1; 
o Grammar is taught inductively using model sentences;  
o Initially, conversation practice is given in a controlled environment; and 
o Lectures, discussions and dramatization are used in the intermediate and advanced 

levels.  
Merits of Dr. West’s New Method  

o Learners improve their silent and extensive reading comprehension skills 
phenomenally by using different types of questioning – local, global and 
inferential; and  

o Any teacher can teach this skill, especially silent reading. 
 Demerits of Dr. West’s New Method 

o Too much of attention is given to silent reading and it is difficult to evaluate;  
o Reading in the initial stage is dull and uninteresting;  
o Reading has been given an exaggerated status; and  
o The order of acquiring basic skill has been challenged. 
o It does not help Indian learners to achieve the four-fold objectives of language 

learning. 
Bilingual Method  
C.J. Dodson (1967) was the proponent of the bilingual method. It is used for teaching a foreign 
language and it is complementary to the audiovisual method. From the beginning, the sandwich 
technique is used to convey the meaning bilingually. The mother tongue is used for bilingual 
pattern drills.  
The bilingual method follows three stages (presentation, practice and production) while teaching 
English but ELT practitioners and scholars have neglected it. Butzkamm & Caldwell (2009) have 
taken forward Dodson’s ideas and Hall & Cook (2012: 299) supported it. 



Principles of Bilingual Method  
o Meaning of new words, phrases, idioms, sentences and grammatical rules is 

conveyed through L1 in the initial stage of the lesson;  
o Pattern practice is given only in English; and  
o L1 is used only by the teacher to explain vocabulary and phrases.  

Merits of Bilingual Method  
o Learners’ L1 scaffolds L2 learning;  
o Learners become functional bilinguals;  
o Avoids meaningless and tedious parroting of the learning input;  
o Learner comprehends grammar and vocabulary easily with L1. Time is saved; and  
o Importance is given to L1 and its culture.  

 Demerits of Bilingual Method  
o If the teacher fails to understand this method, there is a danger of making this 

method into translation method; 
o There is every chance to get confused while differentiating the features of the L1 

and foreign language;  
o The teacher must be fluent in L1 and L2 also; and  
o Learners may rely more on their L1. 

Communicative Approach ; 
The communicative approach is based on the idea that learning language successfully comes 
through having to communicate real meaning. When learners are involved in real 
communication, their natural strategies for language acquisition will be used, and this will allow 
them to learn to use the language. 
 For example, practicing question forms by asking learners to find out personal information 
about their colleagues is an example of the communicative approach, as it involves meaningful 
communication. In the classroom, Classroom activities guided by the communicative approach 
are characterised by trying to produce meaningful and real communication, at all levels. As a 
result there may be more emphasis on skills than systems, lessons are more learner-centred, and 
there may be use of authentic materials  
Communicative approach: 
 The teaching of second and foreign languages emphasizes interaction as both the means and the 
ultimate goal of learning a language. It is also referred to as “communicative approach to the 
teaching of foreign languages” or simply the “communicative approach”It describes a set of very 
general principles grounded in the notion of communicative competence.There is no single or a 
set of practices that characterize current communicative language teaching.   
Eclectic approach.  
      Eclectic Approach Eclectic approach means the collections of all the good points of different 
methods and then using them for teaching something. In teaching English, different methods and 
approaches have been popular. Each method has some good points and few draw backs also. 
Naturally any one method does not serve the purpose of teaching well for all times and in all 
types of teaching situations. Moreover a good teacher does not become s subordinate to any 
single method. The teacher is expected to handle the methods as per his/her liking. The teacher is 
the master of the teaching situation and the methods of teaching are tools in his hands.   
Recent trends in the teaching of English.  
   The importance of English in India is felt more today than any point of time in the history of 
English in India. It is rightly said that the reach of English is far and wide and there is no area 



which is not influenced by English. Hence, the responsibilities of English teachers have become 
manifold. The teaching of English is to cater to the various needs of the learners. The learners 
need to be prepared to use English globally. Keeping these aims in mind, the strategies for 
teaching is formed. Many modern trends have been introduced in teaching of English.  
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) The origins of Communicative Language Teaching 
(CLT) are to be found in the changes in the British language teaching tradition dating from the 
late 1960s. It is the result of rejection of Audiolingualism in the United States. Many methods 
and approaches of teaching English make the learners to learn English to some extent. But, when 
it comes to communicating in English, our students have some inhibition. The Communicative 
Language Teaching takes care of the learners of English in communicating in English. 
Objectives: - aimed at developing communicative ability in the learners - importance is given to 
meanings functions rather than the structure of the language. - task based language practice helps 
the learners to acquire a better language skills. - a balanced importance is given to all the four 
language skills viz. LSRW. The Method English class should encourage dialogue and not the 
monologue of the teacher. Most of the activities are done in pair work or group work. Role play, 
language games, grammar games, interactive sessions, interviews, debate and other related 
activities are the ways the classes are conducted. Specified text books are not the only content for 
learning.This has become a very effective practice for developing not only reading but also 
listening, as the students listen to comprehend the news item. There are some other teachers who 
capitalize the interest of the students in cricket, allow them to watch cricket match ask the 
students to read cricket news item in the Hindu, the next day and have small discussion. This 
method helps in grasping a good number of vocabulary. 
Cooperative Language Learning (CLL): 
      Cooperative Language Learning is part of a more general teaching approach also known as 
Collaborative Learning. Cooperative learning ensures maximum learning with the activities 
involving pair works and group works. Oslen and Kagan defined the cooperative learning as: 
“Cooperative learning is group; learning activity organized so that learning is dependent on the 
socially structured exchange of information between learners in groups and in which each learner 
is held accountable for his or her own learning and is motivated to increase the learning of 
others”. In Cooperative Learning, group activities are the major mode of learning and the part of 
comprehensive theory and system for the use of group work in teaching. Group activities are 
carefully planned that can ensure maximum participation of the students to each other‟s learning. 
Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT): 
 There is a difference between „acquiring‟ a language and „learning‟ a language. „Acquisition‟ 
of the language takes place quite naturally and „learning‟ of the language takes place quite 
consciously. Mother tongue is acquired and other targeted languages are learned. Language is 
better acquired than learned. That way, English classroom should have opportunities to acquire 
the language. It should give the learners of English Acquisition-richenvironment. Apart from 
giving a conducive environment for acquiring language skills in English, the activities in the 
English classroom have to be interesting also. The only option that  the English teacher has now 
to live upto this expectation is to rely on Task-Based Language Teaching Approach 
Advantages of Task-Based Language Teaching : 
There are many advantages of Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) for the learners of 
English as a second language. The most important benefit of TBLT is that it removes the 
passivity in the minds of the learners and act as a motivational for learning more. The learners 
stand to bring their experience for completing the tasks which ensures that the learners are able 



to execute their knowledge in using situation. And, of course, teachers are there to help them in 
this regard.  
Task-based learning is advantageous to the student because it is more studentcentered, allows for 
more meaningful communication, and often provides for practical extralinguistic skill building. 
Although the teacher may present language in the pre-task, the students are ultimately free to use 
what grammar constructs and vocabulary they want. This allows them to use all the language 
they know and are learning, rather than just the „target language‟ of the lesson. Furthermore, as 
the tasks are likely to be familiar to the students (eg. Visiting the doctor), students are more 
likely to be engaged, which may further motivate them in their language learning. Meaning is 
primary in TBLT. As primary importance is given to meaning that would create interest in the 
students and they would come voluntarily forward to do more activities that facilitate language 
learning. Learners are not restricted in their use of language forms. So, the learners are not 
besieged with some rigid stigma that is followed in an English class. As tasks bear a relationship, 
to real-world activities, the learners are not doing tasks in any simulated situation or in contrived 
situation. 
 The real life situation is the form of tasks the learners can devote their entire time in giving 
language aspect to the sense that they have in their mind and heart. That way, task-based 
language teaching activities will play a stimulus for learning the target language with great 
enthusiasm. The priority in a task-based language teaching class is on achieving the goal of the 
task. Tasks are assessed based on their outcome. TBLT provides a structured framework for both 
instruction and assessment 
Activity Based Learning (ABL): 
 Activity-based learning (ABL) as defined by Prince (2004) is a learning method in which 
students are engaged in the learning processes. In Activity-based learning (ABL) teaching 
method, in the words of Harfield, Davies, Hede, Panko Kenley (2007) “students actively 
participate in the learning experience rather than sit as passive listeners”. Learning activities if 
based on real life experience help learners to transform knowledge or information into their 
personal knowledge which they can apply in different situations. Activity –based learning as the 
learning process in which “student is actively involved in doing or in seeing something done.”     
Activity –Based Teaching (ABT) method “frequently involves the use of manipulative 
materials”. According to Churchill, ABL helps learners to construct mental models that allow for 
'higher-order' performance such as applied problem solving and transfer of information and 
skills‟.  
In ABL the learner examines learning requirements and thinks how to solve a problem given to 
him. The students do not learn about the content, rather they learn about the process to solve the 
problem. As they go towards the solution of the problem, they also learn about the content. 
Effective teaching –learning process is not possible without students‟ motivation. Hake argues 
that students‟ motivation by engaging them in interactive- activities is an effective and useful 
method for teaching complex concepts. He highlights the importance of different activities 
related to the concepts being presented. Activity-based learning in India Activity-based learning 
or ABL describes a range of pedagogical approaches to teaching. Its core premises include the 
requirement that learning should be based on doing some hands-on experiments and activities. 
The idea of activity-based learning is rooted in the common notion that children are active 
learners rather than passive recipients of information. If child is provided the opportunity to 
explore on its own and provided an optimum learning environment then the learning becomes 
joyful and retention is longer.  



Characteristics of activity-based learning : 
The major feature of the ABL method is that it uses child-friendly educational aids to foster self-
learning and allows a child to study according to his/her aptitude and skill. Under the system, the 
curriculum is divided into small units, each a group of Self Learning Materials (SLM) 
comprising attractively designed study cards for English, Tamil, Maths, Science and Social 
Science. When a child finishes a group of cards, he completes one "milestone". Activities in each 
milestone include games, rhymes, drawing, and songs to teach a letter or a word, form a  
sentence, do maths and science, or understand a concept. The child takes up an Exam Card only 
after completing all the milestones in a subject.   
Active Learning Methodology (ALM): 
 Bonwell and Eison (1991) state that some merits of active learning are: Students are involved in 
more than listening, less emphasis is placed on transmitting information and greater emphasis on 
developing students' skills, students are involved in higher-order thinking (analysis, synthesis, 
evaluation), students are engaged in activities (e.g., reading discussing, writing), and greater 
emphasis is placed on students' exploration of their own attitudes and values.  
The Scope of ALM The aim of ALM is empowerment of the learner in such a way that he or she 
is confident and able to function in many contexts. In the middle school years - (classes 6-8) such 
learning can be blended into the curriculum of any school easily. 

 
 
UNIT – VIII  TEACHING OF GRAMMAR CONTENT IN ENGLISH 

TEACHING OF GRAMMAR  
Grammar is the study of the organization of words into a sentence which is based on certain 
rules. According to Prof. Nelson Francis, “Grammar is set of formal pattern in which the 
words of a language are arranged in order to convey meanings. It gives the pupils ability to 
speak and write correctly and enables them to use formal language patterns properly for 
describing a thing”. The acquisition of the grammatical system of language remains the 
important element in learning a language.  
Aims of Teaching Grammar: 
The aims of teaching grammar are as follows, 
vi) To develop students insight into the structure of English language. 
vii)  To enable the students for understanding about the rules of English grammar through 

use and practice. 
viii)  To enable the students to assimilate the correct patterns of the language without rote 

memorization.  
ix) To enable the students to speak and write correctly.  
x) To develop a scientific attitude towards the language 

Types of teaching grammar: 
Grammar is used to refer to a number of different things: it can be used to refer to books that 
contain descriptions of the structure of a language; it can be used to refer to the knowledge that a 
native speaker has of his or her language and to descriptions of that knowledge; it can be used to 
refer to a set of rules developed to control certain aspects of the usage of native speakers; and it 
can be use to refer to a set of rules typically taught in school about “appropriate usage” and about 
writing.  descriptive grammar which has as its goal a description of the usage of native speakers 
of a language; prescriptive grammar which has as its goal to control the usage of native speakers 
of a language. 



Descriptive Grammar: 
 As described above, descriptive grammar attempts to describe the usage of native speakers. 
Descriptive grammar assumes that the only authority for what is exists in a language is what its 
native speakers accept and understand as part of their language. A speaker who says “I ain’t 
doing nothing,” intending to say just that, has produced a sentence which is grammatical in the 
dialect and register in which he or she is speaking. This utterance is “grammatical” (i.e., 
produced by the grammar of a native speaker) for speakers of several different dialects of 
English and appropriate in different registers for those dialects. 
 A descriptive grammar therefore will specify many rules for structures in which no native 
speaker will ever produce anything except a single form, for example, rules like (1) – (3) below. 
1. In English, the article precedes the noun and any adjectives modifying the noun. 
 a. The short people moved.  
b. *Short the people moved. 
1 c. *Short people the move. 
 2. In English, demonstratives agree in number with the nouns they modify: that and this go with 
singulars; those and these go with plurals. a. That dog is surprisingly fond of these bones. b. 
*Those dog is surprisingly fond of this bones.  
3. Use only one question word at the beginning of an English sentence.  
a. Who said what?  
b. *Who what said? 
c. *What who said? 
A descriptive grammar will also specify rules which allow variation in structures which speakers 
use variably. What does that mean? (4) is an example of a rule that varies in different contexts: 
Speakers of more or less standard dialects of American English  
4. typically use objective pronouns after copular verbs;  
a. That is me.  
b. It’s him.  
c. The guy in the front row with the red hat is him.  
5. use subject case pronouns after copular verbs with very short subjects in formal contexts;  
a. %That is I.  
b. %It is he.  
c. ?That guy in the front row with the red hat is he.  
 
Prescriptive Grammar: 
 
The term prescriptive grammar refers to a set of norms or rules governing how a language should 
or should not be used rather than describing the ways in which a language is actually used. 
Contrast with descriptive grammar. Also called normative grammar and prescriptivism 
Prescriptive rules exist only to express a preference for one structure or usage or linguistic item 
over another. A prescriptive grammar will not contain rules that tell you to put articles before 
nouns, rather than after, because no native speakers of English put articles after nouns. 
Prescriptive grammar is essential as it helps people use formal English speech and writing. In 
addition, "those who follow it (or those who endorse others to follow it) claim that doing so will 
help to streamline one's words and make one's prose more elegant 



So, to summarize, a prescriptive grammar serves to impose its own vision of 'correct' language 
use, and a descriptive grammar observes how language is used and passes this information on to 
readers. 
Examples of prescriptive grammar rules are to be found practically in almost all the reference 
books on good usage of English language until recently. The typical examples of prescriptive 
English grammar rules , for instance:   
A sentence can not end with a preposition ; often called "stranded prepositions" 
• e.g., Who are you talking to?  Singular subject nouns can have only singular pronoun 
references. 
• e.g., Every employ needs to go through their year book.  "who" should be used only in the 
subject position and if it comes in the object position, "whom" should be used .But nowadays 
“whom” has become somewhat archaic. e.g., Who did you see there?  "little" or "less" should be 
used with uncountable nouns and "few" or "fewer" should be used for countable nouns. e.g., 
There are less than 30 students in the class/. 
A descriptive grammar is a study of a language, its structure, and its rules as they are used in 
daily life by its speakers from all walks of life, including standard and nonstandard varieties. A 
prescriptive grammar, on the other hand, specifies how a language and its grammar rules should 
be used. 
 
Techniques of teaching grammar. 

a. Boardwork presentations. For a quick and easy presentation of new language, the board is 
the obvious resource to exploit. ... 

b. Using the students and you, the teacher. ... 
c. Story telling ... 
d. Dialogue building. ... 
e. Dictation. ... 
f. Demonstration ... 
g. Drilling. ... 
h. Songs. 

Using authentic materials to teach grammar. 
The Role of Authentic Materials in Teaching Grammar.  
Sources of Authentic Materials to Teach Grammar. As previously stated, authentic materials 
are printed, video, and audio materials students encounter in their daily lives, such as change-of-
address forms, job applications, menus, voice mail messages, radio programs, and videos 
Teaching and learning grammar in Indonesian EFL context tend to lead students to memorize the 
grammatical pattern. Most of text books used for teaching and learning grammar is ask students 
to do the exercises. For the example ask students to do repetition drills or questions and answer 
drills. As a result, it is difficult for students to understand and use grammar for either written or 
communicative purposes in real communication. Some motive mentioned by all participants for 
bringing authentic materials into the EFL classroom was the benefits that authentic materials 
offer for their students.  
All the participants agreed that authentic materials tend to be motivating and interesting for the 
students as well as more up-to-date and recent than the textbook It also helps students to prepare 
for the ‘real’ communication as it provide students with more natural input and language that has 



not been modified, it guides students towards the language the language they need for particular 
context and build students interests and motivation in the class.  
In grammar class all participants’ teachers usually bring in materials that they take from 
newspaper, book stories or video which they assign students to analyze the structure of particular 
form of grammar. For example the use of passive voice in all text or they ask students to do mini 
research finding examples of passive voice in any source especially the authentic ones. Or they 
prepare a short text taken from online English article and ask students to choose and classify the 
words on text based on the part of speech. In teaching grammar to EFL students it is suggested 
that teachers should not only depend on themselves on their knowledge of introducing sample of 
language use, but they should involve using aids either visual or audio in class. Though it needs 
creativity and a lot of work, but the result will be more meaningful for the students. 
To use authentic materials in classroom activities, particularly grammar subject, teachers are 
demanded to be more creative to design a classroom activities that suitable with the students’ 
level and needs, as well as the course objectives. 
Remedial teaching in grammar: 
Remedial teaching is the teaching or instructional work carried out to provide remedial measures 

to help the pupils to get rid of their common or specific weaknesses.Thus, depending upon the 

general or specific nature of the weaknesses or learning difficulties of the pupils, one has to take 

appropriate steps for the organisation of remedy. 

Remedial teachers should design diversified: teaching activities and adopt various teaching 

methods to help pupils develop their potential and remove the obstacles in learning. 

(I) Principles of Helping Pupils’ with Learning: Difficulties Principles of helping pupils’ with 

learning difficulties are 

i. Teaching Preparation- Before preparing their lessons, teachers should identify pupils’ diverse 

learning needs as soon as possible, so that they may design appropriate teaching plans to 

facilitate pupils’ effective learning. 

ii. Devise Various Learning Activities- Teachers must devise different learning activities with 

the same teaching objective to develop pupils varied abilities and skills in problem solving. It is 

more effective for teachers to adopt a series of relevant and simple teaching activities than 

assigning one long teaching activity. 

iii. Design Meaningful Learning Situations- Teachers should specifically design meaningful 

learning situations, language environment (especially for English), games or activities so as to 

provide personal learning experiences for pupils and stimulate their interest and initiative in 

learning. 

iv. Teaching Approaches- Teachers should give concrete and valuable examples before 

proceeding to abstract concepts by way of simple and easy steps at a pace in line with the 



learning abilities of pupils. Teachers should encourage pupils’ active participation by more 

frequent use of teaching aids, games and activities. They can also make use of information 

technology and all the teaching resources available to help pupils understand the main points. 

v. Provide Clear Instructions- Pupils with learning difficulties are less competent in 

understanding written language. Therefore, teachers should give pupils’ short and clear 

instructions to avoid confusion. They must explain clearly the arrangement of each learning 

activity. 

vi. Summarize the Main Points- At the course of teaching, teachers should always sum up the 

main points in teaching and write the key phrases on the board to enhance pupils’ audio and 

visual memories. Teachers can guide their pupils to link up the knowledge they learn from class 

with their life experiences so as to enhance the effectiveness of learning. 

vii. Enhance Learning Interest and Motivation- Pupils’ with learning difficulties may lose their 

interest in learning. Therefore, teachers should adapt the curriculum to meet the needs of pupils. 

With fewer pupils in the Remedial Teaching Program, teachers can design interesting activities 

coupled with reward scheme to stimulate pupils’ interest. 

viii. Encourage Pupils’ Active Participation in Class-Activities Pupils with learning difficulties 

usually lack self- confidence and are more passive in class. They seldom ask questions or express 

their views. Remedial teachers should patiently encourage active participation in class. 

Pleasurable learning experiences may help enhance pupils’ interest in learning 

ix. Focus on the Learning Process- Teaching should not only focus on the transmission of 

knowledge. It is also important to see that pupils are benefited from the entire learning process. 

Teachers should provide ample opportunities in class for pupils to practice and think what they 

have learnt and allow them to solve problems by different means. Teachers should also carefully 

observe the performances of pupils. 

x. Show Concern for the Performances or Individual- Pupils Teachers should carefully observe 

the learning class. Whenever process of individual pupils in necessary, they should provide 

individualized remedial teaching before and after class, so that they can remove their learning 

obstacles as soon as possible. When marking assignments, teachers should take note of the 

common errors of pupils and deliver the correct concepts and knowledge to them promptly. 

(2) Curriculum Adaptation: 



(i) 1. Teachers should adapt the curriculum to accommodate the learning characteristics 

and abilities of pupils. 

2. Teacher should set some easy teaching objectives to acquire knowledge. 

3. Teaching should not be directed by text books which should not be taken as the 

school curriculum. 

4. Schools should classify the teaching content into core and non – core learning 

aspects according to the teaching object and pupils’ abilities. 

5. Core learning aspects require in – depth studies and application whereas materials 

in the non – core or advanced learning aspects may be streamlined or appropriately 

selected for teaching. 

6. Teachers should be encouraged to adopt recommendations on cross – curricular 

teaching by linking up related teaching areas flexibly so that more time can be spared 

for effective activities and learning. 

7. Teachers should be capable to design materials of different standards which could 

be taken from the internet, newspapers, magazines and references provided by the 

Education Department. 

 

Tense and Time 
In grammar tense is a category that locates a situation in time, to indicate when the situation 
takes place. 
The tenses is the grammaticalisation of time reference often using three basic categories of 
“before now”, ie. the past: “ now ”,i.e the present: and “after now”, i.e. the future. The 
“unmarked” reference for tense is the temporal distance from the time of utterance, the “here-
and-now”, this being absolute –tense. Relative-tense indicates temporal distance from a point of 
time established in the discourse that is not the present, i.e. reference to a point in the past or 
future, such as the future-in –future, or the future of the future and future in past or future of the 
past. 
          Time is a concept which is related to our perception of reality. There are three times: past, 
present and future. Tense is a grammatical category which is marked by verb inflection and 
expresses when an event or action happens in the flow of time. 
Tense is the form of a verb that shows when something happened, is happening or is going to 
happen 
 
Tenses Tenses Rule 
Past simple tense Subject + V2 + Object  
Past Perfect tense Subject + had + V3 + Object  
Past Continuous tense Subject + was + V1 + ing + Object (Singular) 

Subject + were + V1 + ing + Object (Plural)  



Past perfect continuous 
tense 

Subject + had been + V1 + ing + Object  

Present Simple tense Subject + V1 + s/es + Object (Singular) Subject + V1 + Object 
(Plural) 

Present Perfect tense Subject + has + V3 + Object (Singular) Subject + have + V3 + Object 
(Plural)  

Present Continuous 
tense 

Subject + is/am/are + V1 + ing + object  

Present perfect 
continuous tense 

Subject + has been + V1 + ing + Object (Singular)Subject + have been 
+ V1 + ing + Object (Plural)  

Future Simple tense Subject + will/shall + V1 + Object  
Future Perfect tense Subject + will have/shall have + V3 + Object  
Future Continuous tense Subject + will be/shall be + ing + V1 + Object  
Future Perfect 
Continuous tense 

Subject + will have been + V1 + ing + Object  

a. V1 =  first form of the verb  
V2 = second form of the verb  
V3 = third form of the verb  

Types of Tenses 
There are three types of tenses. 

• Past 
• present 
• Future 

These tenses can further be categorized into 4 types: 

• Simple Tense 
• Continuous Tense 
• Perfect Tense 
• Perfect Continuous Tense 

Past Tense Rules 
Past tense is used to describe a past activity or action. It is a form of the verb that defines the 
events that have already occurred. Examples 

• Reema attended the wedding functions. 
• He left before I reached. 
• Priya wrote a letter to her friends from camp. 

Simple Past Tense Rules 

Subject + V2 + Object 



Ex: kavitha went to school. 

Kumar ate food. 

Past Continuous Tense Rules 

Subject + was + V1 + ing + Object (Singular) Subject + were + V1 + ing + Object (Plural) 

Ex:I was eating pudding. 

     Suresh was writing letter to the editor. 

Past Perfect Tense Rules 

Subject + had + V3 + Object 

Ex: He had taken the token. 

I had brushed my teeth. 

Past Perfect Continuous Tense Rules 

Subject + had been + V1 + ing + Object 

Ex: He had been standing in the whole night. 

I had been eating diet food for the whole summer. 

Present Tense Rules 

The present tense is used to describe the current or present being, situation, or event. It is a form 
of the verb that defines the events that are currently happening. Examples 

• I am going to the office 
• She has been part of this group for 4 years now. 
• The concert is amazing. 

Simple Present Tense Rules 

Subject + V1 + s/es + Object (Singular) 
Subject + V1 + Object (Plural) 

Ex: The sun rises in the east. 

       Rita goes to school. 



Past Continuous Tense Rules 

Subject + is/am/are + V1 + ing + object 

Ex: I was eating pudding. 

       Sita was writing a letter to the editor. 

Present Perfect Tense Rules 

Subject + has + V3 + Object (Singular) 
Subject + have + V3 + Object (Plural) 

Ex:   He has just eaten food. 

         I have just read the books.   

Present Perfect Continuous Tense Rules 

Subject + has been + V1 + ing + Object (Singular) 
Subject + have been + V1 + ing + Object (Plural) 

Ex:  I have been cleaning regularly since Monday. 

        She has been using the night cream for several months. 

Future Tense Rules 

The future tense is used to describe the future events that haven’t occurred but possibly will 
occur in the future. It is a form of the verb that will occur in the future & not exist currently. 
Examples 

• She will be dancing to classical music. 
• We will be shifting to the house upstate tomorrow morning. 
• The train will leave in 10 minutes. 

Simple Future Tense Rules 

Subject + will/shall + V1 + Object 

Ex: I shall go to school tomorrow. 

       My mother will feed me. 

Future Continuous Tense Rules 



Subject + will be/shall be + ing + V1 + Object 

He shall be writing his exam 

We will be going to the zoo 

Future Perfect Tense Rules 

Subject + will have/shall have + V3 + Object 

Ex: I shall have started writing by that time. 

       We will have reached Goa by then. 

Future Perfect Continuous Tense Rules 

Subject + will have been + V1 + ing + Object  

      Ex:      By next year we will be graduating. 

                 They shall be serving food in the slum area tomorrow. 

 
Tenses 

Application Example 

Past simple tense Past Events She cooked dinner for everyone last 
month 

Past Perfect tense Prior events happened before past 
events 

She cooked dinner for everyone last 
night before shifted to Mumbai 

Past Continuous 
tense 

Past Events related to the 
occurrence of other events 

She was cooking dinner for 
everyone when she ran out of gas. 

Past perfect 
continuous tense 

Past events relating to a past 
moment 

She was cooking for dinner & 
needed some rest. 

Present Simple tense Facts & truths She hosts dinner for everyone a lot. 
Present Perfect tense Events of past & continuing or 

expected to continue in present. 
She has hosted a lot of times & left 
with one more dinner 

Present Continuous 
tense 

Current Actions She is cooking dinner for everyone 

Present perfect 
continuous tense 

Past events, continued & finished in 
the current moment 

She cooked dinner for everyone & 
now needs some rest. 

Future Simple tense Events completed in future She will cook dinner for everyone 
next month. 

Future Perfect tense Current events completed in the 
given time frame in future 

She will be cooking dinner for 
everyone by 8:00 PM next Saturday 

Future Continuous 
tense 

Future events & expected to 
continue 

She will be hosting a lot of dinner 
parties next year. 



Future Perfect 
Continuous tense 

Tasks continue in the future & 
highlighting the duration 

The dinner she will be cooking will 
take 3 hours to finish. 

Voice-Active and Passive: 
Passive voice and Active Voice Rules 
Voice refers to the form of a verb that indicates when a subject performs the action or is the 
receiver of the action. When the subject performs the action it is active voice and when the 
subject receives the action it is passive voice.  

Examples 

Active- He loves me.      Passive- I am loved by him. 

In the above example of active voice, the subject is “he”, “loves” is the verb and “me” is the 
object.  In the example of the passive voice sentence,  “I” is the subject, “am loved” is the verb 
and “him’ is the object. 

So, basically what happens is that the subject of the active sentence becomes the object of the 
passive sentence. Both the sentences have the same components but their structure changes. 
Active sentences are about what people or things do, while passive sentences are about what 
happens to the doer of an action. 

Structure of Active and Passive Voice 

•  Active voice describes a sentence where the subject is the doer of an action. Its structure 
goes like this- 

             Subject + Verb+ Object 

• Passive voice expresses an action which is carried out on the subject of the sentence. Its 
structure is- 

              Object + verb +subject 

Let’s look at some examples of Active and Passive Voice 

Active (A) Passive(B) 

Sapna helps the old lady. The old lady was helped by Sapna. 

The mother is feeding the baby. The baby is being fed by the mother. 

 

Here are Certain Rules for Active and Passive Voice 

1.The subject of the verb in the active voice( Sapna, the mother) becomes the object in the 
Passive voice sentences. 

ii)It is a thumb rule that main verbs become the Past participle form. For eg- Helps becomes 
helped, feed becomes fed. 



2.Auxiliary verb ‘be’ (am, is are, was, were) is added before the past participle according to the 
tense of the verb. 

3.Generally ‘by’ is used before the object of the passive voice sentences. 
Degrees of Comparison : 
                        The degree of comparison is a grammatical concept that relates to using adjectives 
and adverbs. In essence, it is used to describe, modify or quantify adjectives or adverbs. There 
are 3 varying degrees of comparison and we shall explore each with a suitable example: 

Positive Degree 

A positive degree of comparison just tells us about the existence of a quality. It does not offer 
any comparison. 

Example: Fast – Cheetahs runs fastLarge – Blue Whales are large hot – Venus is hot 

Comparative Degree 

As the name suggests, this compares quality between two things. 

Example: Faster – Cheetahs are faster than most animals larger – Blue Whales are larger than 
most animalsHotter- Venus is hotter than other planets 

Superlative Degree 

Unlike comparative degrees, superlative degrees compare the quality of more than two things. 

Example: Fastest – Cheetahs are the fastest animals largest – Blue Whales are the largest animals 
hottest- Venus is the hottest planet 

The following are important rules that must exercised when implementing Degrees of 
comparison: 

Rule 1: If the adjective is a one-syllable word, the word remains unchanged in the positive 
degree. However, in the comparative degree, “er” needs to be added at the end of the word. 
Similarly, superlative degree replaces the “er” with “est” 

Example: 

• Strong (Positive Degree) 
• Stronger (Comparative degree) 
• Strongest (Superlative degree) 



Rule 2: If the adjective has more than one syllable, then the positive degree remains unchanged. 
In the comparative degree, we need to add “more” or “less”. In a superlative degree, “more” or 
“less” needs to be replaced with “most” and “least” respectively. 

Example: 

• Famous (Positive Degree) 
• Less famous (Comparative degree) 
• Least famous (Superlative degree) 

Rule 3: If the adjective has more than one syllable and ends with “Y”, then the positive degree 
remains unchanged. In the comparative degree, we need to replace the “Y” with “ier”. In a 
superlative degree, “ier” needs to be replaced with “iest”. 

Example: 

• Silly (Positive Degree) 
• Sillier (Comparative degree) 
• Silliest (Superlative degree) 

However, in case the quality is different (less instead of more), then the above examples become: 

• Silly (Positive Degree) 
• Less silly (Comparative degree) 
• Least silly (Superlative degree) 

Transformation of sentences : 

Transformation of a Sentence means changing its form without altering its sense. Knowledge of 
Sentence Transformation helps us to expand our usage skills by testing various ways of 
presenting a sentence in multiple ways but without changing its actual meaning. In English, there 
are mainly three types of sentences. 

• Simple sentence 
• Compound sentence 
• Complex sentence 

A simple sentence has just one clause. A complex sentence has one main clause and one or more 
subordinate clauses. A compound sentence has more than one main clause. 

We can change a simple sentence into a compound sentence or a complex sentence. This is 
usually done by expanding a word or phrase into a clause. In the same way, we can change a 
complex or compound sentence into a simple sentence. This is done by reducing a clause into a 
word or phrase. 



Example – I have worked here since 2010, can also be expressed like - I worked here in 2010. 

Knowing how to rewrite sentences so that they have the same meaning as the original is often 
required for many English language tests like TOEFL examination or English ESL EFL Exams 
such as Cambridge's First Certificate, CAE and Proficiency. Sentence Transformation is also an 
important skill which can help in improve our understanding of similar English expressions and 
vocabulary. 

There are several ways in which a sentence can be transformed. Below mentioned are Sentence 
Transformations Exercises: 

I.  Transformation of a Simple Sentence into a Compound Sentences 

• Besides being thrown into jail, he was heavily fined. 
He was not only thrown into jail but also heavily fined. 

• The old men sat near the fire, smoking. 
The old man sat near the fire and smoke. 

II.  Transformation of a Simple Sentence into a Complex Sentences 

• He liked my suggestion. 
He liked what I suggested. 

• His money was not useful to me. 
The money which he gave me was not useful to me. 

III.  Changing an Exclamatory Sentence into an Assertive Sentence 

• How beautiful she is! – Exclamatory. 
She is very beautiful – Assertive. 

• How chivalrous of you to help her like that! - Exclamatory. 
It is very chivalrous of you to help her like that - Assertive. 

• What a beautiful view! – Exclamatory. 
It is a beautiful view - Assertive. 

• What a great pleasure it is! - Exclamatory. 
This is indeed a great pleasure – Assertive. 

IV.  Changing an Interrogative Sentence into an Assertive Sentence 

• Did I ever ask you to run? – Interrogative. 
I never asked you to run - Assertive. 



• Is there any fun in doing that? – Interrogative. 
There is no fun in doing that - Assertive. 

• Is not health better than wealth? - Interrogative. 
Health is better than wealth – Assertive. 

• Why worry about what people say? – Interrogative. 
It is foolish to worry about what people say - Assertive. 

 
V.  Changing an Imperative Sentence into an Interrogative Sentence 

• Get away from the pool - Imperative. 
Will you get away from the pool or not? – Interrogative. 

• Please, don’t disturb me - Imperative. 
Will you, please, stop disturbing me? – Interrogative. 

• Stop staring her – Imperative. 
Will you stop staring at her? – Interrogative. 

• Shut the door - Imperative. 
Will you shut the door? – Interrogative. 

VI.  Transforming or Interchanging the Degrees of Comparison 

• Blue Whale is larger than all the other mammals in the world – Comparative. 
No other mammal in the world is as large as the Blue Whale – Positive. 
Blue Whale is the largest mammal in the world – Superlative. 

• Kim Kardashian is one of the beautiful models in USA – Superlative. 
Very few models in USA are beautiful than Kim Kardashian  - Comparative. 
Most models in USA are not as beautiful as Kim Kardashian – Positive. 

• No other spa is as good as the Golden Spa – Positive. 
Golden Spa is better than other spas – Comparative. 
Golden Spa is the best spa of all the spas - Superlative. 

• Nothing else travels as fast as light – Positive. 
Light travels faster than anything else – Comparative. 
Of all things in the world light travels fastest – Superlative. 

VII.  Transformation of sentences beginning with 'no sooner' 

Transformation of sentences rules 



It can be done in two ways - using the expressions: 

i)  As soon as. 
ii)  Scarcely (hardly) had ... when .. 

• No sooner had I reached the bus-stop than the bus left. 
As soon as I reached the bus-stop, the bus left. 
Scarcely (or hardly) had I reached the bus-stop when the bus left. 

• No sooner had the thief run out of the jail than the guard fired at him. 
As soon as the thief ran out of the jail, the guard fired at him. 
Scarcely had the thief run out of the jail when the guard fired at him. 

VIII.  Transformation of sentences containing too ... to 

Transformation of sentences rules 

(a) Use ‘that’ in place of ‘to’. 
(b) Use ‘so’ in place of ‘too’. 
(c) If the sentence is in the past tense, ‘could’ is used in the subordinate clause. 

(a) The girl was too clever to be taught. 
     The girl was so clever that she could not be taught. 
 
(b) He is too poor to give money. 
      He is so poor that he cannot give money. 

(c) He was too angry to talk to her. 
     He was so angry that he could not talk to her.  

Concord-Agreement of Noun with Verb.  

Rule 1 

The verb and subject must agree in number (singular or plural) 

This means that if the subject is singular, the verb should be singular and if the subject is plural, the 
verb should also be plural. 

Examples: 

1. He plays football . (SINGULAR) 

2. They play football. (PLURAL) 



Rule 2 

The number of the subject (singular or plural) will not change due to words/phrases in between the 
subject and the verb. 

Examples: 

1. One of the glasses is empty. (Here, since the subject is ‘one’, the verb should be ‘is’). 

2. The bouquet of red roses smells so sweet. (Here, since ‘bouquet’ is the subject and not 
‘roses’, the verb should be ‘smells’ and not ‘smell’) 

Rule 3 :Subjects that are joined by ‘and’ in a sentence, use a plural verb. Subjects that are joined 
by ‘either/or’, neither/nor’ use a singular verb.  

Examples:  

1. Radha and Meera are coming home. 

 2. Neither Akshay nor Rohit is coming home. 

 3. My dad or my mom is arriving today.  

Rule 4 The verb in a sentence containing ‘or’, ‘either/or’, ‘neither/nor’ agrees with the noun or 
pronoun closest to it. 

 Examples: 1. Neither the shoes nor the bag matches the dress. (Here, ‘bag’ is closest to the verb, 
hence ‘matches’) 2. Neither the bag nor the shoes match the dress. (Here, ‘shoes’ is closest to 
the verb, hence ‘match’)  

Rule 5 :When the subject is followed by words such as ‘as well as’, ‘along with’, ‘besides’, ‘not’ 
etc. ignore them and use a singular verb if the subject is singular. Examples: 1. Matt, as well as 
his dog, is expected shortly. 2. Pratik, along with his brother, is going to school.  

Rule 6 :In sentences that begin with ‘here’, ‘there’, the true subject usually follows the verb. 
Examples: 1. Here are the chocolates. 2. There is a big puddle on the road. 

 Rule 7: In sentences that include sums of money, periods of time or distances etc. (as a unit), 
use singular verbs. Examples: 1. 500 rupees is a high price to pay. 2. 62 years is the minimum 
age of retirement. 3. 10 kilometers is too far to walk.  

Rule 8 In the case of words such as ‘a lot of’, all’, ‘some’ etc. in a sentence, pay attention to the 
noun after ‘of’. If the noun after ‘of’ is singular then use a singular verb, if plural, use a plural 
verb. Examples:  



1.All of the cake is gone. 2. All of the cakes are gone. 3. A lot of the cake is gone. 4. A lot of the 
cakes are gone. 5. Some of the cake is gone. 6. Some of the cakes are gone.  

Rule 9 :In the case of collective nouns such as ‘group, ‘population’, ‘family’, in a sentence, the 
verb can be singular or plural depending on their use in the sentence. Examples: 1. Most of my 
family is here OR are here. 2. Half of the population was against the bill OR were against the 
bill.  

Rule 10: Nouns such as ‘mathematics’, ‘civics’, ‘news’ etc. while plural in form, are singular in 
meaning and use singular verbs. Examples: 1. Mathematics is very difficult for some people. 2. 
The news is very saddening.  

Rule 11 :In sentences that express a wish, request or contrary to fact, the word ‘were’ is used 
instead of ‘was. Examples: 1. I wish my sister were here. 2. Aditya requested that she raise her 
glass 
 
 Finite verb and Non Finite verb   
Finite Verbs (with Examples) 
A finite verb is a verb that has a subject and shows tense. Here's an example: 
• John cooks carrots. 

(The finite verb is "cooks." The subject is "John." The tense of the verb is the present 
tense.) 

• . 
(The finite verb is "cooks." The subject is "John." The tense of the verb is the present 
tense.) 

 
Every sentence needs a finite verb. The main verb in every sentence will be a finite verb. In all 

the examples on this page, the finite verbs are shaded. 
Easy Examples of Finite Verbs 
• Rachel is happy. 

(In this example, "is" is a finite verb. The subject is "Rachel." The tense of the verb is 
the present tense.) 

• He painted the fence. 
(In this example, "painted" is a finite verb. The subject is "He." The tense of the verb is 
the past tense.) 

• She was varnishing the painted fence. 
(In this example, "was" is a finite verb. The subject is "She." The tense of the verb is 
the past tense.) 

In the last example, "varnishing" and "painted" are non-finite verbs. That's next. 

Finite Verbs versus Non-Finite Verbs 
Finite verbs contrast with non-finite verbs. There are three types of non-finite verb: 
• Gerunds. All gerunds end "-ing." They are nouns formed from verbs. 

• John loves dancing. 
("Loves" is the finite verb. "Dancing" is a gerund. Note that, unlike "loves," it 
doesn't have a subject or show tense.) 



• Infinitives. Most infinitives have "to" before. An infinitive is the basic form of a verb. 
• John hates to sing. 

("Hates" is the finite verb. "To sing" is an infinitive. Note that, unlike "hates," it 
doesn't have a subject or show tense.) 

• Participles. This is the tricky one. There are two types of participle: present 
participles (ending "-ing") and past participle (usually end "-ed," "-d," "-t," "-en," or "-
n"). 
Participles can either function as adjectives (e.g., cooking oil) or follow a finite verb to 
help with tense (e.g., John was cooking dinner.). 
• John fixed the broken fence. 

("Fixed" is the finite verb. "Broken" is a past participle functioning as an 
adjective. Note that, unlike "fixed," it doesn't have a subject or show tense.) 

• John was fixing it. 
("Was" is the finite verb. "Fixing" is a present participle helping to create 
the past progressive tense. Note that, unlike "was," it doesn't have a subject of 
its own or give us any clue whether we're talking about the past tense, present 
tense, or future tense.) 

Finding a Finite Verb 
The best way to find a finite verb is to identify its subject and determine its tense. If you can do 
that, you're looking at a finite verb. Just to be extra sure, you can also eliminate everything else 
that looks like a verb by checking: 
• Is the word functioning as a noun and does it end "-ing"? If yes, it's a gerund. 
• Is it preceded by "to"? If yes, it's probably an infinitive. 
• Is it being used as an adjective? If yes, it's probably a participle. 
• Does it follow an obvious finite verb (e.g., "am," "is," "was," "has," "have") to create a 

tense? If yes, it's a participle. 
Let's walk through this example: 
• Johnny likes cleaning and was trying to tidy the fallen leaves. 
In the sentence above, the following derive from verbs: "likes," "cleaning," "was," "trying," "to 
tidy," and "fallen." 
 
Let's run a check over them: 
• "Likes" has a subject ("Johnny") and shows tense (the present tense), so it's a finite verb. 
• "Cleaning" does not have a subject or show tense. It ends "-ing," and it's functioning as a 

noun. It's a gerund, i.e., a non-finite verb. 
• "Was" has a subject ("Johnny") and shows tense (the past tense), so it's also a finite verb. 
• "Trying" follows "was." It is helping to form the past progressive tense, but it does not 

have its own subject or show tense as a standalone word. It's a participle, i.e., a non-
finite verb. 

• "To tidy" does not have a subject or show tense. It has "to" before. It's an infinitive, i.e., 
a non-finite verb. 

• "Fallen" does not have a subject or show tense. It's functioning as an adjective. It's a 
participle, i.e., a non-finite verb. 

NB: Non-finite verbs are also called verbals. 
 Non-finite Verbs: 



A non-finite verb is a verb form that does not show tense. In other words, you cannot tell if a 
sentence is in the past tense, present tense, or future tense by looking at a non-finite verb. 
Therefore, a non-finite verb is never the main verb in a sentence. (That's a finite verb.) 

Types of Non-finite Verb 
There are three types of non-finite verb: 
 
(1) Gerunds. 
• baking, singing, running 
(2) Infinitives. 
• to bake, to sing, to run 
(3) Participles. There are two types: 
• Present Participles. 

• baking, singing, running 
(These look the same as gerunds.) 

• Past Participles. 
• baked, sung, run 

Non-finite verbs function as nouns, adjectives, or adverbs or combine with a finite verb for 
verb tense. 

Easy Examples of Non-finite Verbs 

In each example, the non-finite verb is shaded and the finite verb (the main verb) is in bold. Note 
that you can tell whether the sentence is in the past tense, present tense, or future tense only by 
looking at the finite verbs (bold text). You cannot determine the tense by looking at the non-
finite verbs (highlighted text). 

More Examples of Non-finite Verbs (Gerunds) 
A gerund is a noun formed from a verb. All gerunds end "-ing." 
• Discovery consists of seeing what everybody has seen and thinking what nobody has 

thought. (Biochemist Albert Szent-Gyorgyi) 
• I have never taken any exercise except sleeping and resting. (Writer Mark Twain) 
Gerunds maintain some verb-like properties (e.g., they can take objects and be modified 
by adverbs). Therefore, a gerund will often appear in a gerund phrase, which consists of the 
gerund and any objects and modifiers. 
 
In these next examples, the gerund phrases are underlined, the gerunds are highlighted, and the 
main verb (the finite verb) is in bold. 
• Art is making something out of nothing and selling it. (Musician Frank Zappa) 
• I started by photographing birds in my garden. 
Read more about gerunds. 

More Examples of Non-finite Verbs (Infinitives) 
An infinitive is a verb form (often preceded by "to") that can function as a noun, an adjective, or 
an adverb. 
• To win was everything. 



(Here, the infinitive is functioning as a noun. Compare this with "The victory was 
everything.") 

• It is the competition to win. 
(Here, the infinitive is functioning as an adjective. Compare this with "It is the top 
competition.") 

• The man paid to win. 
(Here, the infinitive is functioning as an adverb. It is modifying the verb "paid." 
Compare this with "The man paid so he could win." The clause "so he could win" is 
an adverbial clause of reason.) 

An infinitive often appears in an infinitive phrase. An infinitive phrase consists of the infinitive 
and any objects and modifiers. 
In these next examples, the infinitive phrases are underlined, the infinitives are shaded, and the 
finite verbs (the main verbs) are in bold. 
• She needed to find a lot of money quickly. 

(The infinitive phrase is being used as a noun.) 
• I showed her the best way to make a Yorkshire pudding. 

(The infinitive phrase is being used as an adjective.) 
• He set the camera to film whatever was eating his chickens. 

(The infinitive phrase is being used as an adverb.) 
Not all infinitives are preceded by "to." Infinitives also feature in verb chains after verbs like 
"could," "may," "should," and "would" (i.e., auxiliary verbs) and verbs like "to make" and "to 
let." 
• If the highest aim of a captain were to preserve his ship, he would keep it in port forever. 

(Saint Thomas Aquinas) 
• Let them eat cake. (Queen of France Marie Antoinette) 
More Examples of Non-finite Verbs (Participles) 
A participle is a verb form that can function as an adjective. There are two types of participles: 
the present participle (ending "-ing") and the past participle (usually ending "-ed," "-d," "-t," "-
en," or "-n"). 
 
Here are some participles being used as adjectives: 
To bake The baking bread The baked bread 
To print The printing document The printed document 
To lower The lowering prices The lowered prices 
Here are some real-life examples: 
• A stirring dwarf we do allowance give before a sleeping giant. (Playwright William 

Shakespeare) 
(Here, there are two present participles functioning as adjectives.) 

• Food is an important part of a balanced diet. (Author Fran Lebowitz) 
(Here, the past participle is functioning as an adjective.) 

Often, a participle heads up a participle phrase functioning as an adjective. In the examples, the 
participle phrases are underlined, the participles are shaded, and the finite verbs (the main verbs) 
are in bold. 

Phrasal Verbs and Prepositional Phrases.  



Phrasal Verbs  
Phrasal verbs are multi-word verbs that, like single-word verbs, convey action of the body or 
mind (e.g., speak up, figure out) or occurrences (e.g., turn up).  
Phrasal verbs consist of a basic verb + another word or words, usually a preposition or adverb. 
Example: speak (basic verb) + up (preposition)  
Some phrasal verbs require direct objects (someone or something). 
 Example: call (basic verb) + Lorenzo (direct object) + back (adverb) These two or three words 
together form a short phrase—which is why these verbs are called “phrasal verbs. 
” Phrasal verbs can often have different meanings from the basic verbs that they use.  
For example, speak merely means to talk. However, the phrasal verb speak up means to talk 
louder. 
phrasal verbs different from prepositional phrases: 
While phrasal verbs can contain prepositions, these same prepositions can also be used in 
prepositional phrases.  
How do we tell the difference? 
 Examples:  
I looked up the directions. 
 Amy looked up the road.  
In the first example, the preposition up is part of the phrasal verb looked up, a unit meaning “to 
locate information in reference materials.” The meaning of the sentence changes if the two words 
are not working together. In the second sentence, up the road is a prepositional phrase (the 
preposition up followed by the road, which is the object of the preposition). In this sentence, 
looked up is not functioning as a unit. 
 What is the difference between work out and work out?  
There are also some phrasal verbs that look exactly alike but can have different meanings. 
Though they look the same, the phrasal verb work out can have a different meaning from work 
out.  
Take a look at these examples: Examples:  
Our plan worked out. 
The woman worked out at the gym.  
In the first sentence, the phrasal verb functions to show that the plan was successful. In the 
second sentence, worked out signifies that the woman exercised at the gym. The context of each 
phrasal verb determines which meaning is used in the sentence.  
There are many phrasal verbs in English, each with a different meaning. Rather than trying to 
memorize them all at once, study them as you find them in your everyday work. For reference, 
the table below lists several phrasal verbs, their meaning, and examples of their context within a 
sentence. 
THE PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE  
A prepositional phrase is a group of words that begins with a preposition and ends with a noun, a 
pronoun, or a word group serving as a noun. This ending element is called the object of the 
preposition. The combination of a preposition and a noun or pronoun gives us a prepositional 
phrase. of many after the game to the house for you 
 Note: The phrases often include an article (a, an, the). 
1. A phrase is a group of words without a subject and verb, used as one part of speech. (There are 
several types of phrases including the verb phrase, noun phrase, and prepositional phrase.)  



2. The prepositional phrase consists of the preposition, its object, and modifiers of the object. 
The object of the preposition is always a noun, pronoun, or a group of words used as a noun.  
To find the object of the preposition, first say the preposition, then ask, "Whom or what?" s v 
The coin fell (between the cracks.) Between is the preposition in the above sentence.  
To find the object of the preposition ask "Between what?" The noun "cracks" answers the 
question, so it is the object of the preposition.  
3. Prepositional phrases are used as adjectives or adverbs.  
A.. When prepositional phrases are used as adjectives, the phrase comes immediately after the 
noun or pronoun it modifies.  
The phrase answers one of the following questions about the word it modifies:  
Which one? What kind of? How many? Whose? My check (for the dress) is in the mail. 
 The prepositional phrase, "for the dress," tells which check. The phrase is used as an adjective 
modifying the noun "check."  
B. When prepositional phrases are used as adverbs, they may be found any place in the sentence. 
The adverb phrase tells how, when, where, or under what condition about a verb, adjective, or 
adverb.  
The boy fell (on the steps.) The phrase "on the steps" tells where the boy fell. It modifies the verb 
"fell" and is used as an adverb. 
 4. The following is a list of frequently used prepositions: about away from beside during on 
underneath above apart from besides except onto until according to around between for out (out 
of) up across aside from beyond from outside upon after at by in (into) over with against because 
of by means of including past within along before by way of like through without along with 
behind concerning near to amid or amidst below despite of towards among beneath down off 
under 
Clauses : 

A clause is a group of words that contains a subject and a verb that have a relationship. This 

relationship is crucial; a clause conveys information about what that subject is or is doing, rather 

than simply being a random grouping of words. Because a clause expresses an action or a state of 

being, a clause can often—but not always—function as an independent sentence.   

A sentence can have just one clause or it can have multiple clauses. The only defining 

characteristic of a clause is that it must contain a related subject and verb. Clauses play a variety 

of roles in English and because of this, there are numerous ways to structure and combine them.  

Although you use clauses in your speech and writing every day, it can be easy to overlook the 

intricacies of clauses in English. Read on to learn how clauses are classified, the roles clauses 

play in sentences,  how to combine clauses to express your thoughts, and the difference between 

independent and dependent clauses.  

Classifying clauses in English 



When it comes to expressing a complete thought, a clause falls between a phrase  and a sentence. 

In many cases, a clause can function as its own sentence. A phrase, in contrast, can’t. Here’s a 

quick look at the difference between a phrase and a clause:  

• Phrase: Meows so loudly 

• Clause: That cat meows so loudly 

In this example, the clause can be an independent sentence. It can also be part of a complex 

sentence. For example: 

• That cat meows so loudly when she wants to eat. 

Clauses can perform three distinct functions: They can operate as adverbs, adjectives, or nouns.  

Here’s an example of a noun clause: 

• She completely understood everything he said. 

In this example, everything he said is a dependent clause that acts as a noun because it 

communicates the specific “thing” that she, the subject of the sentence, understands. Everything 

he said can be replaced with his explanation and the sentence still makes perfect sense: 

• She completely understood his explanation. 

To test whether a clause is a noun clause, try swapping it out for a noun. If your sentence still 

makes sense, you’ve got a noun clause. Here are two more examples of noun clauses illustrated 

through swapped-in nouns: 

• They remembered what the keynote speaker covered. 

o They remembered the keynote speaker’s presentation. 

• I don’t know how the company handles onboarding. 

o I don’t know their onboarding process. 



Just like a noun clause is a clause taking on a noun’s role, an adverbial clause is a clause acting 

as an adverb. For example:  

• She fixed the sink without facing difficulty. 

o She fixed the sink easily.   

• They spent four years living outside the United States. 

o They spent four years living abroad. 

• The pool was installed after they built the deck. 

o The pool was installed later. 

Based on the other two categories, we bet you can guess how an adjective clause works. In case 

you can’t, here it is: An adjective clause acts as an adjective in its sentence. Here are a few 

examples with adjectives swapped in to illustrate them:  

• My friend who rides a motorcycle said it’s a great weekend to ride. 

o My motorcyclist friend said it’s a great weekend to ride. 

• No matter what time of day we visit, we always run into the dog that barks. 

o No matter what time of day we visit, we always run into the loud dog. 

Types of clauses 

Independent clauses 

An independent clause is a clause that can stand on its own as a distinct sentence. Take a look at 

these examples: 

• I love eating cookies. 

• My dog barks a lot.  



• The kids ate lunch. 

• His truck is green.  

As you can see, independent clauses aren’t long or complex sentences. They can certainly 

be part of complex sentences, but by definition, they are known as simple sentences. Other types 

of sentences include complex sentences, compound sentences, and compound-complex 

sentences. Each type of sentence is created by a unique combination of independent and 

dependent clauses. We’ll get into the ways to combine clauses to create different kinds of 

sentences shortly. 

Dependent clauses 

In contrast, a dependent clause is not a complete sentence. Dependent clauses are sometimes 

known as subordinate clauses. As their name implies, these clauses depend on independent 

clauses to clearly express ideas. Here are a few examples of dependent clauses: 

• When I grow up 

• Although he sings well 

• The mouse that was hiding 

To turn these dependent clauses into full sentences, you need to combine them with independent 

clauses: 

• When I grow up, I want to be a doctor. 

• Although he sings well, he hates karaoke. 

• I searched through the basement and found the mouse that was hiding. 

Take a look at these three sentences and see if you can pick out the differences between the first 

two and the last one.   



In the first two examples, the dependent clause comes before the independent clause and the two 

clauses are separated by commas. Keep this in mind when you’re writing: Whenever the 

dependent clause comes first in a complex sentence, it’s followed by a comma.  

How to combine clauses? 

When you want to write a sentence that’s more than one independent clause, you need to 

combine clauses. Every sentence you write includes at least one independent clause. The other 

clauses in your sentence determine how you can combine them with your independent clause.  

A sentence that includes two or more independent clauses is known as a compound sentence. In 

a compound sentence, the clauses are joined by a comma paired with a coordinating 

conjunction, a semicolon, or a colon. This kind of combination is known as coordination. Take a 

look at these examples of compound sentences: 

• I love drinking soda, but I know it’s bad for my teeth. 

• Maria loved hosting dinner parties; her friends enjoyed her cooking. 

• We danced until the band finished playing: they played until midnight. 

When all of your clauses are independent clauses, you can combine them using a coordinating 

conjunction. In English, the coordinating conjunctions are:  

• For                                 but 

• Or                                  and  

• Nor                                 yet 

• But                                  so 

If you need to combine a dependent clause with an independent clause, you need a subordinating 

conjunction. There are a lot more subordinating conjunctions than there are coordinating 

conjunctions, and they can be divided into categories according to their function.  



A sentence that includes an independent clause and one or more dependent clauses is known as 

a complex sentence, and a sentence that includes two or more independent clauses and at least 

one dependent clause is known as a compound-complex sentence. In either of these kinds of 

sentences, the subordinating conjunction signifies the beginning of the dependent clause. Here 

are a few examples: 

• The fun can begin now that the clown is here. 

• While we slept, the plane reached its destination. 

• Before you leave, remember to take a goodie bag! 

• The pool is open daily until the temperature drops. 

As you can see in these examples, when the dependent clause comes first, it needs to be followed 

by a comma.  

Subordinating conjunctions aren’t the only way to add a dependent clause to a sentence. 

Dependent clauses can also start with relative pronouns or relative adverbs.  

Relative pronouns include that, whose, whom, who, and which. Take a look at how these 

dependent clauses that begin with relative pronouns work in sentences: 

• The guy who shouted all night made it impossible to fall asleep. 

• Pac’s, that restaurant with the arcade, is the best restaurant in town. 

Relative adverbs include where, when, how, and why. Here are a few relative adverb-led 

dependent clauses at work:  

• The traffic jam is the reason why we were late.  

• I have no idea when my hose stopped working. 

Adverbial clauses 



An adverbial clause is a dependent clause that modifies the main verb in the independent 
clause. Adverbial clauses always start with a subordinating conjunction and must connect to an 
independent clause to make sense.  
For example:  

• Even if I take the train, I still might be late to my appointment.  
In the example above, the adverbial clause even if I take the train modifies the verb phrase, 
might be late by answering the question, “how?”. 
 Four Types of Adverbial Clauses 
Adverbial clauses modify the main verb of the independent clause by answering one of four 
questions: where, when, how, and why.  
Below are examples of specific subordinating conjunctions being used to answer each question 
within an adverbial clause. 
1. Where 

The subordinating conjunctions where or wherever can both be used at the beginning 
of dependent adverbial clauses to answer the question, where.  
For example:  

• Wherever Mary went, the lamb was sure to go. 
In this example, the adverbial clause gives us the location of Mary’s lost lamb. 
2. When 

Subordinating conjunctions such as after, as soon as, before, now that, once, till, 
until, and while begin the adverbial clause and modify the verb by showing when the action of 
the independent clause occurred.  
For example:  

• You may have dessert as soon as you finish your dinner.  
In the sentence above, the adverbial clause lets us know the time frame for dessert. 
3. How  

Adverbial clauses can also begin with subordinating conjunctions that answer the 
question, how?, and some of these conjunctions are as, as far as, as if, as long as, as though, 
insofar as, in that, lest, no matter how, provided that, and unless. Often these types of 
conjunctions imply some sort of condition on the verb, as if the action of the sentence is 
contingent on what is outlined in the dependent clause.  
For example:  

• I will watch that movie with you as long as you promise that I will not get bored. 
In this sentence, the speaker agrees to an action, “watching a movie” on the condition that it is 
not a boring movie. 
4. Why  

Lastly, adverbial clauses can also express why the action of the sentence happens, and these 
clauses do so by using one of the following subordinating conjunctions: because, even if, even 
though, in case that, since, so that, and why.  
For example:  

• Since I trust you to take care of it, we will adopt a dog today.  



The adverbial clause in the sentence above explains why the speaker has chosen to adopt a dog. 
1. Adverbial clauses always start with a subordinating conjunction 
For example:  

• Although I may never reach the top, I will still attempt to climb Mount Everest.  
In the example above, the dependent adverbial clause expresses a condition that the action of the 
sentence (climbing Mount Everest) is dependent on. 
2.Adverbial clauses always modify verbs 
For example:  

• She stepped confidently across the tightrope as if she had done it many times before. 
In the sentence above, the adverbial clause modifies the verb stepped by describing “how” the 
subject walked the tightrope. 
3. Adverbial clauses that come before the subject must be separated from the rest of the sentence 
through the use of a comma 
For example:  

• Even though I have never tried a funnel cake before, I think I would like it.  
• I think I would like a funnel cake even though I have never tried one before. 

In the two examples above, a similar adverbial clause both begins and ends two different 
sentences. In the first example, a comma must be used to separate the adverbial clause from the 
rest of the sentence. Writers do this to draw readers’ attention to the subject of the sentence as 
well as to let them know that the adverbial clause is just an introduction to the most important 
part of the sentence. 
– Adverbs of Frequency. 
Adverbs of frequency tell us how often something is done. Adverbs of frequency include; 
always, constantly, continually, frequently, infrequently, intermittently, normally, occasionally, 
often, periodically, rarely, regularly, seldom, sometimes etc. For example: I always do my 
homework on time. 
 examples of adverb of frequency. 
Adverbs of frequency 

• I always walk to work.. 
• They usually arrive late. 
• My father often forgets his birthday. 
• He sometimes wakes up early. 
• I rarely drink tea in the morning. 
• You hardly ever say you love me. 
• Jenny never drinks coffee in the evening. 
• We are never unhappy. 

Idioms and their uses.  
An idiom is a widely used saying or expression that contains a figurative meaning that is 
different from the phrase's literal meaning. ... These phrases are also unique to their language of 
origin.Idioms are a type of figurative language that can be used to add dynamism and 
character to otherwise stale writing.  
You can also use idioms to: 
Express Complex Ideas in a Simple Way:Oftentimes, idioms can help express a large or 
abstract idea in a way that is succinct and easy to understand. For instance, you could say that 
two things are impossible to compare to one another, because they possess different traits or 



meanings. Or you could simply say that it’s like “comparing apples to oranges.” In this case, 
the use of an idiom helps to express the same idea in a much simpler way. 

Add Humor To Your Writing: Idiomatic expressions can help transform flat description with 
the help of a funny turn-of-phrase. For instance, rather than describing someone as being not 
very smart, you could say that he is “not the sharpest tool in the shed” or “not the brightest 
star in the sky.” In addition to conveying that the subject in question is not intelligent, the 
inherent comparison of a person’s brain to a toolbox or a star is unexpected and humorous. 

Keep Your Reader Stimulated: By inserting an idiomatic phrase into your writing, you force 
the reader to shift from thinking literally to abstractly. This can help keep the reader stay 
focused and excited, as they must activate a more conceptual part of their brain in order to 
comprehend the idiom’s meaning. By describing someone taking on a larger task than they 
may have been prepared for as “biting off more than they can chew,” you encourage the 
reader to conjure a visual image in their head, which can help keep them engaged in your 
writing. 

Establish a Point of View: Since idioms are often used to express commonly shared or 
universal ideas, there are often dozens of idioms that apply to the same concept. However, 
depending on which idiom you choose, you can convey an entirely different attitude about the 
subject about which you are writing. For example, there many different idioms that express 
the concept of death. If you were to write that someone “passed away,” you are using an 
idiom to describe death in a graceful, delicate way. Alternatively, you could say that a person 
“kicked the bucket,” a much harsher and cruder way of describing the act of dying. Though 
both idioms ultimately mean the same thing, they convey completely different attitudes 
towards death. 

Evoke a Specific Region: Certain idioms are unique to different areas of the world. For 
instance, “that dog won’t hunt” is a common idiom in the Southern United States that means 
that something doesn’t work or make sense. On the other hand, if someone were to refer to a 
mess or a debacle as a “dog’s dinner,” they are likely British. In fiction writing, the strategic 
employment of specific idioms can often add a regional flavor and authenticity to your 
characters. 

Parts of Speech:  

There are eight main parts of speech (also known as word classes): nouns, pronouns, adjectives, 
verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions and interjections.Most parts of speech can be divided 
into sub-classes. Prepositions can be divided into prepositions of time, prepositions of place etc. 
Nouns can be divided into proper nouns, common nouns, concrete nouns etc. 

The eight main parts of speech in English are: 

NOUN - (Naming word) 

A noun is the name of a person, place, thing or idea. 

Examples of nouns: Daniel, London, table, dog, teacher, pen, city, happiness, hope 



Example sentences: Steve lives in Sydney. Mary uses pen and paper to write letters. 

PRONOUN - (Replaces a Noun) 

A pronoun is used in place of a noun or noun phrase to avoid repetition. 

Examples of pronouns: I, you, we, they, he, she, it, me, us, them, him, her, this, those 

Example sentences: Mary is tired. She wants to sleep. I want her to dance with me. 

ADJECTIVE - (Describing word) 
An adjective describes, modifies or gives more information about a noun or pronoun. 

Examples: big, happy, green, young, fun, crazy, three 

Example sentences: The little girl had a pink hat. 

VERB - (Action Word) 
A verb shows an action or state of being. A verb shows what someone or something is doing. 

Examples: go, speak, run, eat, play, live, walk, have, like, are, is 

Example sentences: I like Woodward English. I study their charts and play their games. 

ADVERB - (Describes a verb) 
An adverb describes/modifies a verb, an adjective or another adverb. It tells how, where, when, 
how often or to what extent. Many adverbs end in -LY 

Examples: slowly, quietly, very, always, never, too, well, tomorrow, here 

Example sentences: I am usually busy. Yesterday, I ate my lunch quickly. 

PREPOSITION - (Shows relationship) 
A preposition shows the relationship of a noun or pronoun to another word. They can indicate 
time, place, or relationship. 

Examples: at, on, in, from, with, near, between, about, under 

Example sentences: I left my keys on the table for you. 

CONJUNCTION - (Joining word) 
A conjunction joins two words, ideas, phrases or clauses together in a sentence and shows how 
they are connected. 

Examples: and, or, but, because, so, yet, unless, since, if. 

Example sentences: I was hot and exhausted but I still finished the marathon. 

INTERJECTION - (Expressive word) 
An interjection is a word or phrase that expresses a strong feeling or emotion. It is a short 
exclamation. 

Examples: Ouch! Wow! Great! Help! Oh! Hey! Hi! 



Example sentences: Wow! I passed my English test. Great! – Ouch! That hurt. 

ARTICLE - (Defining word) 

An article is used before a noun. These are divided into definite (the) and indefinite (a, an). 
Articles help define nouns. 

Examples: a, an, the 

Example sentences: I need a dictionary. The dictionary needs to be in English. 

Lexical and Structural words 
 To understand English writing or written English, we need to know two main things: 
 
1. Lexical meaning word 
2. Structural meaning word 
 
Lexical meaning word 
This word can be a verb, a noun, an adjective, etc. Lexical is derived from lexicon which has the 
same meaning with dictionary or something related to dictionary (Herman, 2009). On the other 
hand, lexical meaning word is a word or more which has a clear or certain meaning when we 
look up or find it in a dictionary. 
 
For example: 
book, go, write, help, hard, beautiful, change, leave, tell, house, a cat, well, etc. 
 
When we classify, the lexical meaning word will be found in; 
1. noun 
2. verb 
3. adverb 
4.adjective 
5. pronoun 
 
Besides, Lexical meaning word can stand alone and has its own meaning (lexicon) and clear for 
everyone. 
 
Structural Meaning Word 
Structural meaning word is a word or more which does not have a certain meaning in the 
dictionary. This can be a "be", auxilliary. preposition, conjunction,etc 
In this following terms are some structural meaning word: 
 
1, Preposition 
2. Conjunction 
3. Interjection 
4. articles (a, an and the) 
 
Those words above can not stand alone. For example: 
 



I cut the paper. 
I am cut the paper. 
 
The be  - /am/ - is the structural meaning word. here, the be /am/ can not stand one without other 
elements. The two sentences above is different in meaning. 
 
I cut the paper. 
/I/ is the doer and /paper/ is the object/ 
 

 
Determiners and Intensifiers. 

 
intensifiers: 

An intensifier is a word that strengthens or weakens another word (usually the word immediately 
to its right). An intensifier has no real meaning by itself and can usually be removed from the 
sentence. Intensifiers are adverbs. 
 
The most common intensifiers are "very," "extremely," and "incredibly." The sole purpose of an 
intensifier is to tell us about the intensity of another word. 

Examples of Intensifiers in Sentences 
Here are some examples of intensifiers (shaded) in sentences: 
• This pie is tasty. 

(There is no intensifier in this sentence.) 
• This pie is very tasty. 

(In this example, the intensifier "very" strengthens the adjective "tasty." Of note, "very" 
is the most common intensifier in English.) 
 
 

• The delegation is late. 
(There is no intensifier in this sentence.) 

• The delegation is very late. 
• Last week's test was really easy. 
• Last week's test was incredibly easy. 
• Last week's test was insanely easy. 

 

Determiners: 

They are modifying words that determine the kind of reference a noun or noun group has. 

Articles are determiners: A-AN-THE 

Demonstratives are determiners: THIS-THAT-THESE-THOSE 



Possessive adjectives are determiners: MY-YOUR-HIS-HER-ITS-OUR-THEIR. 

General determiners are quantifiers: LET'S FIND OUT WHAT A QUANTIFIER IS. 

More on intensifiers: 

Quantifiers: 

to talk about how much stuff or how many people or things you are talking about. 

I strongly disagree. 

It's extremely hot in Africa. 

You play soccer very well. 

Do you really mean it. 

It's fairly interesting. 

It's quite calm here. 

He's pretty intelligent. 

These students are rather noisy. 

I so wanted to buy the dress. 

She writes poems too often. 

It's absolutely amazing. 

I am a little angry with her. 

Error Analysis  

Error analysis is a method used to document the errors that appear in learner language, determine 
whether those errors are systematic, and (if possible) explain what caused them. ... An error 
analysis should focus on errors that are systematic violations of patterns in the input to which the 
learners have been exposed 
3 types of error analysis: 
They are: omission, addition, misinformation, and misordering. General Objective: To analyze 
the errors produced by a foreign language learner in her acquisition process. 
The importance of error analysis: 



Error analysis is a very important area of applied linguistics as well as of second and foreign 
language learning. It is also a systematic method to analyze learners' errors. Errors are not always 
bad, rather they are crucial parts and aspects in the process of learning a language. 
functions of doing error analysis: 
The aim of error analysis is to find and to know the characteristics of error that is done by 
students in their writing and make reconstruction in the students writing. The error analysis is not 
only done for correcting but also reflecting for the learning and teaching strategies to be made. 
main stages of error analysis 
These stages are as: 
 (1) "collection of a sample of learner language,  
(2) identification of errors, 
(3) description of errors, and 
 (4) explanation of errors".  
These stages are summarised and discussed in the following subsections 
principle for error analysis. 
The rules are: 
 1) the error should have one significant figure;  
2) the number of decimal places in the measurement should be the same as the number of 
decimal places in the error.  
 
Common errors by Indian English Users.  
1. It’s – its 
“It’s” is the abbreviated form of “it is” or “it has”, while “its” is the possessive adjective. 

Here are some examples: 
“It’s time to go.” (It is time to go.) 
“It’s started to rain again.” (It has started…) 

“The company has changed its hiring policy.” (possessive – “its” refers to the policy of the 
company.) 

2. You’re – your 
“You’re is the abbreviated form of “you are”. 
“Your” is the possessive adjective. 

Examples: 

“You’re funny!” (You are funny.) 
“Your jacket is too big.” (The jacket that belongs to you.) 

3. They’re – their – there 
“They’re” is the abbreviated form of “they are”. 
“Their” is the possessive adjective. 
“There” refers to place or as the subject in a sentence, as in “There are five people in my class.” 



Examples: 
“They’re leaving now.” (They are leaving now.) 
“Their car is new.” (The car that belongs to them.) 
“She lives there.” 

4. There’s – theirs 
“There’s” is the abbreviated form of “there is” or “there has”. 
Examples: 
“There’s a new student in the class.” (There is…) 
“There’s been an accident.” (There has been…) 

“Theirs” is the possessive form relating to “their”. 

Examples: 
“Which car is theirs?” 
“That one, over there.” 

5. Who’s – whose 
“Who’s” is the abbreviated form of “who is” or “who has”. 
“Whose” is a pronoun. 

Examples: 
“Who’s coming to the party tonight?” (Who is coming to the party?) 
“Who’s ordered this pizza?” (Who has ordered this pizza?) 
“Whose book is this?” (Who does this book belong to?) 

6. Who – whom 
Native speakers often get confused about when to use “whom”. In fact, the grammar rule is to 
use “who” for the subject of the verb, and “whom” for the object of the verb (and after 
prepositions). 

“Who ate all the cake?” (Who is the subject of the verb “ate”) 
“Whom did they address?” (Whom is the object of the verb “address”) 
“To whom should I address the letter?” (Whom is used after prepositions) 

In practice, we generally use “whom” only with prepositions, in expressions such as “some of 
whom”, “most of whom”, etc and in expressions like “To Whom It May Concern” (in a letter of 
reference). 

“The students, none of whom had been abroad before, were very excited.” 
“He congratulated the winners, all of whom had overcome personal setbacks.” 



When we speak, we tend to use “who”. So instead of “To whom am I talking”, “Who am I 
talking to?” 

7. Should of / Would of / Could of 
“Should of”, “Would of” and “Could of” are always incorrect. The correct form is “should 
have”, “would have” and “could have”. 

Example: 
“You should have left sooner.” 
“I would have told you if I’d known.” 
“He could have been a tennis champion.” 

8. To – too – two 
These three words are commonly confused because they sound the same. 

Remember: “to” is a preposition 
“She walked to the office.” 

“Too” means “also”. 
“I’m going too,” he said. 

“Two” is the number. 
“There are two things you need to remember.” 

9. Then – than 
We use “then” to show sequence. 
“I went home and then I had dinner.” 

We use “than” in comparisons. 
“He’s taller than me.” 

(Don’t use “then” instead of “than” in these situations.) 

10. Between you and I/me 
We use I as the subject, and “me” as the object of the verb. 
“You and I can go to the meeting in my car.” (Not “you and me” because “I” is also the subject 
of the verb “go”.) 

But “Between you and me, the new boss doesn’t have enough experience.” 
In this situation, “you and me” follows the preposition “between”. After prepositions we need the 
object, and the object form of “I” is “me”. 



11.I am agree. 

Correct: I agree. 

Agree is a verb. It does not need the verb ‘to be’ in front of it. You can simply say “I agree / I 
don’t agree / I disagree.” 

12.Students must cope up with stress. 

Correct: Students must cope with stress. 

The preposition “up” here is not necessary.  To cope up is not a phrasal verb. 

13. Although I was hungry, but I didn’t stop studying. 

Correct: 

Although I was hungry, I didn’t stop studying. 

I was hungry, but I didn’t stop studying. 

The words although and but have the same function. You should only use one of these words in 
a sentence to present contrasting ideas, not both of them. 

UNIT- IX  LANGUAGE ACROSS CURRICULUM  
Communication : 
 Before going into the meaning of the word 'Communication', let us know first how the name 
itself originated. This has its origin in the Latin word 'Communis', which means 'Common'. The 
term 'Communication' thus gives us to understand that it is the act wherein a concept, fact, idea, 
principle or theory is passed from one individual to another or a group. Communication is the 
process of give and take of information. But the information conveyed should be without any 
distortion.  
The Purpose of Communication: 
 The objectives of Communication may be various ranging from motivating, informing, 
suggesting, warning, ordering, brining about a change in behaviour, establishing better relation, 
bringing about meaningful learning and so on. In order to understand the meaning of 
'Communication' better,  
Definitions of 'Communication'.  
"Communication means sharing of ideas and feelings in a mood of mutuality." 
 "Communication is a process of sharing of experiences till it becomes a common possession." 
"Communication involves interaction which encourages give and take".  
"Effective Communication is a two-way process, including feedback and interaction. 
Types of Communication: 
 While explaining the meaning of Communication, you have seen that it takes place between two 
persons or between one and a group and so on. Based on this, the presentation may be in 
different modes such as:  



Face-to-Face Communication:  
Here, Communication is person to person, wherein one person speaks and the other listens. In 
this type, therefore, Communication is a faceto-face interaction. Even when it is between one 
person and a group, like in a lecture, it is a face-to-face interaction. This is the most important 
characteristic of such a mode of Communication. This is very effective as the listener can ask 
question, get his doubts clarified and get satisfaction.  
Writing - reading Communication: 
 Here, the experience of the receiver of information is derived from the reading material. 
Although the reader enjoys the writings, there might be certain aspects that he may not 
understand and there is no scope of it being clarified immediately. The lack of face-to-face 
interaction is a handicap here. Such Communication takes place when reading books, 
newspapers, magazines, etc.  
Visualising - observing:  
An apt example of this is viewing TV programmes, watching a film, witnessing a drama being 
enacted. These experiences provide an opportunity to view the facial expressions and gestures 
and so produce a greater impact than writing -reading communication. Communication is basic 
to all human performance and interaction. Therefore, the ability to communicate effectively is 
very essential in any interaction. Communication is a two-way process that is affected following 
the principles of Psychology of human nature. Man, being a social animal, can never live in 
isolation. Moreover, in a society where people are interdependent, it is essential that they 
communicate with people around them. Can you imagine a world where you can live without 
interacting with anybody for even a day!!! Even if you do not verbally communicate, you will 
certainly need to resort to some kind of nonverbal communication. Such is the importance of 
Communication. Communication, which is made with a specific purpose, is a very important 
process, irrespective of the place where it takes place. It reduces the gap between the knowledge 
developed and that, which is acquired. Communication has traversed a long way from the days 
of the runner to the present day satellite and Internet 
 Components Communication is always made with a purpose. For Communication to take place 
there should be a source from where the message has to originate and then a receiver to receive 
the same. But, Communication does not comprise only of these. Between the sender and the 
receiver, are the message and the medium/channel of Communication. The channel may be the 
language, the signs, gestures, etc. The receiver might receive it by listening, reacting or simply 
observing. Thus, the process of communication involves four components, namely, Sender, 
technically known as encoder, 
 
Factors Affecting Communication 
Broadly speaking, these can be classified into four.  
1. Factors related to the sender.  
 2. Factors related to the message.  
3. Factors related to the receiver.  
4. Factors related to the climate.  
Let us now discuss each one in detail.  
Factors related to the sender: Here the major concern is that of the sender. It is essential that the 
sender of information needs to have a correct perception of himself as a communicator and also 
the information that he wants to communicate. Another point of concern is how the receiver 



looks upon the sender. Unless the sender has an open mind and concentrated attention, the 
effectiveness of Communication will not be realized.  
Factors related to the message: The factors related to the message can be categorized into two, 
namely, verbal message and non-verbal message. When Communication is done through verbal 
message, the factors given consideration here are: a) Accuracy and precision of words b) 
Simplicity and clarity c) Appropriateness d) Imagination and originality e) Intonation and 
delivery The factors that are to be given prominence in the non-verbal Communication are: a) 
Posture b) Gesture c) Facial expression and emotions d) Movement  
Factors related to the receiver: As for the receiver factors, the aspects relevant here are: a) 
Intelligence b) Age and sex c) Self esteem d) Motivation e) Attitude f) Listening skills  
Factors related to the climate:  
The climate related factors are: a) Openness b) Empathy c) Supportiveness d) Positiveness e) 
Avoiding noise. 
Patterns of interaction: 
Patterns of interaction, or interaction patterns, as the name says, are the different possibilities in 
which students can interact with each other and with the teacher in the classroom 
nteraction is needed in the classroom activity. It helps the teaching and learning process run 
smoothly and it can increase learners' communicative. It tells how the students have interaction 
among them and teacher even with the whole class. 

Interpersonal skills : 

Interpersonal skills involve the ability to communicate and build relationships with others. Often 
called ‘people skills’, they tend to incorporate both your innate personality traits and how you’ve 
learned to handle certain social situations. Effective interpersonal skills can help you during the 
job interview process and can have a positive impact on your career advancement.Interpersonal 
skills are traits you rely on when you interact and communicate with others. They cover a variety 
of scenarios where communication and cooperation are essential. 

Some examples of interpersonal skills include: 

• Active listening 
• Teamwork 
• Responsibility 
• Dependability 
• Leadership 
• Motivation 
• Flexibility 
• Patience 
• Empathy 

In a work environment, strong interpersonal skills are an asset that can help you navigate 
complexity, change and day-to-day tasks. 



Importance of interpersonal skills : 

Strong interpersonal skills can help you during the job interview process as interviewers look for 
applicants who can work well with others. They will also help you succeed in almost any job by 
helping you understand other people and adjusting your approach to work together effectively. 
For example, while a software engineer may spend the majority of her time working on code 
independently, she may need to collaborate with other programmers to effectively bring a 
product to market. 

This is especially true as more companies implement collaborative agile frameworks to get work 
done. Employers will be looking for workers who can both perform technical tasks with 
excellence and communicate well with colleagues. 

Examples of interpersonal skills 

Unlike technical or ‘hard’ skills, interpersonal skills are ‘soft’ skills that are easily transferable 
across industries and positions. Employers value interpersonal skills because they contribute to 
positive work environments and help maintain an efficient workflow. 

Here is a list of interpersonal skills for you to identify the ones you may possess that are valuable 
to employers. 

Active listening 

Active listening means listening to others with the purpose of gathering information and 
engaging with the speaker. Active listeners avoid distracting behaviours while in conversation 
with others. This can mean putting away or closing laptops or mobile devices while listening and 
asking and answering questions when prompted. 

Dependability 

Dependable people can be relied on in any given situation. This can include anything from being 
punctual to keeping promises. Employers highly value dependable workers and trust them with 
important tasks and duties. 

Empathy 

A worker’s ‘emotional intelligence’ is how well they understand the needs and feelings of others. 
Employers may hire empathetic or compassionate employees to create a positive, high-
functioning workplace. 

Leadership 

Leadership is an important interpersonal skill that involves effective decision making. Effective 
leaders incorporate many other interpersonal skills like empathy and patience to make decisions. 



Leadership skills can be used by both managers and individual contributors. In any role, 
employers value people who take ownership to reach common goals. 

Teamwork 

The ability to work together as a team is extremely valuable in every workplace. Teamwork 
involves many other interpersonal skills like communication, active listening, flexibility and 
responsibility. Those who are good ‘team players’ are often given important tasks in the 
workplace and may be seen as good candidates for promotions. 

Each type of work-individual, pair and group- has its place in the language classroom. As the 
above table shows, there are certain pros and cons of each approach, but all can be connected to 
theory dealing with effective language learning. Some activities and topics may be best suited to 
one particular style of work, but the key is to use variety and give students a sufficient number of 
opportunities to work and learn from one another. 

A benefit of students working together is that, by explaining a concept or idea to peers, that idea 
or concept becomes clearer to the student doing the explaining. 

Why is it important to share ideas with others in a group work setting? 

• learning to be conscious of how you learn will help you to better understand how 
someone else learns 

• becoming conscious of how you AND OTHERS learn will help you to understand better 
how your students learn 

• becoming conscious also requires FOLLOW-UP action which is not always easy or quick 

How should pair work be structured? 

In order for it to be successful and a valuable use of class time, students need to be able to 
practice taking on each role to get maximum exposure with the material. For example, if students 
are practicing a two-person dialogue, each student should have a turn with each role. To take pair 
work one step further, the teacher should have students work on the same activity in different 
pairs; by working with several other students in the class, each student gets ample practice, they 
could make use of Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development, and has the opportunity to hear 
and help other students with pronunciation. 

Group making Ideas 

We know that group work can be a useful tool in the language classroom but how should groups 
be chosen? Here are some strategies for forming groups in the language classroom: 

 

Index Cards Put matching stickers on every set of two index cards.  When it is time to choose partners or 
groups, put cards face down on a table and have students come up and pick a card.  Students then 
find their sticker match.  



 

Numbered 
Sticks 

  

Use tongue depressors and put a number on one end of each one - up to the number of kids in the 
class. Number the students in the beginning of the year as well. Keep the "sticks" in a cup, number 
down. When it's time for partner work, pull 2, or 3, or 4 (whatever size groups you need) at a time 
and those numbered kids work together. The "sticks" are also good for choosing who answers a 
question during a discussion. 

 

Puzzle 
Pieces 

  

Cut the pictures from an old calendar, and have them laminated, then cut them into puzzle shaped 
pieces. Have the kids each pull a puzzle piece from a basket and then tell them to go find the other 
pieces to their puzzle and when their puzzle is complete to sit at a group of desks and raise their 
hands. 

 

 
Concept of curriculum: 
    Curriculum can be understood as a systematic plan that provides learning experience for the 
children. It includes all the activities of the children that are taken up under the direction of the 
teacher. it provides the children with the planned learning environment and the necessary 
instruction. it aims at achieving the intended outcomes in the teaching- learning process. the 
curriculum in English includes the objectives of teaching methods of instruction ,text books, 
teaching learning materials ,guidance and counseling ,participation of students in games and 
sorts, their involvement in literary and cultural activities, their participation in seminars and 
conferences and evaluation. To achieve these learning outcomes, curriculum should be based on 
certain principles. 
The teacher should be creative and resourceful enough in incorporating and integrating various 
other activities in the curriculum that he/she feels desirable in a given context. The teacher 
should realize the fact that curriculum and instruction are complementary to each other. 
Meaning of curriculum: 
The word “curriculum” comes from a Latin word meaning to run a race. In current use, people 
generally think of the curriculum as “the course to be run”, which implies it is not the actual 
running. 

Map Quest Students are both given a map (can be authentic or teacher made).  One student asks for 
directions to a particular place on the map and the other student gives directions.  Students switch 
roles and repeat activity. 

Picture Description Students work in partners and compete to draw the most accurate image.  One partner holds an 
image in their hand and describes the image to the other partner who tries to draw the image.  
Once the image is competed partners can switch roles and repeat activity. 

Blindfolded 
Directions 

In partners, one student leads the blind-folded partner through an obstacle course by giving 
verbal directions.  Students can switch roles and repeat activity.  

Same/Different- 
Trouvez les 
differences 

Spot the difference is a name given to a puzzle where two versions of an image are shown side by 
side, and the player has to find differences between them.  For this partner activity the pair has to 
figure out what those differences are by asking each other questions.  For second language 
learning it is important to choose or create images that incorporate vocabulary known by the 
student.  By asking students to work in stages (5 differences at a time) they will be less likely to 
get overwhelmed and find the task more motivating. 



Definition of curriculum: 
“curriculum is concerned  not with what students will do in the learning situation, but what they 
will learn as a consequence of what they do.”-Johnson. 
“curriculum is a tool in the hands of the artist(teacher) to mould his material(students) in his 
studio(school)”.- Cunningham 
“Curriculum is defined has totality of experiences the pupil receives through the manifold 
activities that go in the school. In the classroom, library, laboratory, workshop, playground and 
in the numerous informal contacts between the teacher and the pupil.” – Secondary education 
commission. 
 
Curriculum: 
    According to taba, “a curriculum is a plan for learning”. Curriculum refers to all the learning 
experiences provided to the learners by the teacher in the school. Beauchamp considers the 
curriculum has: 

1. A document describing content aims and the learning situations 
2. A system which deals with the context of human action and curriculum decisions. 
3. An area of activity. A curriculum consist of five components:1. The learner and 

the society 2. Aims and objectives 3.content and subject matter 4.methodology 
and learning environment 5. Evaluation 

Syllabus; 
    Syllabus is the document which derives its contents from the curriculum. It is the summary or 
outline of the course of studies, it is the program of lessons. Syllabus normally contains three 
components: 

1. Aims and objectives 
2. Content 
3. References 

     The curriculum is developed for a course whereas syllabus is developed for a period of time- 
say first semester or second semester. Syllabus is an instructional tool to achieve curricular aims. 

a. Curriculum Design - Principles of Curriculum Construction. 
Curriculum design: 
Curriculum design aims to plan and manage the substantive framework, the paradigm and th 
organizational form of curriculum. In general it is usually influenced by decisions made in two 
levels. One is in a broad sense. That is the choice of the basic value. Curriculum designers often 
influenced by designers attitude towards the basis of choosing materials. There were organized 
disciplines, learning students and society. The other is in a practical sense. It includes the 
management and implementation of curriculum components. The problem it deals with focus on 
what subjects to design in accordance with goals and objects and how to offer them. It should 
take a count of the requirement and need of society, knowledge and individuality. 
 Principles of Curriculum Construction: 
      While planning curriculum we have to keep in mind certain important principles. Many 
people consider that the level of difficulty of the subject matter, its logical sequence and the 
interest of the learners as important criteria to select the subject matter. In addition while framing 
curriculum we should also consider a various experiences that the children are expected to gain 
through different activities. 
There are several principles of curriculum construction formulated by various curriculum 
experts. These principles can be meaningfully classified into two groups:  



(1) Principles related to Learners and Community to whom the proposed curriculum is being 
developed.  
(2) Principles related to Curriculum Organization and other well-accepted educational principles. 
The following are the Principles of curriculum construction: Principles related to Learners and 
Community  
1. Child Centredness  
2. Community Centredness  
3. Utility Principle 4. Need Principle  
5. Relevance Principle  
6. Conservation Principle  
7. Principle of Leisure  
8. Vocational Preparation  
9. Futuristic Principle  
10. Development of Creativity  
Principles related to Organization of Curriculum:  
1. Principle of Variety  
2. Principle of Readiness  
3. Principle of Flexibility  
4. Activity Centredness  
5. Comprehensiveness  
6. Principle of Core Subjects  
7. Principle of Dynanism  
8. Principle of Organisation 
 9. Principle of Integration  
Principles Related To Learners And Community 
 Any curriculum must reflect and satisfy the needs and aspirations of learners and community for 
whom it is intended. Hence, curriculum framers, first, have to identify the needs of learners and 
community. They should study their aspirations. This helps them reflect these needs and 
aspirations in the proposed curriculum. The principles related to learners and community help 
curriculum developers to a great extent 
 Child Centredness : 
The curriculum should be based on pupil’s present needs, interests. The child should be the 
central focus in the process of curriculum construction. Child- Centered is a time honored and 
well-accepted concept in all educative processes. This is also true in curriculum construction. 
The content selection, designing of learning experiences, selection of teaching 
methods/techniques and even process of evaluation have to be done keeping learner’s or child’s 
interest and needs. The principle is important because the curriculum is for the child and the 
child is for the curriculum. 
Important steps in curriculum construction: 

a) Diagnosis of needs: the immediate purpose of curriculum is to meet the changing needs 
of the learners. 

b) Formulation of objectives: there should be some directions in the process of teaching 
learning so we should keep in mind certain definite objectives while framing the 
curriculum 

c) Selection of subject matters: The subject matter selected for instruction should be in tune 
with the age and learning environment of the students. The student matter should be so 



organized that it should follow the psychological principles of learning. ‘known to 
unknown’, ‘simple to complex’, ‘concrete to abstract’, etc. 

d) Selection of learning experience: the learning experiences should be so selected that they 
should be in accordance with the learning needs of the students following scrupulously 
principles of psychology and education.  

e) Evaluation: the curriculum shoul properly be evaluated. This includes both the formative 
and summative evaluation. 

The present curriculum has brought a change in the status of teaching English. It attempts to 
cater to the needs of the students on one hand and the demands of the society on the other. The 
new curriculum of English at the school and the college levels has been formulated keeping in 
view of certain principles: 

1. Variety of experiences: the curriculum in English should not be confined to subject 
matter alone it should include a variety of experiences that the teacher is expected to 
receive through various activities that are planned in the classroom, library, laboratory, 
playground etc.  

2. Elasticity: we find difference among the children in the school. They posses likes and 
dislikes and differences in attitudes, aptitudes and interests. The curriculum differences 
are taken care of thoroughly. Hence, the curriculum should be elastic and possess variety. 

3. Inter-relationship of subjects: The curriculum in English should not be in the form of a 
number of isolated watertight compartments. There should be co-ordination and 
correlation among different aspects of language learning, viz., prose, poetry, grammar, 
composition etc. further there should be correlation between English and other school 
subjects also. 

4. Training for leisure: the curriculum should be designed to train the students not only for 
the academic work in different school subjects, but also for proper     

       
UNIT – X  LANGUAGE ASSESMENT AND EVALUATION 
Concept of Evaluation : 

Evaluation is a continuous process which is an integral part of teaching. It is not merely a 
test at the end of an English lesson or unit. 
Instead, evaluation goes on constantly during lessons and units and its clearly related to 
the teachers goal and points of view on English teaching. Besides being a continuous 
experience, evaluation is cumulative record should be kept for all children. 
This can understand as a comprehensive process of assigning a value to a phenomenon 
with the reference to some social ,cultural or scientific standard. It is a continues process. 
it forms an integral part of the total system of education and its intimately related to the 
educational objectives. it takes into its preview the educational objectives the learning 
experiences and the feed back in the teaching –learning process. it is both quantitative 
and qualities. If we want to evaluate the performance of a student in his skills of writing, 
firstly we quantify the speed of his writing, and then we try to find out his ability to 
organize the ideas into a logical order in narrating the event. 
Finally we judge how creative the individual is in expressing his ideas in the written form 
of the language. thus evaluation gives us the evidence to judge the students performance 
with reference to some standard and thereby estimate the level of attainment of the 
individual in realizing the objectives in the process of teaching- learning. 

Purpose of Evaluation: 



Evaluation serves some useful purposes. 
• Assessment of attainment for purpose of awarding a qualification or for selection 

and placement. 
• Prediction of future progress. 
• Measurement of the value of teaching methods and procedures- an essential part 

of the design of experiment in teaching. 
• Diagnosis of individual or group difficulties. 
• Measurement of aptitude. 

Procedure of evaluation: 
evaluation in education is a systematic process designed to determine the effectiveness of 
instructions in respect of an individual child, a group of children or the school program me itself 
taking into account the realization of educational objectives. The process of a valuation takes 
into consideration the educational objectives and the learning experiences provided by the 
system. There is a tri polar relationship among these three elements, namely educational 
objectives, learning experiences and evaluation. This relationship can be represented with the 
help of a triangle viewing the three elements as the three vertices of the triangle as shown 
hereunder. 
Educational objectives are directed at providing the desirable changes we expect in the behavior 
of the students. these objectives provide the basis and direction for the activities in the system. 
They are designed to achieve the expected behavioral modifications in the students. Learning 
experiences are the experiences the students are subjected to in the process of teaching –learning. 
These experiences should be in tune with the educational objectives and help the students to 
understand the concept better. 
Evaluation is a process of knowing to what extent the educational objectives have been realized 
in the process and how effectively the students have attained the levels of achievement with the 
help of learning experiences provided to the students in the process. 

• Formation of educational objectives. 
• Stating the objectives in terms of behavioural modification. 
• Providing learning experience in accordance with the objectives. 
• Devising tools of evaluation in time with the objectives and learning experiences. 
• Suggesting modifications in the teaching –learning process. 

Measurement and Testing: 
 In our educational system, the three terms, ‘evaluation’, ‘test’, ‘measurement’ are often used 
interchangeability. But there is the clear distinction among these three concepts . a test is the tool 
to understand the level of achievement of an individual in performing a particular task assigned 
to him. It is the device to elicit the behavioral change of an individual in the process of learning 
which helps as make some inferences and draw conclusions about certain characteristics of the 
individual. Measurement on the other hand is the process of quantifying the ability of an 
individual in performing the task in the process of learning and assigns a numeral to the event. It 
is quantitative in nature. It is associated with the achievement of an individual in a single subject 
or specific technical skills. Evaluation is concerned with the total process of teaching learning 
educational objectives, curriculum, teaching learning material, methods of instructions, learning 
environment etc. 
Types of evaluation: 
 Evaluation can be understood as  
1. Process oriented 



2. Goal oriented depending on the purpose evaluation is classified into two types formative 
evaluation and summative evaluation.   
Types of evaluation   
Formative assessment: 
It is said to be process oriented. It involves getting information and feed back about different 
aspects of teaching learning process. Formative evaluation can be related to any one of the 
aspects –syllabus, curriculum, methodology, learning experiences, and learning out comes etc. 
Questionnaires, observation schedules, checklist, inventories, interviews, diaries, objective type 
tests etc are some of the important tools of formative evaluation. The information collected with 
the help of these tools is descriptive in nature. It helps to provide new insights into the teaching-
learning process. It is used to monitor the learning experiences of the students during the period 
of instruction. The unit test, home assignment, quiz programmes etc., serve the purpose of 
formative evaluation. 
Summative evaluation: 
It is goal oriented. It focuses on the end product of a program. It is done at the end or on 
completion of a particular instructional programme whose duration may vary from the semester 
to the whole year. The information obtained is not descriptive in nature. The results are 
statistically analyzed and interpreted. It is concern with the learning outcomes in the teaching 
learning process. The final test or the annual examination that declare a candidate’s promotion to 
the next higher class or detention in the same class are examples of summative evaluation. 
Diagnostic test 
It is a type of assessment given at the beginning of the instruction. It aims to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of the students regarding the topic to be discussed. 
A diagnostic test is a test designed to locate specific learning deficiencies in case of specific 
individuals at a specific stage of a learning lesson, so that specific effort could be made to 
overcome those deficiencies. 

The important uses of diagnostic tests are:  
• Items, units or skills, which are understood by a majority of students, car1 be located and 
teaching can be adjusted to the situation  
• Items, units or skills which are not understood by a majority of pupils can be located and there 
by special emphasis in these aspects can be attempted. 
 • The causes for the difficulty in certain items can be found out, for which remedial measures 
can be taken  
• Individual weakness can be found out which would serve as the baseline for individual 
correction work and personal guidance 
Diagnostic test may be used for prognosis:  
It helps to predict the possible success in certain type of courses or vocation and therefore it 
helps in providing guidance and counselling  
• Diagnostic tests can be made the basis of individualized instruction. Differentiated teaching 
methods, ability grouping, individual drill. differentiated assignments etc. can be attempted on 
the basis of the results of diagnostic tests  
• Diagnostic test measures 'real understanding' as opposed to superficial mastery of subject areas 
measured by achievement of pupils in subject areas  
• Diagnostic tests can assist the pupil in locating one's weakness and so they can be corrected 
with maximum ease and economy. 



Diagnostic tests can indicate the effectiveness of specific methods of teaching in dealing with 
specific teaching situations Diagnosis of pupils'  weakness and self-discovery can lead to 
motivation and interest can generate cooperation in future teaching learning situation  Diagnostic 
tests can be effectively used for providing feedback to the students and teachers.  Helpful in 
classification of the students in different categories. 
 
Prognostic test: 
When a test is meant to detect a condition that exists at the time of testing (a diagnostic test) T 
and D are assessed within a time span short enough that the situation does not change during that 
time. When a test is meant to predict a condition that may or may not occur in the future (a 
prognostic test) the test (T) is done at one time point and the subject followed prospectively to a 
later time point at which D is determined. In either case to avoid measurement bias the 
determinations of T and D should be done “blinded” to each other to avoid pseudo correlation 
due to bias in the raters. 
Prognostic tests try to predict how well a person will succeed in learning a L2, these focus on 
specific kinds of activity, for example, sound ,imitation ,pattern matching. They provide data 
about individual difficulties. Prognostic test discover how a learner will be successful in a course 
or if he or she is able to attend such a course. 
Methods specific to conducing a systematic review of a prognostic test are not well established. 
In some contexts it may be useful to categorize subjects as those who do or do not experience the 
outcome being predicted during a specified time interval that is appropriate for the questions 
being addressed by a review. 
Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation: 
Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) refers to a system of school-based evaluation 
of students that covers all aspects of students development. It is a developmental process of 
assessment which emphasizes on two fold objectives. These objectives are continuity in 
evaluation and assessment of broad based learning and behaviourial outcomes on the other. In 
this scheme the term ‘continuous' is meant to emphasise that evaluation of identified aspects of 
students ‘growth and development' is a continuous process rather than an event, built into the 
total teaching-learning process and spread over the entire span of academic session.  
                     The second term ‘comprehensive' means that the scheme attempts to cover both the 
scholastic and the coscholastic aspects of students' growth and development. Since abilities, 
attitudes and aptitudes can manifest themselves in forms other then the written word, the term 
refers to application of variety of tools and techniques (both testing and non-testing) and aims at 
assessing a learner's development in areas of learning like : 
 • Knowledge  
• Understanding/Comprehension  
• Applying  
• Analyzing 
• Evaluating  
• Creating  
• feedback of evidence to teachers and  
• students 
The objectives of the Scheme are : 
 • To help develop cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills.  
• To lay emphasis on thought process and de-emphasise memorization  



• To make evaluation an integral part of teaching-learning process  
• To use evaluation for improvement of students achievement and teaching – learning strategies 
on the basis of regular diagnosis followed by remedial instruction  
• To use evaluation as a quality control devise to maintain desired standard of performance  
• To determine social utility, desirability or effectiveness of a programme and take appropriate 
decisions about the learner, the process of learning and the learning environment  
• To make the process of teaching and learning a learner-centered activity. 
Comprehensive  
• Scholastic - Subject specific areas.  
• Co-Scholastic - Life skills, attitudes & values and other cocurricular activities  
• Includes a variety of tools and techniques for assessment of the learners.  
Scholastic  
• Academic Work experience  
• Physical and Health Education  
• Art Education 
Co Scholastic  
• Life Skills  
• Attitudes and Values  
• Participation and Achievement  
• Outdoor Activities  
Scholastic Evaluation  
Formative Assessment :  
1.Assessment which is carried throughout the year by the teacher formally and informally  
2. It is diagnostic and remedial  
Summative Assessment:  
• End of term or end of the year exams  
• Feedback on learning (assessment of learning) to teacher and parents 
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT (FA)Will comprise of: 
 • Class work  
• Homework  
• Oral questions  
• Quizzes  
• Projects  
• Assignments/Tests  
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT(SA) Will be Term End Examination:  
• Curriculum and syllabus as circulated by the board  
• Question papers to be prepared by schools as per the CBSE format and have to be only from 
the Question Bank on the CBSE website.  
• Exam to be conducted by schools  
• Evaluation of Answer scripts will be done with in the school. 
Assessment - assessment of learning and assessment for learning: 
Nature of Assessment: 
               Assessment serves to promote learning by reinforcing the efficacy of teaching learning 
when teachers can customize their teaching plans through relevant information on students’ 
interests, abilities and learning progress with constant involvement and inputs from students. It 



aims to accomplish the goal where children develop the skills and abilities to move on the path 
of selflearning and awareness. 
 Contemporary research literature highlights three major purposes of assessment, which include ; 
a.‘Assessment for Learning’,  
b.‘Assessment as Learning’ and  
c.‘Assessment of Learning’.  
                     Taking into consideration the overall development (physical, socio emotional 
besides the cognitive) of a child as mandated under the RTE Act, it is important that the focus of 
learning and assessment of children includes different skills, concerns, values, dispositions and 
sensitivities besides knowledge. The holistic development helps children imbibe all these and the 
teachers need to assess them continuously to find out their learning needs and gaps. The evidence 
or information from different sources for the same may be collected using diverse learning 
situations and monitored to provide regular and timely feedback and plan the teaching learning 
accordingly (Assessment for Learning) to build the capacity of self assessment and self learning 
among children (Assessment as Learning) and help them progress. In addition to this, to provide 
a sense of accomplishment to children including those with special needs and help them know 
where they are and decide where they need to be, there is a need to share their progress at certain 
intervals (Assessment of Learning) with them and their guardians (or other stakeholders who 
could potentially contribute towards children’s progress) giving a comprehensive picture of their 
learning and personality. 
Assessment for learning : 
It occurs during, rather than after the teaching learning process as it has as its primary focus on 
the ongoing improvement of learning for all students. 
 a. Assessment is a school-based integral to Teaching Learning: For long assessment has been 
considered to be term-end or process end activity believing that pressurizing and exposing 
children to frequent examination and comparing them with the high achievers incites them to 
perform better. As a school-based activity integrated with the teaching learning, CCE helps in 
doing away with examination related fear, anxiety or trauma. 
 b. Multiple Evidence Based: As no single assessment method is capable of providing complete 
information about a child’s progress and learning, so it needs to be multiple evidence based to 
make it free from biases or distortion. This requires tapping different sources to collect 
information as evidence.  
c. Assessing learning progress holistically: It includes assessment of all aspects of students’ 
personality i.e. knowledge, performance, skills, interests, dispositions, motivation using a range 
of activities that the child participates in both inside and outside the classroom for making 
assessment comprehensive.  
d. Sensitive to individual learning needs: This requires identifying individual and special needs 
of all children (including those with special needs and from the marginalized groups ). Teachers 
may design and use a range of resources and activities suited to the learning needs (learning 
pace, style, level and other special needs or required accomodations) of children and use the 
gathered information to address their needs. The teacher responses to the student needs are to be 
provided sensitively. 
 e. Serves to observe changes in learning progress over time: Assessment for learning goes along 
with the teaching-learning process in a continuous Assessment as Learning CCE may not be seen 
as the sole responsibility of teachers. It reduces their burden as it places the onus of learning on 



different stakeholders, thus, making it a collective responsibility of all especially parents, 
children and teachers in addition to the principal, head teacher and others.  
Assessment of Learning 
 a. Criteria Based Comprehensive Assessment:  
This is to benchmark students’ learning against criteria based on subject specific learning 
outcomes identified as per the curricular aims and objectives envisaged for each curricular area 
in the National Curriculum Framework. To provide comprehensive information regarding the 
extent of student learning vis-àvis learning outcomes on all aspects of curriculum including 
performance in different subject areas, skills (academic, interpersonal) interests, dispositions and 
motivation in a holistic manner without segregating into compartments of scholastic and non-
scholastic areas. The criteria (learning outcomes) are based on the syllabi taking into account all-
round development of children. 
 b. Multiple Evidence Based Assessment:  
To make it credible it needs to be based on evidence collected using multiple ways of assessment 
such as paper pencil tests, oral tests, performance of tasks, experiments, project work etc. The 
evidence may be systematically kept or recorded for tapping the change in learning and 
development of each child against the identified 
Qualities of a Good test. 
Objectivity: 
 
Objectivity of a question we mean the definiteness in the answer expected. It can be maintained 
by pinpointing the specific behavior going to be evaluated determining the expected answer by 
which this behavior can be tested deciding up on the  scoring procedure and then re –examining 
the questions in terms of the above aspects. 
Before setting terms for a test intended for measuring the attainment of learner’s in a particular 
unit of study the evaluated should think of the objectives and the resulting specifications with 
which the unit was taught a prepare sufficient number of items suitable to measure the degree of 
attainment in each of this specifications. This is what is meant by sale that a test should be 
objective based. 
Comprehensiveness; 
The test should cover the whole syllabus. Due importance should be given to all the relevant 
learning materials. It should also cover all the anticipated objectives. If these two exist the test 
may be said to possess Comprehensiveness; 
Validity: 
A test is said to be valid if it measure what it intended to measure. Different types of validities 
are given. 
 
 

1.   content validity : If the test contents agrees with the course content with regard to the dimensions 
instructional objectives and subject matter the test may be said to possess content validity. 

2.   predictive validity; 
 In  order to make the prediction authentic validity of the prediction test has to be established. 
This is often done by co-relating the test results with some other external criteria that has already 
been proved to authoritically predict efficiency .This co-relation is statistically determined  and if 
the test scores are found to be lightly co-related with external criterion ,the test also will be 
adjudged as valid concurrent validity.Here the test results are compared with some other 



measures of the same phenomina ( Rating Scale) obtain simultaneously high with Co-relation 
between the 2 sets of score establishes the validity of the test and hence is known as concurrent 
validity. 
Construct validity: 
The trait is associated with something construct by the tester to represent the traits,that is a 
‘construt’. Such a test is critically examined by asking the question how well the test score 
corresponds to the construct and hence such validity is known as construct validity  
Reliability: 
reliability of a test refers to the degree of consistency with which measures what it is intented to 
measure. Reliability  is a pre requisite for validity but reliability alone cannot ensure validity. 
When we considered the relation between reliability and validity in the opposite direction a test 
with high validity and has to be reliable also. 
There are different methods for determining the reliability of a test . In the test retest method a 
test is administered twise to the same group with a short interval in between. The Scores are 
labeled and the co-relation Calculated when the co-relation is higher these will be more 
reliability. 
In Parallel or equelleed form method, reliability is determined using 2 equalled form of the same 
test content here also comparison is made by determining the co-relation between the 2 sets of 
scores. 
In Split half method, the scores of the odd and even items are taken and the co-relation between 
the 2 sets of scores determining the assumption is that these scores are comparable then we get 
reliability of the half test using Sphereman. Brown Phrophecy formula we can calculate 
reliability of full test. 
Practicability: 
To  Make the practicability of a test setter  should plan about economy of time effort and finance 
required. 
Comparability: 
A test  possesses comparability when scores obtained by administering can be interpreted in 
terms of a common base thar has natural or accepted meaning. There are two methods for 
establishing the comparability of standard tests. They are making available equivalent forms of a 
test and making available adequate norms. 
Utility: 
utility of a test may be considered as the final master criterion. A test has utility if it provides the 
test conditions that would facilitate  realization of the purpose for which it is meant. For 
achieving utility it is essential that the test is constructed in the light of well thought out purpose 
and its interpretations are used in obtaining desirable results. 
 
Different tools and Techniques of evaluation : 
A tool of evaluation in education is a device or technique that will facilitate the process of 
measurement. The main objective of the modern concept of evaluation is not only to evaluation 
the students’ academic achievement but also the overall personality of the individual. The 
various types of tests, observation schedules, and rating scales that are used to evaluate the 
overall behavior modification in the students are called s the tools and techniques of evaluation. 
These techniques are qualitative as well as quantitative. The quantitative techniques provide a 
formal evaluation, which is a numerical measurement. The qualitative techniques are non- 
formal; they conduct observation and provide a subjective evaluation of the individual. 



The tools and techniques of evaluation can be classified under three main categories. They are 
1. Observational techniques 
2. Testing techniques 
3. Self reporting techniques. 

The word tool literally means implement for mechanical operations. But in educational 
Evaluation,tool may be defined as an instrument to collect evidences of the student’s 
achievement. Achievement Test, Anecdotal Record, cumulative Record, Check list, Rating 
Scale, Questionnaire, etc are the main tools of Evaluation in Education. 
Achievement test; 
As far  as teachers are concerned the most commonly used tool is achievement test. In the 
evaluation approach, the  term achievement has to be understood in relation to the objectives of 
instruction that are translated in to behavioural changes. The same learning points might have 
been learnt by different students at different levels. The teacher is interested in knowing the level 
of achievement of each student in each of the learning points and evaluates these on the basis of 
his pre-determined instructional objectives. A test meant for the above purpose is known as an 
achievement test. 
Anecdotal Records: 
Anecdotal records are Reports of informal teacher observations regarding his pupils. A Teacher 
wills to observe certain behaviours of his students during specific occasions that reveal their 
attitude or certain personality traits. This may be either in the class room or out side. This should 
be recorded soon after the incident is observed. It should be recorded accurately and objectively. 
It should have 2 columns, one for the description of the incident and other for interpretation 
of  the incident. 
Cumulative record; 
The Progress in the developmental pattern of each student is recorded cumulatively from period 
to period in a comprehensive record designed for the purpose. Such a record is known as 
cumulative record. It will have provision for recording the details of a variety of dimension like 
physical development ,health conditions ,level of attainment in various subjects participation in 
co-curricular. 
Check list: 
 
The Check List is a simple laundry list type of device, consisting of a prepared list of items. It is 
easy to construct and easy to use. This is a  dimensional chart in which the traits measured are 
noted in one dimension and the names of the examines in the other. The results can be recorded 
by putting tick mark against the item. 
Rating scale: 
This tool is a check list but a more sophisticated modification in the check list . We simply 
record the presence of a particular variable. There is no provision for expressing how much that 
variable is found. In order to overcome these limitations each trait can be score on any number of 
convenient point each point representing a particular degree such as good average and poor when 
it is a three point scale. 
Questionnaire: 
It is a flexible tool for gathering Quantitative information. It is possible to cover various aspects 
of a broad problem or several problems themselves through the Questionnaire. It is very easy to 
administer and collect the responses using questionnaire. But in adequate coverage, 



misinterpretation of questions and individual understanding of despondence are the major 
limitations of this tool. 
Evaluation techniques: 
Testing ,Observation, Interview, Case study, Socio metry ,Projective Techniques ,etc are the 
major techniques of evaluation in education. Of these testing is quite common. The other 
techniques are being discussed below, 
Observation: 
Continuously observing in an individual and there by measuring different dimensions of his 
behavior relevant to the teacher is one of the most effective techniques used for evaluation. There 
are relevant feature noticed in this behavior should be recorded ask objectively as possible. There 
are different types of observation, they  are controlled and un controlled observation and 
participatory and non participatory observation. 
Interview: 
Here the teacher tries to observe the child’s behavior directly and gather information orally. They 
see one another, here each other’s voice and understand one another’s language. There are 
several Types of interview 
                   Survey interview are used to gather information ,diagnostic interview are used to 
understand child’s problems ,Therapeutic Interviews are used to plan suitable therapy and 
counseling interviews are used to solve personal ,educational or vocational problems. 
Case study: 
The most reliable method of studying a single child in its totality leads the case study method. In 
this method, the teacher collects data relating to the individual’s socio economic status , family 
conditions ,study habits, health and mental conditions etc. 
Case study attempts to synthesize and interpret the data collected from several sources using 
various methods in order to study the problems of the child. 
Sociometry: 
          It is a method developed by J. L Moreno for assessing social relationships among members 
in a social group. It will help the teacher to identify stars, Isolates and cliques. Stars are goes that 
are chosen by many.  Isolates are those who are chosen by no body and clique is a small group 
who has close relationship exclusively among themselves graphical representation of socio 
metric is called socio-graph. 
Projective techniques: 
 
Abnormal cases whose behaviours are often controlled by the unconscious mind are especially 
not suspect able to such direct techniques. In such cases, what is possible is to provide the clients 
with some stimulus that might make them respond in such a way as to project their inner self in 
an unconscious manner. Then these responses may be interpreted. Eg: Rorscharch Ink Blot Test, 
Thematic  Apperception Test (TAT) etc are examples of projective Techniques. 
 
Difference between measurement and evaluation. 

1. Measurement can be understood as the process of determining the attributes and 
dimensions of a physical object. On the other hand, evaluation is an ongoing process of 
measuring and assigning qualitative meaning, by passing value judgements. 



2. Measurement accounts for the observations which can be expressed numerically, i.e. 
quantitative observations. Conversely, evaluation includes both quantitative and 
qualitative observations. 

3. Measurement entails the assignment of numerals to the person or object as per the certain 
rules. As against, evaluation involves the assignment of grades, level or symbols 
according to established standards. 

4. While measurement focuses on one or more attributes or traits of a person or object, 
evaluation covers all the aspects including cognitive, affective and psychomotor learning. 

5. Measurement analyses how much, how tall, how fast, how hot, how far or how small 
something is and that too in numerical terms. In contrast, evaluation answers how well 
something is which is done by adding meaning or value judgement to the measurement. 

6. With measurement, one cannot make logical assumptions about the learner, but this is not 
in the case of evaluation. 

7. Measurement consumes less time and energy as it uses tools or measuring devices, to 
serve the purpose. As against, evaluation requires observation and it passes value 
judgement, which consumes time and energy. 

8. When it comes to scope, measurement has a limited scope because it takes into account 
only a number of dimensions of personality or attribute. But, evaluation covers all the 
dimensions before passing value judgement. Moreover, the evaluation includes 
measurement. Hence, its scope is wider. 

9. Measurement is content-oriented whereas evaluation is objective oriented. 

Achievement tests:  
Achievement test are of two types:  

1) Standardised Achievement Tests 
2) Teacher made Tests (or) Classroom Tests.  

STANDARDISED ACHIEVEMENT TESTS: 
 Standardised achievement tests are broadly classified into two classes, namely subjective type 
tests and objective type tests.  
Subjective Type Tests:  
Subjective type tests include short answer type questions and essay type questions. Short answer 
type question test mainly the semantic aspect of the content and the ability to recall by the pupils. 
Essay type questions are mainly used to know how well and deep the student knows the 
particular topic of the subject.  
Objective Type Tests: Objective type questions are used to test the knowledge of the student 
about the topic and the subject. 
TEACHER MADE TESTS OR CLASSROOM TESTS: 
 Teacher made tests (or) classroom tests are broadly classified into three types, namely  
(i)Written paper and pencil tests  
ii) Oral tests and  
(iii) Practical tests.  
(i)Written paper and pencil tests:  
Written paper and pencil tests are used to test the level of understanding of the content by the 
student. It is further divided into three types, namely  
(a)Objective type tests,  
(b) Short answer type tests and  



(c) Essay type tests.  
(a) Objective Type Tests:  
objective type tests means the teachers have to be objective. He can not influence his personal 
feelings on the papers that he corrects. He doesn‟t have any hope to be biased in evaluating a 
paper.  
(b) Short answer type tests:  
Short answer type tests reveal the true listening capacity of a student to the teacher clearly.  
(c) Essay type tests:  
Essay type tests are used to mainly test the knowledge of the student in that particular topic. 
Essay type questions are persistently used still for mainly one reason that it has direct link with 
social life. The skill of logical coherence that is practised in essay type questions help us to use 
this logical reasoning in presenting our cause to other family members or to our higher officials. 
We may be strong in using the language, but when we use it logically it brings prosperity and 
peace to us. 
Oral tests:  
Oral tests are used to know the recital capacity and the knowledge of the student. Conducting 
oral test in an Indian large classroom is very difficult. There are many hurdles in conducting oral 
test. Teachers of English should persist on trying to conduct oral test. Because, we language 
mainly of speech. Language is speech.  
Practical tests:  
Practical tests are mainly to be conducted so that the student understands the concept of the topic 
so easily and clearly. He has the chance to convert the learning situation to using situation. 
Anything that is learnt theoretically will have strong support when it is done practical. 

 
Construction of a Scholastic Achievement Test: 
 While constructing an achievement test, the teacher should ensure that relative weightages are 
given to 
 a) objectives 
 b) content 
 c) types of questions and with this Blueprint should be prepared.  
The teacher should follow the blueprint while preparing test items for test.  
                                                      Design 
Subject: English                                                                        Time: 45 minutes  
Unit: Direct and Indirect Speeches                                              Maximum Marks: 25 Class:  
IX (a) 
 a)WEIGHTAGE TO OBJECTIVES  
1. Knowledge of Structure 40%  
2. Skill of writing             60%  
                                      100%  
(b) WEIGHTAGE TO CONTENTS                                                        MARKS  
Recognition of correct reported speech                                                        4 
Sequence of tense in direct and indirect speech                                            4 
Removal of sign of interrogation and change into assertive type                    2 
Interrogatives beginning with helping verbs                                                 5 
Interrogatives beginning with question words                                               5 
Conversion into direct speech                                                                      5    



                                                                                                     Total = 25  
(c) WEIGHTAGE TO TYPE OF QUESTIONS 
 1. Objective Type       = 10 Marks = 40%  
 2, Short Answer Type = 15 Marks = 60%  
                                                       100% 
 
BLUE PRINT 
 
S.NO CONTENT               OBJECTIVE 

 
    knowledge            skill     

TOTAL 

1 Recognition of correct reported 
speech 

     4(4)                                                                           4(4)                                                                     

 . Sequence of tense      4(4)                                                                           4(4)                                                                      
 Removal of sign of 

interrogation 
     2(2)      2(2) 

 Interrogatives beginning with 
helping verbs 

                                 5(5)      5(5) 

 Interrogatives beginning with 
question words 

                                 5(5)      5(5) 

 Conversion into direct speech                                   5(5)            5(5) 
     Total     10(10)                   15(15)                         25(25) 
 
NOTE: The figures outside the brackets indicate marks and those within the brackets indicate the 
number of questions. 
                                                   THE TEST 
Subject: English                                                                         Time: 45 minutes  
Class: IX                                                                                    Marks: 25  
Instructions: Attempt all the questions  
I.a. Recognize which of the following sentences is correctly reported. Write A, B or C in the 
given bracket for correct answer.  
(A) Mohan asked me that was he going to Jaipur  
(B) Gopal said to me if he going to Delhi.  
(C) Hari asked me if I was going to Ajmer.                                                   ( 1 ) 1 
1 b. Write A, B or C in the bracket to indicate which of the following sentences is correctly 
reported  
(A) He asked me that where did I live  
(B) He asked me where I lived  
(C) He asked me where did I live                                                                 ( 1 )1  
1 c. Choose the correct answer out of the following and write A,B, or C in the bracket.  
(A) He asked me what my name was.  
(B) He asked me what my name was.  
(C) He asked me that what my name was.                                                      ( 1 ) 1 
1.d. Find which of the following is correctly reposed. Write A, B or C in the bracket.  
(A) She asked me when was he absent. 
(B) She asked me when he was absent.  



(C) She asked me that when he was absent. ( 1 ) 1 
 II.a. Which of the following sentences has correct sequence of tense? Write A, B, or C for the 
correct use.  
(A) Mohan asked me why I am late.  
(B) Mohan asked me why I was late.  
(C) He asked me why I am angry. ( 1 ) l  
b. Choose the right sentence having correct tense-sequence out of the following sentences. Mark 
A, B, or C in the bracket.  
(A) Hari asked me if I am going to Lucknow.  
(B) Gopal asked me if I was angry with him. 
(C) She asked me if it will rain. ( 1 ) 1  
c. Select which of the following sentences is correctly reported. Mark A, B, or C in the bracket 
for the correct speech. 
(A) He asked me if I can go to Meerut the next day.  
(B) She asked me if I shall attend her birth day party.  
(C) Ram asked Rahim whether he would go to school on Sunday                  ( 1 ) 1  
d. Choose the correct tense-sequence not of the following sentences and write A, B, or C for the 
correct one.  
(A) He asked me whether I have broken his pen. 
(B) Raja asked me if I had written a letter to Lakshmi  
(C) Rajan asked me if l have received his message                                          ( 1 ) 1  
III.a. Which of the following has a correct form of assertive type.  
(A) Dina asked me when I had received Dona's letter  
(B) Sneha asked me when are you coming to Meerut, next time. 
(C) Swetha asked Sam when had he broken that cup                                         ( 1 ) 1  
b. Which of the following has a correct assertive form?  
(A) John asked the beggar what was he doing there.  
(B) Grace asked Manju where was she going.  
(C) She asked me how old I was.                                                                     ( 1 ) 1  
IV. Change the following into indirect speech  
(a) Kalai said to Ravi, “Is it your pen”?  
(b) Vijay said, “Are you attending the function”?  
(c) The mother said to her child. “Did u do your homework”? 
 (d) The teacher said to him, “Have you visited Taj Mahal”?  
(e) He said to me, “Am I disturbing you”?                                                        ( 5 ) 5  
V. Change the following from direct into indirect speech. 
 (a) Varun said to me, “When will the match start”?  
(b) Sunil said to me, “When are they are going to come”?  
(c) She said to her husband, “who was in the room”? 
 (d) I said to her, “Why are you crying”? 
 (e) Raghu said “How are they going there”?                                                     ( 5 ) 5  
VI. Convert the following sentences into direct speech  
(a) He asked me if I was going to Lucknow  
(b) He asked his wife whether she was angry with him  
(c) The teacher asked the new comer what his name was.  
(d) He asked me why I had come late the pervious day.  



(e) She asked her husband where he was going then.                                        ( 5 ) 5 
Item Analysis  
To understand the difficulty level of each question item analysis is done. This involved the 
calculation of two main values in respect of each test item – its difficulty value and 
discrimination index.  
Item Difficulty: 
 The proportion students answering correctly is taken for the difficulty value of a test item. The 
larger the proportion, the easier the item. If an item is answered correctly by 80% of the pupils, it 
is comparatively an easy item, its difficulty value being 0.80. If only 15% of the pupils answered, 
then, it is a difficult item and its difficulty value is 0.15. we should understand that a low 
difficulty value indicates a hard item, while an easy item has a high difficulty value.  
Discriminative Index: 
 Rank list is prepared and then top 27% and bottom 27% of the candidates are taken. Then the 
proportion of the two groups passing a given item is found. For each item the proportion of 
bottom-scoring students who get a particular item right is subtracted from the proportion of the 
top-scoring ones who also get it right. The resulting proportion is called an index of 
discrimination. 
Criteria for constructing test items: 
        Scholastic Achivement Tests(SAT) is a tool to measure the scholastic achievement of the 
learners. As teachers, we construct tests and administer them to our pupils at the end of teaching 
a particular unit or after completion of a certain course of instruction in a given subject. These 
tests help us to evaluate the learners on the basis of their performance and thereby plan remedial 
teaching in order to make the learners overcome the deficiencies or difficulties in their leaning. 
When we construct a house or a building, we prepare a detailed plan or the blueprint of the 
building before hand and then take up the construction. So is the case with constructing a test for 
our students. Hence, the teachers, who are involved in constructing a test to measure the 
achievement of the pupils, should take every care in the preparation of a challenging and 
balanced question paper with questions spread over the entire syllabus. Further, the teacher 
should also see that the level of difficulty of the test items should be in tune with the learning 
abilities of the pupils. 
Selection of material: The material for the test should be so selected that the question should not 
go beyond the subject matter taught to the pupils. 
Coverage of objectives: The objectives of the test should be the same as the objectives of 
teaching and learning. The teachers should plan to give due weight age to different objectives. 
Coverage of content area: The teachers should plan the questions/test items basing on the 
content. They should give due weightage to elements of language like vocabulary, structures, 
spelling, punctuation, pronounciation etc., and also for the subject matter taught by them. 
Variety in questions:The teachers should use different forms of questions, namely, objective 
type, short answer type and essay type of questions. While selecting the number of questions 
under each category, the teacher should also consider the time earmarked for answering the test. 
Difficulty level:  the teachers should see that all the students in the entire class should never get a 
score like 0 or 100. So, they should see that the test items of different difficulty levels like easy, 
average and difficulty are included in the question paper. 
Objectivity in scoring: the teacher should provide scoring key and marking scheme along with 
the question paper showing the distribution of marks to each point. This helps to avoid 
subjectivity in scoring. 



Distribution of marks: the teacher should distribute marks for each area, viz., content, objectives, 
and form of questions and difficulty level. Weight ages to these areas should be fixed at the 
beginning of the test; and should be provided in separate tables. Finally, a consolidated weight 
age table known as blue print should be evolved before preparing the actual test items. 
Originality of the learners: the test items prepared by the teachers should aim at testing the 
originality of the learners. The teacher should not pick up questions provided at the end of each 
unit in the textbook. On the other hand, he should frame parallel test items on the content taught 
from the unit. The test items should not encourage rote learning. 
Statistical measures  
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY 
 A measure of central tendency is a single value that attempts to describe a set of data by 
identifying the central position within that set of data. As such, measures of central tendency are 
sometimes called measures of central location. They are also classed as summary statistics. The 
mean (often called the average) is most likely the measure of central tendency that you are most 
familiar with, but there are others, such as the median and the mode.  
The mean, median and mode are all valid measures of central tendency, but under different 
conditions, some measures of central tendency become more appropriate to use than others. In 
the following sections, we will look at the mean, mode and median, and learn how to calculate 
them and under what conditions they are most appropriate to be used.  
ARITHMETIC MEAN  
The arithmetic mean is the most common measure of central tendency. It is simply the sum of 
the numbers divided by the number of numbers. The symbol "µ" is used for the mean of a 
population. The symbol "M" is used for the mean of a sample. The formula for µ is shown 
below: 
 µ = ΣX/N  
where ΣX is the sum of all the numbers in the population and  
N is the number of numbers in the population.  
The formula for M is essentially identical: 
 M = ΣX/N 
 where ΣX is the sum of all the numbers in the sample and 
 N is the number of numbers in the sample. 
 As an example, the mean of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, 8 is 20/5 = 4 regardless of whether the 
numbers constitute the entire population or just a sample from the population.  
Table 1 shows the number of touchdown (TD) passes thrown by each of the 31 teams in the 
National Football League in the 2000 season. The mean number of touchdown passes thrown is 
20.4516 as shown below.  
µ = ΣX/N = 634/31 = 20.4516  
Table 1. Number of touchdown passes.  
37  33  33  32 29 28 28 23 22 22 22 21 21 21 20 20  
 
19  19  18 18  18 18 16 15 14 14 14 12 12 9 6 
 
Although the arithmetic mean is not the only "mean" (there is also a geometric mean), it is by far 
the most commonly used. Therefore, if the term "mean" is used without specifying whether it is 
the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean, or some other mean, it is assumed to refer to the 
arithmetic mean. 



 MEDIAN  
The median is also a frequently used measure of central tendency. The median is the midpoint of 
a distribution: the same number of scores is above the median as below it. For the data in Table 
1, there are 31 scores. The 16th highest score (which equals 20) is the median because there are 
15 scores below the 16th score and 15 scores above the 16th score. The median can also be 
thought of as the 50th percentile.  
COMPUTATION OF THE MEDIAN  
When there is an odd number of numbers, the median is simply the middle number. For example, 
the median of 2, 4, and 7 is 4. When there is an even number of numbers, the median is the mean 
of the two middle numbers. Thus, the median of the numbers 2, 4, 7, 12 is (4+7)/2 = 5.5. When 
there are numbers with the same values, then the formula for the third definition of the 50th 
percentile should be used. 
 MODE  
The mode is the most frequently occurring value. For the data in Table 1, the mode is 18 since 
more teams (4) had 18 touchdown passes than any other number of touchdown passes. With 
continuous data such as response time measured to many decimals, the frequency of each value 
is one since no two scores will be exactly the same. Therefore the mode of continuous data is 
normally computed from a grouped frequency distribution. Table 2 shows a grouped frequency 
distribution for the target response time data. Since the interval with the highest frequency is 
600-700, the mode is the middle of that interval (650). 
 Table 2. Grouped frequency distribution.  
 

Range                                                                    Frequency 
500-600 
 600-700  
700-800  
800-900  
900-1000  
1000-1100 

3  
6  
5  
5  
0  
1 

Measures of Dispersion 
 Measures of central tendency, Mean, Median, Mode, etc., indicate the central position of a 
series. They indicate the general magnitude of the data but fail to reveal all the peculiarities and 
characteristics of the series. In other words, they fail to reveal the degree of the spread out or the 
extent of the variability in individual items of the distribution. This can be explained by certain 
other measures, known as ‘Measures of Dispersion’ or Variation. We can understand variation 
with the help of the following example : 
 Series 1 Series 11 Series III  
 10             2            10 
 10             8            20 
 10            12            8 
 ---------------------------------------------  
∑X = 30    30             30  
In all three series, the value of arithmetic mean is 10. On the basis of this average, we can say 
that the series are alike. If we carefully examine the composition of three series, we find the 
following differences:  



(i) In case of 1st series, three items are equal; but in 2nd and 3rd series, the items are 
unequal and do not follow any specific order.  

(ii)  The magnitude of deviation, item-wise, is different for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd series. But 
all these deviations cannot be ascertained if the value of simple mean is taken into 
consideration.  

(iii)  In these three series, it is quite possible that the value of arithmetic mean is 10; but 
the value of median may differ from each other.  

(iv) This can be understood as follows ;  
                 I                    II                         III 
               10                    2                          8  
               10 Median          8 Median           10 Median  
                 10                       20                          12  

The value of Median’ in 1st series is 10, in 2nd series = 8 and in 3rd series = 10. Therefore, the 
value of the Mean and Median are not identical. 
Even though the average remains the same, the nature and extent of the distribution of the size of 
the items may vary. In other words, the structure of the frequency distributions may differ even 
though their means are identical.  
Meaning of Dispersion: 
 Simplest meaning that can be attached to the word ‘dispersion’ is a lack of uniformity in the 
sizes or quantities of the items of a group or series. According to Reiglemen, “Dispersion is the 
extent to which the magnitudes or quantities of the items differ, the degree of diversity.” The 
word dispersion may also be used to indicate the spread of the data.  
In all these definitions, we can find the basic property of dispersion as a value that indicates the 
extent to which all other values are dispersed about the central value in a particular distribution. 
Properties of a good measure of Dispersion  
There are certain pre-requisites for a good measure of dispersion:  
1. It should be simple to understand.  
 2. It should be easy to compute.  
3. It should be rigidly defined.  
4. It should be based on each individual item of the distribution.  
5. It should be capable of further algebraic treatment. 
6. It should have sampling stability.  
7. It should not be unduly affected by the extreme items.  
Types of Dispersion  
The measures of dispersion can be either ‘absolute’ or “relative”. Absolute measures of 
dispersion are expressed in the same units in which the original data are expressed. For example, 
if the series is expressed as Marks of the students in a particular subject; the absolute dispersion 
will provide the value in Marks. The only difficulty is that if two or more series are expressed in 
different units, the series cannot be compared on the basis of dispersion. 
 ‘Relative’ or ‘Coefficient’ of dispersion is the ratio or the percentage of a measure of absolute 
dispersion to an appropriate average. The basic advantage of this measure is that two or more 
series can be compared with each other despite the fact they are expressed in different units. 
Theoretically, ‘Absolute measure’ of dispersion is better. But from a practical point of view, 
relative or coefficient of dispersion is considered better as it is used to make comparison between 
series. 
 Methods of Dispersion 



 Methods of studying dispersion are divided into two types : (i) Mathematical Methods: We can 
study the ‘degree’ and ‘extent’ of variation by these methods. In this category, commonly used 
measures of dispersion are :  
a)Range (b) Quartile Deviation (c) Average Deviation (d) Standard deviation.  
b)Graphic Methods: Where we want to study only the extent of variation, whether it is higher or 
lesser a Lorenz-curve is used. Mathematical Methods  
Range  
It is the simplest method of studying dispersion. Range is the difference between the smallest 
value and the largest value of a series. While computing range, we do not take into account 
frequencies of different groups. 

 Formula: Absolute Range = L – S  
Coefficient of Range = where, L represents largest value in a distribution 
 S represents smallest value in a distribution  
We can understand the computation of range with the help of examples of different series, 

Raw Data: Marks out of 50 in a subject of 12 students, in a class are given as follows:  
12, 18, 20, 12, 16, 14, 30, 32, 28, 12, 12 and 35.  

In the example, the maximum or the highest marks obtained by a candidate is ‘35’ and the lowest 
marks obtained by a candidate is ‘12’. Therefore, we can calculate range; 

 L = 35 and S = 12  
Absolute Range = L – S = 35 – 12 = 23 marks  
Coefficient of Range =  

It takes lesser time to compute the ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ range. Range does not take into 
account all the values of a series, i.e. it considers only the extreme items and middle items are 
not given any importance. Therefore, Range cannot tell us anything about the character of the 
distribution. Range cannot be computed in the case of “open ends’ distribution i.e., a distribution 
where the lower limit of the first group and upper limit of the higher group is not given. The 
concept of range is useful in the field of quality control and to study the variations in the prices 
of the shares etc. 
 (b) Quartile Deviations (Q.D.)  
The concept of ‘Quartile Deviation does take into account only the values of the ‘Upper quartile 
(Q3) and the ‘Lower quartile’ (Q1). Quartile Deviation is also called ‘inter-quartile range’. It is a 
better method when we are interested in knowing the range within which certain proportion of 
the items fall.  
‘Quartile Deviation’ can be obtained as :  
(i) Inter-quartile range = Q3 – Q1  
ii)Semi-quartile range =  
iii)Coefficient of Quartile Deviation =  
Calculation of Inter-quartile Range, semi-quartile Range and Coefficient of Quartile Deviation in 
case of Raw Data  
Suppose the values of X are : 20, 12, 18, 25, 32, 10 
 In case of quartile-deviation, it is necessary to calculate the values of Q1 and Q3 by arranging 
the given data in ascending of descending order.  
Therefore, the arranged data are (in ascending order):  
X = 10, 12, 18, 20, 25, 32 
 No. of items = 6  
Q1 = the value of item = = 1.75th item  



= the value of 1st item + 0.75 (value of 2nd item – value of 1st item)  
= 10 + 0.75 (12 – 10) = 10 + 0.75(2) = 10 + 1.50 = 11.50 
Q3 = the value of item = = the value of 3(7/4)th item 
= the value of 5.25th item 
 = 25 + 0.25 (32 – 25) = 25 + 0.25 (7) = 26.075 
Advantages of Quartile Deviation Some of the important advantages are : 
(i) It is easy to calculate. We are required simply to find the values of Q1 and Q3 and then 

apply the formula of absolute and coefficient of quartic deviation.  
(ii)  It has better results than range method. While calculating range, we consider only the 

extreme values that make dispersion erratic, in the case of quartile deviation, we take 
into account middle 50% items.  

(iii)  The quartile deviation is not affected by the extreme items.  
Disadvantages 
(i) It is completely dependent on the central items. If these values are irregular and 

abnormal the result is bound to be affected.  
(ii)  All the items of the frequency distribution are not given equal importance in finding the 

values of Q1 and Q3.  
(iii)  Because it does not take into account all the items of the series, considered to be 

inaccurate.  
Similarly, sometimes we calculate percentile range, say, 90th and 10th percentile as it gives 
slightly better measure of dispersion in certain cases. 
(i) Absolute percentile range = P90 – P10.  
(ii)  Coefficient of percentile range =  
This method of calculating dispersion can be applied generally in case of open end series 
where the importance of extreme values are not considered.  
Average Deviation  
Average deviation is defined as a value which is obtained by taking the average of the 
deviations of various items from a measure of central tendency Mean or Median or Mode, 
ignoring negative signs. Generally, the measure of central tendency from which the deviations 
arc taken, is specified in the problem. If nothing is mentioned regarding the measure of central 
tendency specified than deviations are taken from median because the sum of the deviations 
(after ignoring negative signs) is minimum.  
Computation in case of raw data  
(i) Absolute Average Deviation about Mean or Median or Mode 
= where: N = Number of observations, |d|  
= deviations taken from Mean or Median or Mode ignoring signs.  
(ii)  Coefficient of A.D. =  
Steps to Compute Average Deviation :  
(i) Calculate the value of Mean or Median or Mode  
(ii)  Take deviations from the given measure of central-tendency and they are shown as d. 
(iii)  Ignore the negative signs of the deviation that can be shown as \d\ and add them to find 

S|d|.  
(iv) Apply the formula to get Average Deviation about Mean or Median or Mode 
Example : Suppose the values are 5, 5, 10, 15, 20. We want to calculate Average Deviation and 
Coefficient of Average Deviation about Mean or Median or Mode.  

Advantages of Average Deviations  



1. Average deviation takes into account all the items of a series and hence, it provides 
sufficiently representative results. 
 2. It simplifies calculations since all signs of the deviations are taken as positive.  
3. Average Deviation may be calculated either by taking deviations from Mean or Median or 
Mode.  
4. Average Deviation is not affected by extreme items. 
5. It is easy to calculate and understand.  
6. Average deviation is used to make healthy comparisons.  
(d) Standard Deviation 
 The standard deviation, which is shown by greek letter s (read as sigma) is extremely useful in  
judging the representativeness of the mean. The concept of standard deviation, which was 
introduced by Karl Pearson has a practical significance because it is free from all defects, which 
exists in a range, quartile deviation or average deviation.  
Standard deviation is calculated as the square root of average of squared deviations taken from 
actual mean. It is also called root mean square deviation. The square of standard deviation i.e., s2 
is called ‘variance’. Calculation of standard deviation in case of raw data  
There are four ways of calculating standard deviation for raw data:  

(i) When actual values are considered;  
(ii)  (ii) When deviations are taken from actual mean;  
(iii)  (iii) When deviations are taken from assumed mean; and  
(iv) (iv) When ‘step deviations’ are taken from assumed mean.  
(i) When the actual values are considered:  

σ = where, N = Number of the items,  
or σ 2 = X = Given values of the series,  
= Arithmetic mean of the series  
We can also write the formula as follows : 
 σ = where,  
= Steps to calculate σ  

(i) Compute simple mean of the given values, 
(ii)  Square the given values and aggregate them  
(iii)  Apply the formula to find the value of standard deviation 
 Example: Suppose the values are given 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. We want to apply the formula σ = 

Formula for Calculating Standard Deviation 

The population standard deviation formula is given as: 

• σ=√1N∑Ni=1(Xi−μ)2σ=1N∑i=1N(Xi−μ)2 

Here, 

• σ = Population standard deviation 
• μ = Assumed mean 

Similarly, the sample standard deviation formula is: 

• s=√1n−1∑ni=1(xi−¯ x)2s=1n−1∑i=1n(xi−x¯ )2 



Here, 

s = Sample standard deviation 

¯ xx¯  = Arithmetic mean of the observations 

Advantages of Standard Deviation  

(i) Standard deviation is the best measure of dispersion because it takes into account all 
the items and is capable of future algebric treatment and statistical analysis.  

(ii)  It is possible to calculate standard deviation for two or more series.  
(iii)  This measure is most suitable for making comparisons among two or more series 

about variability.  
CORRELATION  
In the earlier chapters we have discussed univariate distributions to highlight the important 
characteristics by different statistical techniques. Univariate distribution means the study related 
to one variable only we may however come across certain series where each item of the series 
may assume the values of two or more variables. The distributions in which each unit of series 
assumes two values is called bivariate distribution. 
 In a bivariate distribution, we are interested to find out whether there is any relationship between 
two variables. The correlation is a statistical technique which studies the relationship between 
two or more variables and correlation analysis involves various methods and techniques used for 
studying and measuring the extent of relationship between the two variables. When two variables 
are related in such a way that a change in the value of one is accompanied either by a direct 
change or by an inverse change in the values of the other, the two variables are said to be 
correlated. In the correlated variables an increase in one variable is accompanied by an increase 
or decrease in the other variable.  
For instance, relationship exists between the price and demand of a commodity because keeping 
other things equal, an increase in the price of a commodity shall cause a decrease in the demand 
for that commodity. Relationship might exist between the heights and weights of the students 
and between amount of rainfall in a city and the sales of raincoats in that city.  
Methods of studying correlation  
There are different methods which helps us to find out whether the variables are related or not.  
1. Karl Pearson’s Coefficient of correlation. 
 2. Rank Method.  
(1) Karl Pearson’s Co-efficient of Correlation. 
 Karl Pearson’s method, popularly known as Pearson co-efficient of correlation, is most widely 
applied in practice to measure correlation. The Pearson co-efficient of correlation is represented 
by the symbol r. According to Karl Pearson’s method, co-efficient of correlation between the 
variables is obtained by dividing the sum of the products of the corresponding deviations of the 
various items of two series from their respective means by the product of their standard 
deviations and the number of pairs of observations.  
Symbolically, r = where r stands for coefficient of correlation ...(i) where x1, x2, x3, x4 
..................... xn are the deviations of various items of the first variable from the mean, y1, y2, 
y3,........................ yn are the deviations of all items of the second variable from mean, Sxy is the 
sum of products of these corresponding deviations. N stands for the number of pairs, sx stands 



for the standard deviation of X variable and sy stands for the standard deviation of Y variable. sx 
= and sy = If we substitute the value of sx and sy in the above written formula of computing r, 
we get r = or r = Degree of correlation varies between + 1 and –1; the result will be + 1 in case of 
perfect positive correlation and – 1 in case of perfect negative correlation. 
 Computation of correlation coefficient can be simplified by dividing the given data by a 
common factor. In such a case, the final result is not multiplied by the common factor because 
coefficient of correlation is independent of change of scale and origin.  
Merits of Pearson’s coefficient of correlation: 
 The correlation of coefficient summarizes in one figure the degree and direction of correlation. 
Value varies between +1 and –1. 
(4) Rank Correlation :  
There are many problems of business and industry when it is not possible to measure the variable 
under consideration quantitatively or the statistical series is composed of items which can not be 
exactly measured. For instance, it may be possible for the two judges to rank six different brands 
of cigarettes in terms of taste, whereas it may be difficult to give them a numerical grade in terms 
of taste. In such problems. Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation is used. The formula for 
rank correlation is : 
 r = or  
where r stands for rank coefficient of correlation. 
D refers to the difference of ranks between paired items.  
N refers to the number of paired observations. 
The value of rank correlation coefficient varies between +1 and –1. When the value of r = +1, 
there is complete agreement in the order of ranks and the ranks will be in the same order. When r 
= – l, the ranks will be in opposite direction showing complete disagreement in the order of 
ranks. Let’ us understand with the help of an illustration. 
 Illustration : Ranks of 10 individuals at the start and at the finish of a course of training are 
given : 
 Individual : A B C D E F Q H I J  
Rank before : 1 6 3 9 5 2 7 10 8 4  
Rank after : 6 8 3 7 2 1 5 9 4 10 
Calculate coefficient of correlation.  
By applying the formula, r =  
When we are given the actual data and not the ranks, it becomes necessary for us to assign the 
ranks. Ranks can be assigned by taking either the highest value as one or the lowest value as one. 
But if we start by taking the highest value or the lowest value we must follow the same order for 
both the variables to assign ranks. 
GRAPHS AND DIAGRAMS 
Statistics helps make data understandable to people. Computers can understand lists easily; 
humans cannot. While statistical values, like averages and medians, can relay some information, 
they do not show patterns in a set of data. Graphs and diagrams do. 
Humans are able to detect complex patterns. In fact, humans are often better able to see 
patterns than modern computer programs. When presented with a graph or a diagrams, people 
can 
often see trends. These trends can be upward or downward, and they can even be cyclical. If the 
data 
is presented on a table, however, detecting these patterns is far more difficult. 



The aesthetics of information matters as well. When trying to attract investors, people will 
have more luck if they can present attractive graphs and charts. Visual information matters in 
media 
as well, and newspapers and online sites will often take time to present information in an 
aesthetically pleasing manner. Computers make the process of creating and customizing graphs 
and 
diagrams far easier than even before, which has made them more popular. 
Diagrams and graphs are extremely useful because of the following reasons: 
1. Diagrams and graphs are attractive, impressive and save time. 
2. They make data representation simple and have universal utility. 

 Histogram  

The most common form of graphical presentation of data is histogram. For plotting a histogram, 
one has to take a graph paper. The values of the variable are taken on the horizontal axislscale 
known as X-axis and the frequencies are taken on the vertical axislscale known as Y-axis.  

For each class interval a rectangle is drawn with the base equal to the length of the class interval 
and height according to the frequency of the C.I. When C.I. are of equal length, which would 
generally be the case in the type of data you are likely to handle in school situations, the heights 
of rectangles must be proportional to the frequencies of the Class Intervals. When the C.I. are not 
of equal length, the areas of rectangles must be proportional to the frequencies indicated (most 
likely you will not face this type of situation). As the C.1.s for any variable are in continuity, the 
base of the rectangles also extends from one boundary to the other in continuity. These 
boundaries of the C.1.s are indicated on the horizontal scale. The frequencies for determining the 
heights of the rectangles are indicated on the vertical scale of the graph.  

Let us prepare a histogram for the frequency distribution of mathematics score of 120 Class X 
students  For this, on the horizontal axis of the graph one has to mark the boundaries of the class 
intervals, starting from the lowest, which is 34.5 to 39.5. So the points on X-axis will be 34.5, 
39.5, 44.5, 49.5, ....... 99.5. Now on the vertical axis of the graph, the frequencies from 1 to 14 
are to be marked. The height of the graphical presentation is usually.taken as 60 to 75% of the 
width. Here, we take 1 cm on X-axis representing 5 scores and 1 cm on Y-axis representing a 
frequency of 2. For plotting the first rectangle, the base to be taken is 34.5 - 39.5 and the height 
is 7, for the second the base is 39.5 - 44.5 and the height is 8, and so on.  



 

Statistical Techniqws of Analysis The histogram will be as shown in Figure 12.1. Scores Fig. 
12.1:  

Let us re-group the data of Table 12.8 by having the length of class intervals as 10, as shown in 
Table 12.9. Table 12.9  

Frequency Distribution of Mathematics Scores  

                                     
                              Scores                              Frequency 
90 - 99  

11 80 - 89  

18 70 - 79  

20 60 - 69  

25 50 - 59  

2 1 48 - 49  

18 30 – 39 

11 

18 

20 

25 

21 

18 

7 
 Total     120 

To plot the histogram, we-mark the boundaries of the class intervals on X-axis. Here the poinp 
will be 29.5,39.5,49.5,. . .-. . . . ,99.5. On they-axis, the frequencies to be marked are from 1 to 
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25. On X-axis, a distance of 1 cm represents a scare of 10, while on Y-axis, 1 cm represents a 
frequency of 5.  

Tabulation and Graphic Representation of Data  is complex because the number of class intervals 
is more. If we further increase the number of class intervals, the figure obtained will be still more 
complex. So for plotting the histogram for a given data, usually we prefer to have less number of 
class intervals. 

Bar Diagram or Bar Graph  
The pictorial graph uses picture to show relationship between realities. This kind of graph is the 
easiest to read. See the above pictograph. Let us name country “A” its population growth from 

1800-1960 has been given in thepicture. The value of a single human figure is given. 
Task:population growth in country “A”study the above pictogram and answer the following 
questions. 
1.the pictogram is -----------. 
a)a representation of world population 
b)a survey between 1800-1960 

c)a study of human beings. 
d.a representation of population growth. 
2.the value of a single human figure is ------ 
a)100   b)1000   c)10 millions   d)a million 
3.the population between the years 1950 and 1960 has grown by----- 
a)4 millions    b)no change  c)2 millions   d)200 

bar graphs 
vertical bar graphs : 
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horizontal bar graphs: population growth:

 
the bar graphs express amounts and compare the sizes of
measured against another. 

There are two types of bar graphs
a) Vertical bar graphs    
b) Horizontal bar graphs 
see the picture above A,B,Cand Dare cities. Another category against it is the amount of 
population in crores. 
Task identify the approximate population of cities A,B,C and D also rank the cities by 

population. 
The “pie chart” is also known as “circle chart”, that divides the circular statistical graphic into 
sectors or slices in order to illustrate the 
part of the whole. To find out the composition of something, Pie
time. In most cases, pie charts replace some other graphs like the bar graph, line plots, 
histograms, etc. 

Advantages 

• The picture is simple and easy

• Data can be represented visually as a fractional part of a whole

• It helps in providing an effective communication tool for the even uninformed audience

• Provides a data comparison for the audience at 
to quickly understand information
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horizontal bar graphs: population growth: 

the bar graphs express amounts and compare the sizes of quanties. We can compare one category 

There are two types of bar graphs 

see the picture above A,B,Cand Dare cities. Another category against it is the amount of 

Task identify the approximate population of cities A,B,C and D also rank the cities by 

is also known as “circle chart”, that divides the circular statistical graphic into 
sectors or slices in order to illustrate the numerical problems. Each sector denotes a proportionate 
part of the whole. To find out the composition of something, Pie-chart works the best at that 
time. In most cases, pie charts replace some other graphs like the bar graph, line plots, 

The picture is simple and easy-to-understand 

Data can be represented visually as a fractional part of a whole 

It helps in providing an effective communication tool for the even uninformed audience

Provides a data comparison for the audience at a glance to give an immediate analysis or 
to quickly understand information 
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• No need for readers to examine or measure underlying numbers themselves, which can be 
removed by using this chart

• To emphasize a few points you want to make, you can manipulate pie
pie chart 

Disadvantages 

• It becomes less effective, if there are too many pieces of data to use

• If there are too many pieces of data. Even if you add data labels and numbers may not 
help here, they themselves may become crowded and hard t

• As this chart only represents one data set, you need a series to compare multiple sets

• This may make it more difficult for readers when it comes to analyze and assimilate 
information quickly 

• Pie Chart Example 
• Let us look at the following example of 

ingredients used to prepare a butter cake.

• 
• Example: The whole pie represents a value of 100. It is divided into 10 slices or sectors. 

The various colors represent the ingredients used to prepare the cake. What 
exact quantity of each of the ingredients represented in specific colors in the following 
pie chart? 

• Solution: As we can see, the pie is divided into 10 slices or sectors. To calculate the exact 
amount of ingredients that are added to the cake
100 by the number of sectors. So, 100 ÷ 10 = 10. Hence, looking at the color divisions 
made in the pie chart we can conclude that:

Quantity of Flour 

Quantity of Sugar 

No need for readers to examine or measure underlying numbers themselves, which can be 
removed by using this chart 

To emphasize a few points you want to make, you can manipulate pieces of data in the 

It becomes less effective, if there are too many pieces of data to use 

If there are too many pieces of data. Even if you add data labels and numbers may not 
help here, they themselves may become crowded and hard to read 

As this chart only represents one data set, you need a series to compare multiple sets

This may make it more difficult for readers when it comes to analyze and assimilate 

Let us look at the following example of the following pie chart that represents the 
ingredients used to prepare a butter cake. 

 
The whole pie represents a value of 100. It is divided into 10 slices or sectors. 

The various colors represent the ingredients used to prepare the cake. What 
exact quantity of each of the ingredients represented in specific colors in the following 

As we can see, the pie is divided into 10 slices or sectors. To calculate the exact 
amount of ingredients that are added to the cake, we divide the whole sector's value, i.e., 
100 by the number of sectors. So, 100 ÷ 10 = 10. Hence, looking at the color divisions 
made in the pie chart we can conclude that: 

30 

20 

No need for readers to examine or measure underlying numbers themselves, which can be 

ces of data in the 

If there are too many pieces of data. Even if you add data labels and numbers may not 

As this chart only represents one data set, you need a series to compare multiple sets 

This may make it more difficult for readers when it comes to analyze and assimilate 

the following pie chart that represents the 

The whole pie represents a value of 100. It is divided into 10 slices or sectors. 
The various colors represent the ingredients used to prepare the cake. What would be the 
exact quantity of each of the ingredients represented in specific colors in the following 

As we can see, the pie is divided into 10 slices or sectors. To calculate the exact 
, we divide the whole sector's value, i.e., 

100 by the number of sectors. So, 100 ÷ 10 = 10. Hence, looking at the color divisions 



Quantity of Egg 40 

Quantity of Butter 10 

Line graph: 

A line graph, also known as a line chart, is a type of chart used to visualize the value of 
something over time. 

The line graph consists of a horizontal x-axis and a vertical y-axis. Most line graphs only deal 
with positive number values, so these axes typically intersect near the bottom of the y-axis and 
the left end of the x-axis. The point at which the axes intersect is always (0, 0). Each axis is 
labeled with a data type. For example, the x-axis could be days, weeks, quarters, or years, while 
the y-axis shows revenue in dollars. 
Data points are plotted and connected by a line in a "dot-to-dot" fashion. 
The x-axis is also called the independent axis because its values do not depend on anything. For 
example, time is always placed on the x-axis since it continues to move forward regardless of 
anything else. The y-axis is also called the dependent axis because its values depend on those of 
the x-axis: at this time, the company had this much money. The result is that the line of the graph 
always progresses in a horizontal fashion and each x value only has one y value (the company 
cannot have two amounts of money at the same time). 
More than one line may be plotted in the same axis as a form of comparison. For example, you 
could create a line graph comparing the amount of money held by each branch office with a 
separate line for each office. In this case each line would have a different color, identified in a 
legend. 
The line graph is a powerful visual tool for marketing, finance, and other areas. It is also useful 
in laboratory research, weather monitoring, or any other function involving a correlation between 
two numerical values. If two or more lines are on the chart, it can be used as a comparison 
between them. 

For example, cities and amount of rainfall in centimeters. 



 

Task: 
  Determine from the graph the month during which the city B’s rainfall amount is the least and 
the most. 
  To read graphs of one kind or another pupils should learn to observe the following steps. 

1. Read the titles of the graph. This tells what the graph is about. 
2. Discover what is being compared-persons,place, or things. 
3. Be able to interpret the legend and the meaning of the vertical and horizontal axes. 
4. Identify the scale of measure that has been used, and identify what does each figure 

represent. 
5. Discover what conclusion can be drawn from the graph. 

 
Frequency Polygon 
 For plotting a frequency polygon, as in case of histogram, the values of the variable are taken on 
the horizontal axis of the graph and the frequencies are taken on the vertical axis of the graph. In 
the case of a frequency polygon, one has to indicate the mid points of the C.I. on the horizontal 
axis, instead of indicating the boundaries of the interval, Here the mid point of the intervals just 
before the lowest interval and just after the highest interval are also to be indicated. Now by 
taking the mid points one by one, the points above them are to be plotted corresponding to the 
frequencies of the intervals. In case of the two additional mid points, the frequency being zero, 
the points to be plotted are on the X-axis itself. The adjoining points so plotted are to be jained 
by straight line segments.  
The primary purpose of frequency polygon is to show the shape of the distribution. When two or 
more frequency distributions are to be compared, the relative frequency polygons are constructed 
against the same set of axes. Any difference in the shape of these distributions becomes visible. 
Frequency polygon has an advantage over the histogram. 

Cumulative Frequency Curve or Ogive  
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What is an Ogive Graph? 

 
 
 
 
 
An ogive is sometimes called as an cumulative frequency polygon, is a type of frequency 
polygon that shows cumulative frequencies. In other words, the cumulative percents are added 
on the graph from left to right. 
An ogive graph plots cumulative frequency on the y-axis and class boundaries along the x-
axis. It’s very similar to a histogram, only instead of rectangles, an ogive has a single point 
marking where the top right of the rectangle would be. It is usually easier to create this kind of 
graph from a frequency table. 
An ogive is sometimes called as an cumulative frequency polygon. 

For plotting a cumulative frequency curve or Ogive, first of all cumulative frequencies against 
each of the intervals are to be written. If we take the frequency distribution of Table 12.9, it will 
he as shown in Table 12.10.For getting the cumulative frequencies of a C.I. we take the 
cumulative frequencies up to the previous interval and add the frequency of that interval into it. 
Here C.F. indicates that up to 39.5 there are 7 cases, up to 49.5 there are 25 cases, up to 59.5 
there are 46 cases, and so on.  

The difference between the construction of the frequency polygon and ogive is that for frequency 
polygon, one takes the mid points of the C.I. on horizontal axis, while for ogive one takes the 
upper boundary of the C.I. on horizontal axis. Again on the vertical axis, in case of Ogive one 
takes cumulative frequency/cumulative percentage instead of frequency only.  
 
Percentile Ranks: 
Percentile ranks are the scores that tell what percentage of same grade peers scored equal to or 
greater than the tested individual on a norm-referenced or standardized assessment. Percentile 
ranks can be used to compare a student’s achievement to other same grade peers and ranks range 
from 1 to 99. Generally speaking, students obtaining percentile rank scores between the 16th and 
the 84th percentile rank would be considered in the average range of functioning (i.e., within one 
standard deviation of the median or 50th percentile rank). Percentile ranks are often refers to as 
status scores. Although percentile rank scores are useful for some types of decision making, its 



psychometric properties limit their usefulness for some data analysis. The primary difficulty is 
that all points along the percentile distribution do not represent equal units. Raw score 
differences between percentile ranks are smaller near the mean (50th percentile rank) than at the 
extremes of the distributions (i.e., 10th or 90th percentile rank). There are two forms of percentile 
ranks. 
 National percentile rank: The national percentile rank are scores that reflect what percent of 
same –graders peers from nationwide sample scored equal to or less then the individual tested. 
State percentile rank serves the same purposes; however, the score is based on same aged peers 
from the same state. 
     Recording a test-takers’ percentile rank enables his or her performance to be compared very 
clearly with those in the national standardization sample. The percentile rank of a test taker is 
defined as the percentage of test takers in the sample who gained a score at the same level or 
below that of the test takers’ score. Performance at the 25th percentile, for example, indicates a 
standardized scores of 25 per cent of the sample. This information may be useful when, for 
example, reporting school test scores to parents. There is, in fact, a fixed relationship between 
standardized scores and percentile ranks when the same average score and standard deviation are 
used. The table below shows the relationship for tests that employ an average standardized score 
of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. 
 
Normal Probability curve: 
Normal probability curve: In the normal frequency distributing curve, based upon the law of 
probability or the probable occurrence of certain events, the probability of a given event is 
defined as the expected frequency of the occurrence of this event among alike events. 
Mathematically it may be stated as a ratio. The probability of a dice showing a four spot is 1/6. 
The probability of an unbiased coin falling heads is 1/2., and probability of a dice showing a four 
spot is 1/6. Probability ratios are defined by that fraction, the numerator of which equals the total 
possible outcomes. A probability ratio always falls between the limits 0.00(impossibility of 
occurrence) and 1.00( certainty of occurrence). All possible degrees of likelihood may be 
expressed by appropriate ratios between these limits. 
Skewness & Kurtosis: 
 Measures of Central Tendency give us an estimate of the representative value of a series, the 
measure of dispersion  on the other hand gives an indication of the extent to which the items 
scatter away from that representative value. But these two measures fail to give any idea as to the 
nature of distribution. It is quite incorrect to declare that the distributions are exactly alike in 
nature on the basis of the similarity of the mean and standard deviation. Thus they may be 
decidedly dissimilar in respect of their formation. 
             To study the characteristics of a frequency distribution, it is necessary to know whether 
the distribution is normal or asymmetrical and if it is an asymmetrical distribution, to what extent 
it deviates from the normal curve, such measures of asymmetry are called measures of skewness. 
A fundamental task in many statistical analyses is to characterize the location and variability of a 
data set. A further characterization of the data includes skewness and kurtosis. 
             Skewness is a measure of symmetry, or more precisely, the lack of symmetry. A  
distribution, or data set, is symmetric if it looks the same to the left and right of the centre point. 
Kurtosis: 
           Kurtosis is a measure of whether the data are peaked or flat relative to a normal 
distribution. That is, data sets with higher kurtosis tend to have a distinct peak near the mean, 



decline rather rapidly, and have heavy tails. Data sets with low kurtosis tend to have a flat top 
near the mean rather than a sharp peak. A uniform distribution would be the extreme case. 

skewness and  
Kurtosis 

 A fundamental task in many statistical analyses is to 
characterize the location and variability of a data set. A 
further characterization of the data includes skewness and 
kurtosis. 

Skewness is a measure of symmetry, or more precisely, the 
lack of symmetry. A distribution, or data set, is symmetric if 
it looks the same to the left and right of the center point. 

Kurtosis is a measure of whether the data are heavy-tailed or 
light-tailed relative to a normal distribution. That is, data sets 
with high kurtosis tend to have heavy tails, or outliers. Data 
sets with low kurtosis tend to have light tails, or lack of 
outliers. A uniform distribution would be the extreme case. 

The histogram is an effective graphical technique for 
showing both the skewness and kurtosis of data set. 

Definition of 
Skewness 

For univariate data Y1, Y2, ..., YN, the formula for skewness 
is: 

g1=∑Ni=1(Yi−Y¯ )3/Ns3 
where Y¯  is the mean, s is the standard deviation, and N is 
the number of data points. Note that in computing the 
skewness, the s is computed with N in the denominator rather 
than N - 1. 

The above formula for skewness is referred to as the Fisher-
Pearson coefficient of skewness. Many software programs 
actually compute the adjusted Fisher-Pearson coefficient of 
skewness 

G1=N(N−1)−−−−−−−−√N−2∑Ni=1(Yi−Y¯ )3/Ns3 
This is an adjustment for sample size. The adjustment 
approaches 1 as N gets large. For reference, the adjustment 
factor is 1.49 for N = 5, 1.19 for N = 10, 1.08 for N = 20, 
1.05 for N = 30, and 1.02 for N = 100. 

The skewness for a normal distribution is zero, and any 
symmetric data should have a skewness near zero. Negative 
values for the skewness indicate data that are skewed left and 
positive values for the skewness indicate data that are 
skewed right. By skewed left, we mean that the left tail is 
long relative to the right tail. Similarly, skewed right means 



that the right tail is long relative to the left tail. If the data are 
multi-modal, then this may affect the sign of the skewness. 

Some measurements have a lower bound and are skewed 
right. For example, in reliability studies, failure times cannot 
be negative. 

It should be noted that there are alternative definitions of 
skewness in the literature. For example, the Galton skewness 
(also known as Bowley's skewness) is defined as 

Galton skewness=Q1+Q3−2Q2Q3−Q1 
where Q1 is the lower quartile, Q3 is the upper quartile, 
and Q2 is the median. 

The Pearson 2 skewness coefficient is defined as 

Sk2=3(Y¯ −Y~)s 
where Y~ is the sample median. 

There are many other definitions for skewness that will not 
be discussed here. 

Definition of 
Kurtosis 

For univariate data Y1, Y2, ..., YN, the formula for kurtosis is: 
kurtosis=∑Ni=1(Yi−Y¯ )4/Ns4 

where Y¯  is the mean, s is the standard deviation, and N is 
the number of data points. Note that in computing the 
kurtosis, the standard deviation is computed using N in the 
denominator rather than N - 1. 

Alternative 
Definition of 
Kurtosis 

The kurtosis for a standard normal distribution is three. For 
this reason, some sources use the following definition of 
kurtosis (often referred to as "excess kurtosis"): 

kurtosis=∑Ni=1(Yi−Y¯ )4/Ns4−3 
This definition is used so that the standard normal 
distribution has a kurtosis of zero. In addition, with the 
second definition positive kurtosis indicates a "heavy-tailed" 
distribution and negative kurtosis indicates a "light tailed" 
distribution. 

Which definition of kurtosis is used is a matter of convention 
(this handbook uses the original definition). When using 
software to compute the sample kurtosis, you need to be 
aware of which convention is being followed. Many sources 
use the term kurtosis when they are actually computing 



"excess kurtosis", so it may not always be clear. 

Analysis and interpretation of scores:  
   After completion of the valuation of answer scripts, the teacher should tabulate the scores into 
frequency distribution dividing the total number of students (frequency) into suitable class 
intervals. The teacher should use simple statistics and calculate the measures of central tendency 
of Arithmetic Mean, the Median and the mode; the measures of variability of dispersion- the 
range, the quartile deviation, the mean deviation and the standard deviation. The obtained results 
should be compared and contrasted with the condition for normal probability curve, and there by 
nature of the distribution of scores can be understood. The teacher should also undertake a 
scientific analysis of test results obtained. The obtained scores should be analyzed objective-
wise,content-wise and question-wise in order to diagnose the strengths and weakness of  the 
pupils in the process of their learning. The teacher should identify the difficult areas of learning 
in the content and develop strategies and take up remedial measures to overcome the difficulties 
of students in these content areas. The teacher should also identify the deficiencies, if any in his 
own teaching from the analysis and interpretation of test result .thus the analysis of the test 
scores and interpretation of the statistical measures enable the teacher. 

• To know how far the objectives are realized. 

• To improve his/her own instructional strategies. 
• To understand the learning abilities as well as difficulties of students 

• Lastly to assess the validity of the test. 

Frequency distribution 

frequency distribution in statistics is a representation that displays the number of 
observations within a given interval.Frequency distributions are particularly useful for normal 
distributions, which show the observations of probabilities divided among standard deviations. 

A frequency distribution is the representation of data, either in a graphical or tabular format, to 
displays the number of observation within a given integral. 
In Statistics, a frequency distribution is a table that displays the number of outcomes of a sample. 
Each entry occurring in the table contains the count or frequency of occurrence of the values 
within a group. 

 Example 

A survey was taken on Maple Avenue. In each of 20 homes, people were asked how many 
cars were registered to their households. The results were recorded as follows: 

3, 1, 4, 0, 2, 1, 5, 2, 1, 5, 4, 2, 3, 2, 0, 2, 1, 0, 3, 2. 
Present this data in Frequency Distribution Table. 
Also, find the maximum number of cars registered by household. 
Divide the number of cars (x) into intervals, and then count the number of results in each interval 
(frequency). 
Thus creating the frequency Distribution Table 
  



  

Number of cars frequency 

                 0          3 

                 1             4 

                 2           6 

                3            3 

                4            2 

               5             2 

Thus, from the table, it is clear that the 6 household has 2 cars. 
                                                
 


